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ABSTRACT 
The effects of agriculture on soil quality were a s d  in northeastern Ghana. 
The Earrtling practices arc governed by the farmrs' socio-economic conditions and 
interviews and questionnaires were used to assess these conditions. The effects of the 
farming practices were evaluated at sixteen sites using soil quality indicators, and soil 
redhibution was assessed using the '"CS ndistn'butioa 
Food production is dominantly househoId-based subsistence agriculture. Farmers 
have small compound farms and nearby bush-Wow farms. Eighty percent of respondents 
noted worsening soil conditions and soil fertility. Although private ownership of land is 
commonly suggested to improve soil conservation, 75% percent of respondents were 
satisfied with the traditional method of land allocation. 
The complex relationship between soil and landform, particularly, age of the land 
surfaces made it difficult to p u p  the sites based solely on farming practices. The soil of 
upper slope sites had high concretion contents, dithionitc-extractable iron contents and 
magnetic susceptibility values. Four lower slape sites had mttlrcd soils with Iow 
concretion contents and oxalatddithionite iron ratios and magnetic susceptibility values 
indicative of poorly drained conditions. The h a 1  three soils occurred on an active 
erosionaVdepositional surface in a small catchment. 
The refanee inventory of % was 830 Bq ~2 (coefficient of variation of 
25%). The highest soil losses (averaging 19 Mg ha" yf ' )  o c c d  on two upper slope, 
compound b. Average soil loss from the tmsh farms was 7 Mg ha-' yr*'. Negligible 
soil gain occurred on lower slope sites, Wating net export of eroded so& 
The assessment of soil quality cbangcs focused on the fine soil k t i o n  (Qmm). 
Soil P, base satmation, and pH we= not appreciably affwtcd by cultivation Upper slope 
sites had, on average, lost 67% of the prc-caItivaclon soil organic wbon (SOC). The loss 
of SOC lead to decnases ia total soil N and cation exchange capacity. Less than 50% of 
the observed SOC loss could be attriited to erosion, indicating the importance of SOC 
loss through residue removal, burning, and mineralization. AIthough erosion control 
would be an important conaibutor to soil quality maintenance, a boa& effort involving 
many facets of the farming system is required 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Degradation of soil quality has been widely recognized as a major effect of 
agrical~e on ecosystems. When native land is opened for agriculture, various changes 
occur in the physical, chemical and biological properties of the soil The rate of change 
in soil proptics depends on the inherent characteristics of the soil, climatic conditions 
and rnanagemtnt practices. Management practices are important to soil quality 
maintenance because they are under the control of the land user. A sustainable land 
management system is a system that is productive, protective, viable, acceptable, and 
affords security to the fanner @urrranski and Smyth, 1993). Thus the evaluation of 
sustainable land use requires a systems approach that examines the soil as part of an 
ecosystem with complex internal and external interactions. 
The impact of agriculture on soil properties has been extensiveIy evaluated in the 
humid and semi-arid tropics (Nye and Greenland, 1960; Lal, 1987,1995). Considerable 
progress has been made in identifying agronomic systems for sustained agricultural 
production (Sanchez and Benitcs, 1987; Lal, 1987,1995). However, most of these 
studies were conducted on research stations, which do not represent adequately 
conditions on farmers' fields. This is especially important in the semi-arid rcgion 
because of the complex nature of Iandfonns of the region and the particular socio- 
economic conditions of the farmers. Semi-arid grassland occurs on old land surfaces 
with highty weathered soils and parent materials. Small-scale farmers who are faced 
with rainy constraints that affect their rrranagemnt decisions dominate agricaltare. 
Where as research station results often looked cxtmntly promising, the transferability 
of their results is Iimitcd, causing difficulties in many agricnltlrral development projects 
(Altieri, 1995). Another important hitation of these studies is the focus on soil 
fertility constraints rather than productivity. As sac4 the rate of soil quality 
degradation and the soil properties that can be used to mnitor soil quality degradation 
were never adequately studied. Also, the relationships txtwctn soil quality degradation 
and the f8nners' circumstances were not studied. 
The general objective of this research was to evaluate the effects of farming 
practices on soil quality in a study region located in northeastern G i  The specific 
objectives were to: 
9 identify soil properties that can be used as indicators of soil quality, 
ii) determine the rate of erosion on different land use types and the impact of 
erosion on indicators of soil quality, 
iii) understand thc f8nncrs' sacio-economic condition and its effect on their 
land use decisions. 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Conceptual framework 
This study examines the influence of farming practices on soil quality using a 
systems approach. A systems approach to research takes into consideration the complex 
interaction of the various components of the whole system As such, it fosters 
integration of various disciplines ( P e t e m  et al, 1993). It permits synthesis of 
scientific knowledge in a manner that improves the application of results in the real worId 
and also stjmnlates basic research in critical areas (Elliott and Cole, 1989). 
The systems approach is a useful tool for the evaluation of complex issues such 
as sustainable Iand management and soil quality (Karlen et aL, 1997; Doran and Parkin, 
1994). The soil itself can be viewed as a complex ecological system composed of many 
interlinked and overlapping subsystem that interact to determine its characteristics, 
while at the samc rime intuacting with the ecosystem as a whoIe. The type of soil found 
in a given location dcpends on the interaction of h e  basic factors (parent materid, 
chute, organisms, relief and time) (Jenny, 1961) as well as human beings; farmers and 
planners using the soil also make decisions within a set of physical and socio-econorrric 
constraints. 
Decisions and actions taken by humans can affect m y  nand factors and thus 
&tamhe whethcr soil quality will be lowered, sastained, or improved over relatively 
short times (KarIen et aL, 1992). Generally, the perception of physical constraints by 
fsnr#s is influenced by the prevailing economic situation (Bandry, 1993) tspecially at 
the Ednn level (Golley and Ryszkowski, 1988). Thcrcfore, when exmined as part of an 
ecosystem, soil quality assessments provide an dective method for evaluating direct and 
iadinct effects of haman m g e m n t  decisions. 
in Ghana, agriculttue is dorzlinatcd by small-scalt fanners whose primary 
objective is household food security. These Earmers face severe physical and socio- 
economic constraints, typicai of most developing countries. The socio-economic 
constraints of the farmers are severe, such that simple subdiscipline research on yield 
. . 
mxmzation in a monocultural system is not useful for understanding fanner behavior 
and agronomic choices (Altleri, 1995). Tht approach used in my study combines natural 
sciences with socio-economic studits, and could be particularly useful for land 
management research and sustainable agriculfllraI development in Ghana. 
2.1.1 Susfcnnable h i d  management and soil quality 
The issue of sustainability arose from the inrrtascd awareness that human 
population is growing at a rate that the bite nattrral resources available may not be able 
to support @urnanski and Smyth, 1993; La1 and Pierce, 1991; Harwood, 1990). World 
population is projected to increase h m  5.2 billion in 1990 to 8.4 billion by the year 
2025 (Lang, 1994). To meet the dietary needs of the increased population, about a 60- 
70% increase in food production will be requid horn the soil (La1 and Pierce, 199 1); 
however, 88% of the soil resource possess one or more constraints to sustainable 
production (Oldeman, 1994). La1 and Pierce (1991) cautioned that this could lead to 
increased human-induced land degradation if sustainable land management strategies are 
not adopted. 
Sustainabk Iand management is defined as the use of land to meet changing 
haman needs, while ensuring Iong-term socioeconomic and ecological functions of the 
land for the benefit of present and fatme generations (Damanski et aL, 1991). The 
paradigm of sPstainable landuse is not yet c l d y  defined however, five objectives 
(productivityf security, protection, viabilityf and acceptability) have been identitied to be 
ased as evaluation tool (Dmmdci and Smyth, 1993). Productivity includes the 
maintenance of crop yich as w d  as other agricultmal and non-agricultural gains 
through improved land use. Security invohrcs the reduction of the level of production 
risk by improving the balance between land use, environmental conditions, and changing 
social conditions. Protection refers to maintenance of the potentid of naturaI resomces 
and prevention of degradation of soil and water quality. Viability is the economic 
performance of the land use system in relation to economic factors, while acceptability 
refers to the compatl'bility of the land use system with the socio-cultural factors of the 
k m h g  community. A complete evaluation of a land management system requires the 
integration of these five objectives. 
Soil quality or soil health is an important link between farming practices, 
sustainable land rmagemcnt, and agriculture (Gregorich, 1995). Knowledge about 
changes in soil quality is required for sustainable management because not onIy does soil 
quality express the inherent atm'butes of a soil, it also expresses the ability of the soil to 
interact with applied inputs (Larson and Pierce, 1991). Because of the complexity of the 
soil system, m y  definitions of soil quality have been suggested (Acton and Gregorich, 
1995; Doran and Parkin, 1994; Larson and Pierce, 1994; Acton and Padbury, 1993). 
Doran and Parkin (1994) reviewed several recently proposed definitions of soil quality. 
All these definitions had in c o m n  the capacity of the soil to function effectively at the 
present and in the future. In order to adopt a long-term approach to land resource use, 
the aaditional view of soil quality, as mtasured by soil per fomce  and productivity, is 
now considered inadequate. Accordingly, the emerging definition of soil quality goes 
beyond crop production to issues of food safety, human and animal health, and water 
qnality. This expanded dckition recognized that soil does not only act as a mcdium for 
plant growth, but plays an important role in the overall maintenance of the environmt. 
Doran and Parkin (1994) therefore, mggesttd that soil quality could be dcfined as: 
"the capacity of the soil to function within ecosystem b d a r i e s  to sustain biologicat 
productivity. maintain environmental qpality, and pmmote plant and animal health. 
The driving force for a more ecological approach to soil quality defhithn has 
come from the sustainabk devtIopmcnt agada, in which a central concern with the 
maintenance of yield is closely associated with a desire to c o m e  natural resources 
(Dumdi et aL, 1997). Several international confennces on soil and environmentd 
degradation such as the International Workshop on Evaluating Sustainable Land 
Management in the Developing World m Qiang Rai, Thailand in 1991; the United 
Nations Conference on Enviromntnt a d  Developmtnt (UNCED) in Rio de Janciro, 
Brazil in 1992; the Sustainable Land Management Conference in Lethbridge, Canada in 
1993; and the 1nternationa.I Congress of Soil Science in Acapulco, Mexico in 1994 are 
indications of this concern (Doran and Safley, 1997). As well, the new rural 
development program of the WorId Bank titIed "Ftom V i n  to Action" is built around 
sustainable agricultutal development, conscrvacion of natural resources, and sustainable 
land managenrent @urnski a d, 1997). 
2.12 Soil qua& assessment 
Soil quality can be asscsscd qualitatively or quantitatively. Qualitative 
approaches are often fanner-drivcn, wkreas quantitative approaches are typically 
science-driven (Romig et aL, 1995). 
A qualitative approach to soil quality evaluation involves the use of descriptive 
properties such as how the soil looks, feels, and smells as well as its resistance to tillage, 
the presence of worms, etc. (Acton and Gngorich, 1995; Rornig ct aL, 1995). This 
approach depends on farmers' ikld exp&ncc and indigenous knowledge. As such it 
can be subjective. Even though it is subjtctive, it has much to offer scientists interested 
in soil quality evaluation (Arshad and Coeo, 1992; Pawluk et aL, 1992; Harris and 
Bezdicek, 1994). Harris and &zdictk (lW) argued that indigenous farmer knowMge 
based on practical experience could be used to caIiiite measured values, allowing a 
more meaningfd description of soil quality. They stated that visiile signs and 
morphological observations in the field can be used by both producers and scientist to 
recognize degraded soils. Surface scaling, cmsting, riIIs, ponding of water, type of 
vegetative cover and other such fcatllrcs can be used as indicators of soil degradation 
and pomtcd out that this approach can be particalarly nIcvant in regions wherc 
resources art limited. Both Arsbad and Coca (t9!X!) and Harris and Bezdicek (1994) 
strongly recommended that qualitative (descriptive) information should be an essential 
part of quality mnitoring programs. 
2J.2.2 Q u r m W v e  approaches 
Quantitative approaches to soil quality evaluation involve sophisticated analytical 
procedures aimed at generating data. Several approaches to quantitative assessment of 
soil quality such as the dynamic assessment approach (Larson and Pierce, 1994), the 
perfomcc-based approach (Doran and Parkin, 1994), and the multi-scale approach 
(Karkn et aL, 1997) have been proposed. One c o m n  feature of a l l  these different 
approaches is that soil quality is assessed with respect to spec& functions of the soil. 
The dynamic assessmnt approach proposed by Larson and Pierce (1994) 
measures selected soil quality indicators over time using statistical quality control 
procedures to assess the performance of a given management system rather than 
comparing it to other systems. The advantage of this approach is that it dews the 
researcher to focus attention on the attributes that contribute to the behaviour of the 
system. Doran and Patkin (1994) described a pcrformancc-based index, which can be 
used to evaluate sod function with regards to major issues of (0 sustainabk production, 
(ni environmental quality, and (hi h u m  and olnimal health. Within this -work, six 
elemnts were listed: food and fibre production, erosivity, ground water quality, surface 
water quality, air quality and food quality. This -work has an inherent flexibility, in 
that weighting factors are assigned to each soil quality element, as determined by 
geographical considerations, societal concerns and economic consteaints. 
The multi-scale approach presented by Karlen et aL (1997) identified five scales 
of soil quality valuation: point, pbt , field, farm(watershed, and regi0na.I /national 
/imtcmationaI scales. Point- and plot-scale evaluations arc aimed at understahding 
processes that a&ct soil quality whereas the higher scales (field - international) of study 
art used for monitoring soil quality. Consequently, subdisciplinary basic research on soiI 
attributes and indicators of soil quality is caukd out at point-scale, while, disciplinary 
and intcr-disciplinary applied research and education that demonstrate how soil quality 
can change with mamgancnt arc conducted at the plot-scak. The advantage of this 
approach is that it recognizes that soil quality can be viewed in two distinct ways: (i) as 
an inherent characteristic of a soil and ( i i  as the health or condition of the soil. 
Quantitative or qualitative assessment of soil quality requires the use of 
indicators. The complex nature of soil quality does not allow the use of a single measure 
(Acton and Gregorich, 1995) and therefore a range of indicators are used. Because of 
the wide range over which soil properties vary in magnimde, importance, tim, and space 
(Karlen and Scott, 1994; Larson and Pierce, 1991), ihdicators used to measure sol 
Quality must be clearly defined and selected. Knowledge of pedogenesis, landscape 
characteristics, and the dynamic processes occurring within a soil are important for 
selection of appropriate indicators for soil quality evduation (Karlen et aL, 1997). 
Pedogenesis and landscape characteristics are inherent soil properties, while dynamic 
processes respond quickly to management practices (Carter et aL, 1997). 
Soil quality indicators arc still being defmed Larson and Pierce (199 1) define 
indicators as nrasurabic soil attri'butes that are sensitive to the effects of management 
within a rcIativdy short tin. Acton and Padbury (1993) defined them as masurable 
soil propertics that influence the capacity of the soil to produce crops and protect the 
emrironmnt. Doran and Patkin (1994) and Tourco et al. (1994) suggested that apart 
h m  being and sensitive* indicators should assess the functioning of the 
system and indicate temporal and spatial diffacnces at aiI s c a b  of mcasurcment. Doran 
and Safley (1997) suggested that, in addition to the above properties, indicators should 
de&e the major soil processes and rctIect conditions as they exist in the field They 
argued that this will imeasc their nscfirlness in process-oriented modeling. In general, 
indicators mst h t e p t c  soil physical, chemical and biological properties for the 
evaluation of the efkcts of c b e  and ~ g e m n t  on soil function. They should be 
rcIaciveIy easy to nse by both scientist and producers, and where possiik, they should be 
attributes that already exist in data banks. 
Soil properties such as soil depth, water holding capacity, bulk density, hydraulic 
conductivity, nutrient availability and retention, organic matterl pH and electrical 
conductivity have been identified by Arshad and Coen (1992) as desirable indicators. 
According to them, the listed properties are readily measurable and sensitive to 
management and, thus, are often a£Etcted by degradation processes. Doran and Parkin 
(1994) and Larsan and Pierce (1991,1994) have listed a suite of soil physical, chemical 
and biological properties that could be used to assess sail quality world-wide. Physical 
properties include soil texture, motiag depth, bulk density, Mtration, water holding 
capacityl and saucture. C h e d  properties include organic carbon, organic and mineral 
N, m b u d  P and K, pH, and electrical conductivity. Biological properties include 
microbiaI biomass, C and N mherahation, and soil respiration. 
These physical, chemical and biological properties could be considered the 
minimum data set that can be used to assess changes in soil quality ( L m n  and Pierce, 
1991, 1994). They suggested that smdardkd methodologies and procedures for 
assessing changes in soil quality s h o d  be established and that reference levels are 
needed to determine whether a soil is being degraded maintained or improved. The 
nfcrencc could either be an earlier data set h m  the same soil, modal data for the soil, or 
cornpatison to data from the samt soil in native conditions. Knowledge of whether 
changes in the minimum data set of soil properties represent conservation, enhancement 
or degradation is more critical to soit quality (Larson and Pierce, 1991) assessment than 
quantitative estimates of soil q9ality. 
Larson and Pierce (1994) also suggested that soil properties that are too costly or 
a t  to maam but would be desirable patamcters for soil quality assessment could 
be pdkted from other soil properties using ptdotmsfkr functions (Eouma, 1989). 
The pcdomnsfkr function is a mathamtical fhnction that relates a given soil property 
with other, more simply mtaspnd propatits for use in evaluations of soil qnality 
(Lamon and Pierce7 1991). Phospbatc-sorption capacity, cation exchange capacity, bulk 
density, water retention, porosity, hydratxk conductivity, electrical conductivity7 
saturated conductivity, soil productivity, ad rooting depth are some of soil properties 
for which pedotrander functions have been proposed for. A similar proposal was made 
by Doran and Parkin (1994) who added cation exchange capacity, and aggregate stabiiity 
to the pedotransfa indicators listed above. Cation exchange capacity, for example can 
bt athated fkom soil organic matter, pH and clay content. 
Doran and Parkin (1994) emphasized that the listed propertics are only basic for 
initial characterization of soil quality and that other sets of properties may be needed as 
dictated by existing data bank, climatic, geographic, and socio-economic conditions or as 
indicated by assessment of the basic indicators. 
23 Climate and soils of the semi-arid Tropics 
The literature on soil quality emphasizes the need to choose soil quality indicators 
appropriate to the physical and socio-economic environment of the study area. The 
purpose of the next section is to review the literature on the environment of the study 
region to develop a *work for the selection of soil quality indicators. 
2.2.1 Climate 
As the nam implies, the semi-arid tropics are characterized by long dry periods 
and short rainy seasons. The climate of the West A6ican semi-arid zone is influenced by 
two dominant air masses. The north-easterly dry Harmattan, which comes fiom the 
Sahara, and the south-westerly monsoon of h d  oceanic air (Kowal and Kassam, 
1978; Jones and Wild, 1975). In northern Ghana, the dominant wind for most of the 
year is the north-east Hamattan and in the south, the south-west monsoons. The 
intlutnce of thest winds is seen in a short and Pnimodal wet season in the north, and a 
longer and bimodal rainy season m the south (Jones and W'iM, 1975). 
These differences in raid3 pattem have resalted in three broad ecological 
zones. The SaheIian zone in the north (inc1uding northeastun Ghana) has less than 600 
mm of annual rainfall and a rainy season of two to four months, the North Sndanian zone 
has 600 to 1000 rmn and four to five months of rain and, and the South Sudanian zone 
has more than 1000 mm of rainfall and five to six months of rain (Ada, 1969). 
The prevailing c k a &  coraditions of distinct wet and dry seasons has a direct 
e&ct on soil forming processes and agriculture in the region. The high temperatures 
during the dry season encourage accelerated chemical decomposition and deep 
weathering of rocks, and the sudden torrential rainfaIl fonowing a prolonged dry season 
(during which the grass cover is often burnt) induces topsoil erosion. Most of the rains 
occur in high intensity storms resulting in runoff and severe erosion, even on relatively 
flat lands (Kowal and Kassam, 1978). The loss of topsoil can also lead to irreversible 
hardening (laterization) of the exposed subsoil (Eswaran et aL, 1992). Although total 
rainfall in a year can be adequate, major problems for agriculture are posed by its 
variability, distribution and irregularities. Climatic constraints include rainfall 
seasonality, with nearly 90% of annual precipitation falling in the rainy season, wide 
fluctuations ktween and within rainy seasons, and highly uncertain dates of arrival and 
cessation of seasonal rainfall. This high spatial and temporal variability and high 
potential evapotranspiration influence the proportions of rainfall available for crop 
growth. 
2.2.2 Soils 
A wide variety of soils occur in semi-arid tropics due to the complexity of the 
land forms in the region (Vlek, 1993; Emtaran et al, 1992; Stewart et A, 1991). 
Alkols, Oxisols, Ultisols, and Entisols predominate while Vertisols, InceptisoIs and 
Allwisols occur in small patches on lower slopes, river plains and vaIleys (El-Swaify and 
CaMwed, 1991; Lal1987). Among the soil orders, Alfisols, OrdsoIs, Ultisols and 
Inceptisols are connmn in the region under study, and at the study site itself AKsols are 
dominant (Adu, 1969). 
Alfisols are relatively futilt compand with Oxkols and Ultisols, but they have 
poorer soil physical properties (LaI, 1987), which knit their productivity potential. The 
soils axe characterized by a coarse-textured sPrfacc horizon overlying a clayey subsurfhce 
layer that may compound problem of hardpan common m thcse soils (Bablola and Lal, 
1977). About 250 million hectares of At6soIs in semi-arid West AErica have hardened 
Iatcritc at a shallow depth, about 5 to 25 cm bclow the surface (Lal, 1987). As a result, 
exploitabIe rooting depth is limited and becomes an important constraint affkcthg 
productivity. Also, these poor mctural characteristics have resulted in high potential 
for erosion, vulnerability to sealing and crusting and generally low fertility (Hauffe, 1989; 
Quansah et aL, 1989)- The presence of these hardpans also imparts a complex 
rrdneraogical characteristic to the soils that does not reflect present climatic and 
managcmnt conditions (Eswaran et aL, 1992). To fully appreciate these soh and the 
soil constraints that face agriculture in the region it is imporcant to understand the 
genesis of these hardpans aad, therefore, the geomorphology of the region (Ah,  1974). 
Most of the semi-arid tropicd Iands are d e  up of ancient rocks known as tfre 
basement complex (Ah,  1974), which have undergone a long history of erosion. These 
rocks belong to the oldest geoIogical puiod, the Re-Cambrian age. Because of the 
absence of Pkistocene glaciation, many of the landscapes predate the Quaternary. 
Remnants of peneplains as oId as d-Tertiary (about 20 million years) are c o m n  
(Eswaran et aL, 1992). Also c o r m n  are lithological discontinuities such as stone-lines, 
quartz gravels and fermginoos nodules (Ahn, 1974). 
Evcn though the tropics did not &go gIaciation during the Pieistocene, other 
equally dramatic climate events occurred during this period that reshaped the entire 
tropicd landscape. A prolonged period of cooling and aridity, which resulted in drastic 
vegetation changes (Thomas, IN).. Most of the forested areas were converted to 
savannas and the savannas to dtscrts. This proiongcd dry period was followed by a 
period of much wetter climate in the early HoIocenc that resulted in huge floods with 
high sediment loads and the cawing of bedrock channeIs. As we& uplift, tilting and 
erosion are some of the important tectonic procases that control the dynamics of the 
landscapes in tropical regions. These proccssts accelerated surface erosion and relief 
inversion momas, 1994). 
Three broad categories of landforms and soil toposequences (catcnas) have been 
identitid in the semiarid savanna as folows: catenas without rock outcrops, catenas 
with rock outcrop, and plinthite catenas (Gerrard., 1981). Catenas without rock are the 
youngest geormxphic flufaces and occur as narrow flood plains along sonre of the major 
streams. Catenas with rock outcrops occur in small scattered patches on old surfaces on 
the highest parts of the landscape with dope angk between 8" and 10". Catenas with 
plinthite also occur on the oldest msion surfaces and on the highest part of the 
landscape but the dope form is fairly constant with a flattened upper dope and s m ' t  
separated from a straight or concave middle portion (Ahn, 1974). These plinthitt 
catenas are the classic Atiican catenas with m o t h  concave-convex slopes ( A h ,  1974) 
and are the dominant landscapes in semi-arid West f i c a  (Bui et aL, 1990). 
222.2 Plinfhih lrmdpcupes of the west A@an semi-arid ngion 
Plinthite is an iron-rich, humus-poor mixture of clay with quartz and other 
materials that commonly occurs as dark red horizons (Soil Survey Staff, 1994). It is firm 
to very firm when moist and hard or very hard when dry, changing to an irreversible 
ironstone hardpan or irregular aggregates on exposure to repeated wetting and drying, 
especiaUy if it is also exposed to the heat of the sun. The irreversibly hardened form is 
known as petroplinthite (Soil S m y  Staff, 1994; Eswaran et aL, 1990), Petroplinthite 
kqucntly occurs in the so3 as loose or siightly cemented gravel and is often n f d  to 
as ironstone, lateritic gravel or concretions (Eswaran ct aL, 1990). 
Petroplinthite gravel or concretions are very common in soils of older 
landsurfaces, such as West Alka, where they occur as laycrs varying in thickness from a 
few ccntimcters to about I m (Eswaran et aL, 1990). These petroplinthite gravels may 
have no pedogcnic relationship to the soil in which they occur, and their behavior and 
roles are sinrilar to stones of qnanz or granite in other alluvial or co~uvial soils. If an 
aquk soil moisture re* p a i l s ,  re-cementation of the petrophthite may commence 
again leading to the formation of a petroferric contact (Eswaran et aL, 1990)- A 
petrofirric contact is a boundary between the soil and a continuous layer of indurated 
iron rich mawial (Soil Swey Staff, 1994). 
The occarrence of plinthite profiks on upper slope positions is interesting 
because fcrmginous materials are f o d  m v&ys and lower slopes. According to 
Ollier (1991) the iron was brought into the valleys by lateral groundwater movement, 
and concentrated into a fermginous crust. Erosion of surrounding slopes with 
subsequent relief inversion raised (in a relative sense) the low lying fermginous crust to 
their current high elevation. 
2.2.2.3 Formation of femginous concmfions 
Ferruginous nodules or concretions are formed as a result of weathering 
associated with development of these old mils, and are found most commnly in soils 
f o d  in regions that have alternating wet and dry periods. These climatic conditions 
favor the alternating reduction-oxidation and hydration essential for development of 
concretions or nodules (Sherman and Kanehiro, 1954). The release of Fe from primary 
rtlinerals is necessary for the formation of nodules and concretions, bat the most 
important process is the local accamulation of Fe odes.  
The rtlease of Fe from primary minerals usually require the dissolution, transport 
and re-precipitation of the Fc-oxides. Thc process of Fe segregation involves four basic 
steps: 1) mobilization of Fe as k2+. 2) transportation of ~ e ~ '  by difhrsion or mass flow 
due to gravity or capillarity, 3) hbilization of Fc" by precipitation of solid Fe 2' 
oxides and adsorption on clays, and 4) oxidation of k2' by Q or other oxidants to 
~ e ~ o x i d e s  (E awaran et nl. 1990: van Brcexmn, 1988). This process results in 
relativdy large amounts of &-grained, pooriy crystalIine or amorphous Fe oxides that 
becomc crystailine upon drying and dehydration at the high temperatures prevalent in the 
semi-arid tropics (Sherman et aL, 1%4). 
The iron oxide is deposited in the soil as limnite, geothite, and probably 
lepidocritt in certain cases (Shenrran and Kancbiro, 1954). When the subsoil is exposed 
by cnltivation or by the bss of aatural vegetation cover, the hydrated Fe oxides are 
dehydrated to form hematite. Som of the crystallized Fe oxides become concentrated 
to form firmginous concretions or nodules such as those fkquently encountered in the 
northern region of Ghana. The stable and frequent F e w  oxides found in these soils are 
goethite and hematite (Nartey, 1994). The size of the Fe concretions increases with t h e  
of exposure to the surface (Sherman and Kanehiro, 1954). Nodules with diffuse fabric 
are formed if there is a continuous supply of iron; where there is periodicity in the supply 
of iron, concretions with concentric fabric result (Eswaran et aL, 1990). The 
concentration of Fe oxide in the soils may range from 4.1% to >50% (Schwertmann 
and Taylor, 1989). 
2.3 Traditional farming system in the serni-arid Tropics 
Within the serni-arid regions of the tropics, especially those of West and Central 
Mca,  shifting cultivation and settled subsistence are the c o r m n  systems of cuItivation 
practiced (Ah, 1974; Sanchez, 1976). The nature of agriculture is essentially 
subsistence with low input and manual cultivation with tools that limit the amount of 
land which can be cleared in any one year (Ah, 19'74; LaI, 1987). Farmers aim at 
producing a range of crops mainly for their own consumption, as opposed to 
concentrating on one or two crops for sale in order to buy their own needs. Small or 
rmderate-sized artas, somtims scattered in severaI patches, are cultivated. In the 
study area, subsistence fhning is practised around the household compound while 
shifting cultivation is practised in woodlands about two to ten km away from the 
housthokis. Locally, these systems are known as compound farming and bush timing 
systems, respectively, and these terms will be used in this document. 
In compound firming, the farmers create a pattern of fertiIe, permanently 
cropped fields around the compounds houses that receive reguIar application of organic 
manare and hoasehoM waste. Consequently, fertiIity gradually declines with incnasing 
distances h m  the house. On the other hand, shifting caltivation involves a d e h i t e  
alteration between anma1 crop production and periods of vegetative Mow. Ideally the 
Iand is cultivated for about 1 to 3 years and then left to regrowth for about 10 years or 
mrc (Sanchez, 1976). Thus, after a few years of cultivation, the land is left to faIlow 
and a new field is clearcd for cdtivation. Land clearing is done by the slash and burn 
method and soil fcrtilty maintenance is dependent on nutricnt cycling and biological 
processes such as nitrogen fixation and nutrient accumulation in biomass during the 
fallow period Fertilizer use is very limited. Because the system relies mainly on fallow 
regrowth of trees and other vegetation for fertility regeneration @ye and Greenland, 
1960,1964) its viability depends on how wen alternating periods of cropping and 
fallowing maintain a balance between nutrient loss (during cropping) and nutrient gain 
(during Mow) (Chinene and Dynoodt, 1994). 
2.4 Controls on the magnitude and diredon of changes in soil quality 
The selection of specific indicators for soil quality changes in a region must also 
reflect the mechanisms by which the soil quality changes occur. The literature on soil 
quality typically separates the controls on soil quality changes into those that occur in 
sinc (e-g. mineralization of organic matter) and those that involve the export of soil kom 
the study site (rypicdy by erosion processes). An important initial stage in a soil quality 
evaluation is to detcrrttine the importance of the two types of controls on soil quality 
changes. 
In the study region, the in situ changes in soil quality are driven by the nature of 
the agricultttral practices. As discussed above, the farming system can be divided into 
compound firmkg and bash f8filling. Compound firming involves the use of animal 
wastes and plant residues as nutricnt sources whereas the bush farming systems are 
dependent on nutrient replacement through a fallow period, 
The second major control on soil quality changes is by redistribution of soil 
within (and beyond) the study region by erosion processes. Generally, the in situ changes 
in quality a f k t  the more dynamic soil properties (organic matter, plant avaiiabk 
nu-) but have a Iirnitcd effict on the morphology of the soiI its& SoiI 
ndistribption, on tbc other hand, can greatly a £ k t  the morphobgy of the soil itseff by 
either removal of the surface soil (during soil loss) or burial of the soil surface (during 
soil deposition). A major task of an initial soil quality evaluation is to determine the 
relative balance between soil loss and soil deposition in the study region. 
Although the effects of soil deposition can be of short-term importance, crop 
burial, for example, the effects of soil loss tend to be of greater long-tenn relevance. The 
effects of soil loss can be broken into two broad categories (Larson and Pierce, 1994). 
The &st is the loss of organically emichcd surface soil (topsoil). The second group of 
effects occurs due to the incorporation of subsoil layers into the surface soil by tiIiage 
foilowing the removal of the srrrface soil. These subsoil layers may have growth-limiting 
characteristics that will frrrther limit the productivity of the soil beyond that attributable 
soleIy to nutrient loss. 
Soil erosion by water is the most important type of erosion in Ghana. According 
to the Soil Research Institute (1971), about 29.9% of the country is subject to slight to 
moderate sheet erosion, 43.3 % to severe sheet and gdly erosion, and 23 8 to very 
severe sheet and gully erosion on hilly and steep slopes. The northeastern region is the 
most highly susccptibk to erosion because of the relatively thin layer of solurn and the 
variable dry and wet climatic condition of the region. 
The process of water erosion falls into two major sequentid events: (I) 
detachmnt of individual panicks &om the soil mass and (2) their trampon by raindrops 
and running water. Deposition occurs when d k k n t  energy is no longer available to 
transport the particles. The detached ma- is usually the fine so& where plant 
nutdents are most concentrated. The consequent exposure of subsoil often leads to a 
Iower rate of water entry, increased runoff and fmther soil loss. Erodiity defines the 
resistance of a soil type to both detachment and transport, It involves those soil 
propertics that affect infiltration rate and pcrmtability, as well as properties that 
dctemine the e&cts of dispersion, splashing, abrasion and transporting forces of rainfaIl 
and nmoff (Morgan, 1986). 
2.4.l IN- sihr chunges to soil qualily: nubicnt &namics during cuItivathn and f d b w  
cycks 
Ideally, dash and bum agriculture is ecologically stable under very low 
population density (Nye and Greenland 1960). Under this condition, the size of the 
cropped land could be small enough that it is surrounded by native vegetation; the length 
of cultivation is kept below two yean; and the length of fhbw is kept sufficiently long 
(Juo and Manu, 1996). As the cropped kids becomt larger and the length of fallow 
becomes shorter the nutrient cycling equilibrium is broken. A si@ant portion of 
nutrients icleased h m  burning may be lost through erosion, runoff or through leaching 
and crop mtloval. The total nutrient stock in the whole ecosystem gradually declines 
during subsequent cycles of fallow and cropping. Dynamics of the total nutrient stock 
depend on maintenance of soil organic carbon, 
When the native land is 6rst cuhated, there is a large, rapid decrease in soil 
organic matter (van Vecn and Paul, 1981; Lynch, 1984; Richter et aL, 1990), mainly 
within the jirst ten years of cultivation. This can have a positive e W  on soil fertility 
through the gradual reIeases of nutrients fcom the original vegetation (Chinene and 
Dynoodt, 1994). The rate of organic mer decomposition and nutrient release is 
controIlcd by physical, chemical, biobgical and managemnt factors (Wood et al, 1990, 
Ismail et at, 1994). Managemnt controls include cuIturaI practices such as tillage, 
residue managemnt, cropping intensity and f-tion. Burning for example, rmbitizes 
large amounts of cations (a2+. MC, K+, NH;) anti anions (CT. SO:? as water- 
soluble elements present in ashes, and from sol chemical reactions resulting from heating 
(Khanna and Raison, 1986). Frequently the amount of nutrient eltmnts in the ash is in 
the order of Ca>K)Mg>P. 
FoIlowing this initial flush of decomposition, organic matter declines siowIy until 
the soil reaches a new q u i l i i  for the types of cultivation system being used (Tiessen 
et aL, 1982). Most often, the new ~ k v &  are below those of the native Iand 
because substantial losses of C, N, and S to the amsphere through volatilization 
(Sanchez, 1976). Rapid increases in soil pH, exchangeable bases, &the CEC and 
available P in swfixe soils arc also c o m n  (Nye and Grtenland, 196& Andriesst and 
Koopmans, 1984; Andriessc and Schelaas, 1987% b). The timt required to reach a new 
q u i l i i  after cultivation has been estimated at 30 to 50 years (Mann, 1986), 60 to 70 
years (Martel and Paul, 1974) or longer, especially for intensively weathered soils (Nye 
and Greenland, 1960; Paul and van Veen, 1978; T i n  et al, 1982; Chinene and 
Dynoodt, 1994) 
The natmaI vegetation growing on intensively weathered soils is less abundant 
and recycles smaller amounts of nutrients because it depends on nutrient released from 
decomposing plant biomass to meet mineral requirements (Juo and Manu, 1996). In 
these soils, especially low-basc status soils of the tropics, over 80% of the essential 
nutrients are heid by the plant biomass with very little heId in the bulk soil (Sanchez, 
1976). This unbalanced nutrient distribution between biomass and the soil is reflected in 
the substantial loss of mineral nutrients released during the slash and burn operation if 
the soil system is unable to retain them (Juo and Manu, 1996). If these natural systems 
are transformed to human-managed systems, the nutrient pool, primarily the organic 
components, k o m s  drastically reduced. Thus, the overall c&t of shifting cultivation 
is not onIy that of organic matter depletion, but the reaching of new equiIiium levels 
that are below those of the native vegetation. Studies show that for a crop: fallow ratio 
of 212 years, organic carbon equili'brir~m is about 75 96 of the original level According 
to Nye and Greenland (1960), when the crop: Mow ratio becomes narrower due to 
population pressures, the new equiliium is attained at about 50% of the native 
vegetation. 
Soil organic carbon is generally considefed the most u n i v d  indicator of soil 
quality, particularly m agroecosystems because it affects so many other chemical, 
physical and biological propcrtics of the soil (Boyk et aL, 1989, Granatstein and 
Bezdicek, 1992, Lason and Pierce, 1991; Doran and Patkin, 1994; Ismail et al, 1994). 
Soil organic matter affects p h t  nutrient levels, soil structure. water stable aggregates, 
tilth, and water hoIding capacity (ETaynes and Swift, 1990; Larson and Pierce, 1991; 
Swift, 1997). It is the dominant source of nutrients, especially in low input a g r h h d  
systems such as those found in the semi-arid tropics (Lal, 1985). In these systems, the 
loss of organic materials h m  the soil surface is especially devastating, because the soils 
are inherently low in fertility and most of the essential nutrients are concentrated in the 
top few centimeters of soil. 
The loss of soil organic matter and nutrients results in an overalI soil fertility bss 
(verity and Anderson, 1990; Geng and Coote, 1991). As substrates for microbial 
consumption becomt depleted and nuaient dekiencies Limit plant growth and residue 
inputs, W e r  losses of macro-aggregate structure occur reducing plant growth, hence 
increasing erosion (Tiessen and Stewart, 1983; Parton et al., 1988). Eventually, the 
labile organic matter pools may be so depleted that the rate of C mineralization in 
disturbed soils becomes very low. Unless replenished, nutrient depletion by crop 
removal, Ieaching, runoff and erosion, and volatilization result in the loss of soil fertility. 
Loss of bases and increases in acidity by leaching are direct results of a decline in soil 
colloids. The leaching losses of nutrients to subsoil arc increased when deep-rooted 
perennials that would otherwise effectively recycle these nutrients are absent (Lal, 1987). 
The mechanism of soil enrichment under fallow vegetation is associated with 
accumulation of litter produced during the fallow period. Fallow vegetation derives its 
mineral nutrients tnainly fram the soil aud hence the fertility status of the soil at the time 
of M o w  is very important, Nutrient uptake by the fallow vegetation may lead to a 
d e c k  in soil pH and subsequent docline in fertility in soils containing limited reserves of 
exchangeable bases and major nutrients (Juo and Manu, 1996; Greenland, 1975, Ahn, 
1959)- 
The age of the fallow vegetation is another important determinant of nutrient 
accamulation under fanow vegetation. OId, matured fallow vegetation stores larger 
amounts of nutrients than younger ones. Leaves and branches are important nutrient 
sinks on young trees; in older aces, large quantities of nutrients are stored in the trunks. 
Witb age, the quantity and qaality of Mow species increase, increasing the ability of the 
Mow to restore fertility of the soil (Szott et aL. 1991), Grasses that colonize the land in 
the early stage of fallow are oftcn ef6icient K accumulators while perennial shrubs and 
tree legume are good P and Ca accumalators during later stages of succession. 
Hcrbacwus legums 6x nitrogen Studies show that the total biomass accumulation 
during the 6rst 10 years of falhw varies conriduably, ranging from 48 to 160 t hdl 
(Szott et al, 1991) and reaching a steady state after 7 to 15 years of fallow. The total 
amount of biomass at this steady state is typicany only 35 to 75% of the original biomass 
(Szott et al, 1991; Jaiyeoba, 1997). This suggests that the total amount of biomass of 
the secondary forest may take hundreds of years to reach levels comparable with that of 
the primary level once the total nutrient stock has been significantly reduced and the 
nutrient cycling mechanisms are disrupted by repeated cycIes of slash and burn 
cultivation. 
The effects of the in situ changes on the dynamic soil properties must be 
separated from changes due to soil loss. Pennock (1997) argued that it is very important 
to distinguish between selective erosion and bulk erosion because of the possibility of 
"fertility erosion" associated with selective erosion. Selectivety removed materials are 
lost in amounts disproportionate to their relative amounts in the bulk soil material. Most 
often materials removed are soil organic matter and fine soil particles (clay and silt). 
Because the soil nutrients and exchange sites are concentrated in the soil organic matter 
and clay M o n s ,  this sckctivt loss of material has grcater impact on fertility than the 
bulk soil loss itself wouM suggest. It is, therefore, apparent that smaller erosion tosses, 
which may seem unimportant with respect to volume of soil removed, may be very 
important as far as the nutritional depletion and the general decline in the productive 
capacity of the surface soil is concerned. 
The incorporation of growth-limiting subsoil layers into the surface soil layer is a 
second major consequence of soiI Ioss. In some tropical and subtropical regions this 
concern is cspccially acute due to the pnsenct of plinthite layers in the subsoil 
Plinthitc, and its related forms such as petroplinthite and the petroferric contact, 
reduces soil quality because it presents physical and chemical constraints that hinder 
Esmring operations and reduce productivity. In general, plinthite forms a textural 
unconfornrity (Sanchez, 1976). It is a semi-permeable subsoil feature (Eswaran et al, 
1990) of high bulk density and extreme strength. This leads to reduction in the volume 
of mamopores and total porosity of the soil (Cassel and Lal, 1992). The textural 
unconformity of the subsoil plinthite layer causes water to conect above it, Iimiting the 
potential uses of the soil to crops requiring water saturation, such as rice. According to 
Daniels et aL (1978) about 10% platy plinthite is required to perch water. 
The texturai unconfomity also iacreases the erosion hazard by affecting 
inliltration rate of the soil. As the topsoil is eroded, the subsoil plinthitc is exposed and 
becomes hardened and cemented to form irreversibly hard ironstone pans and gravels of 
petroplinthite (Eswaran et al, 1990). Petroplinthite concretions behave like quartz 
gravels and stones in soils by reducing the effective soil volume for water and plant 
nutrient mvement, plant uptake and root growth (Eswaran et aL, 1990). When plinthite 
and petroplinthite occur close to the soil surface they increase mechanical impedance to 
shoot emergence and root growth (Casscl and Lal, 1992). The hardened petroplinthite 
fomtion is an irreversible stage of degradation, which results in land abandonment. 
In addition to physical consuaints, plinthitt presents chemical constraints 
associated with its mineralogy. The mimalogy of plinthite is dominated by oxides, 
hydroxides and oxyhydroxides of Fe and At Iron oxides are s m &  with crystal size of 
10 to 50 am (Schwenmann and Herbillion, 1992); therefore, they possess a Iarge specific 
snrface area that e&ctively conm'bntt to the overail sarface area of soils. In oxide 
systems, the charge is entirely pH dependent. The chemical nature and specific d a c e  
area of Fe oxides make them efficient soheats and therefore sinks for 1) inorganic 
anions such as silicates, phosphates and molyMate, 2) organic anions and molecules such 
as cia;ite, fihk and humic materials, and 3) cations such as AI, CP, Pb, V, Zn, Co, Cr 
and Ni, some of which arc essential for plant growth (Schwemrrann and Taylor, 1989). 
The kst known effect of the Fe-oxide srrdace is its high ailinky for phosphorus retention 
(Schwertlllann and Hddlion, 1992) as dermnstrated by drastic decrease in P adsorption 
after di&rcntial removal of the Fe oxides by citrate-bicarbonate-dithionite (CBD). P 
availabdity in so& is often a limiting factor for plant growth even though the total 
amount of so&P may be high. Fermginons gravels or nodules sorb P and are capable of 
raising the sorption level of soils (Tlessen et aL, 1991b and 1993) despite their apparent 
inert nature, because of their reactive Fe and A1 oxide content. 
2.4.3. E#ecb of rock fmgmenf/conccclions on soil erosion by water 
There is a strong interaction between the presence of the plinthite and 
concretions in the surface soil and the rate of soil erosion by water. The effect of rock 
hgments on infiltration rates and percoktion rates are discussed by Brakensiek and 
Rawls (1994) and Valentin (1994). Infiltration determines the rates and amounts of 
surface water that are available to overland flow and watershed runoff. The effect of 
rock hgrrrcnts on infiltration is very controversial - some reports suggest negative 
relationship and others a positive relationhip. These apparent conaadictons could be 
related to the position (ie., embedded in the soil or resting on the soil surface), size, and 
cover of rock hgments as well as structure of the b e  earth (Poem et al, 1994; 
Vakntin, 1994). Rock hgments embedded in the soil reduce infiltration and increase 
overland flow whereas those resting on the surface m y  increase or decrease inflitration 
(Valenth 1994). Larger rock hgmnts  increase infiltration and d e r  rock hgrnents 
decrease it (Brakensiek and Rawls; f 994, Valentin, 1994). The relationship between 
rock fi.agmnts and sealing depends on climatic conditions (Valentin, 1994). In dry areas 
of West -a, VaIentin (1994) found that rock hgmtnts are embedded in a vesicular 
seal and therefore generate heavy WOE Conversely in wetter areas, finer gravels are 
mainly fkce at the soil surface and favour infiltraton 
At the mesoplot scale (it., lfmt to 1@m2), the processes of overIand flow 
generation near the edge of the rock hgmmt and the continuity of overIand flow dong 
a hiIl dopeate conmntd by the rock hgmmt cover (Pocscn and Lavee, 1994). At this 
scale, rock hgmcnts have ambivalent effects depending on the type of fine earth 
porosity, soil stuface slope, vertical position and size of rock .fragments and by the 
occmxence of horseshoe vortex erosion. As a consequence, the relationship between 
rock hgmcnt cover and sedimnt yield is variabk depending on which of these factors is 
mst prominent (Poesen et aL, 1994). If a very large proportion of the surface is 
covered with embedded rock .fragments, the protective efftct of the rock fragments 
overmle the effects of flow concentration (Poesen et aL, 1994). As such it is important 
to distinguish between rock hgments at the surface and those below the slnface when 
discnssing their effects on hydrological processes (Poesen and Lavee, 1994). 
Soil erosion at the macro-scale is a combination of processes taking place at the 
micro- and meso-scales as wen as subprocesses that occur in rills and gullies (Poesen et 
aL, 1994). In general, rock fragments at the soil surface have a negative effect on 
sediment yield and can be considered soil surface stabilizers. Stdiment yield at the 
macro-scale is the result of the combined subprocesses taking place at the micro- and 
meso-scalc. Thus, in the study area, whether the effects of concretions on soil erosion is 
at the surface or below surface is time dependent, When the land is first opened for 
cultivation, concretions below the surface will reduce infiltration, thereby increasing 
moff  and erosion. With , the concretions become exposed and loose on the 
surface, shielding the soil surface from detachment by raindrop splash and runoff. 
23 SoiI redistribution studies 
2.51 The '"Cs technique 
The 13'Cs tracer technique is an important devdopmnt in soil erosion studies 
because it attempts to overcom the limitation of previous soil erosion research methods. 
Martz and de Iong (1987) listed s o n  of the advantages of the '"CS technique as 
~ O ~ O W S :  
(1) The 13'Cs technique provides inEDrmation on soil redistniution that is linearly 
time-integrated, incorporating fluctuations in erosion intensity due to 
variations in rainfsll wind and land management practices, The direct 
me8Surernent studits arc generally short-term (intensive) and thus do not 
a b w  for retrospective assessmtnt of erosion rates. 
(2) Instahtion of eqnipmnt at the site of study is not requid for the L 3 7 ~ s  
technique and mcasurrmcnts can be taken b r n  a large number of sites in a 
reIativeIy short timt. 
(3) It evaIuates both soil loss and soil gain and, thus, gives estimates of net 
erosion The net erosion estimates are process-integrated, reflecting the 
comb'ied impact of all soil redismhtion agents acting in the landscape, 
l"~esiurn is an artifkid radionuclide with a half life of about 30.2 pars, 
produced as a resuIt of nuclear &ion. Its presence in the soil is due to thermonuchr 
weapon testing during the 1950's and early 1960's (Ritchie and McHenry, 1990; WaIling 
and Quine, 1990 and 1995). World-wide deposition of the isotope occurred following 
its dispersion and rnovemnt by the gIobal amspheric circulation system The 
concentration of these isotopes in precipitation depends on the spec& meteorological 
conditions and the quantity of radioactive material present in the atmosphere (Walling 
and Quine, 1995). Even though the relationship of '"Cs to mal varies in both time 
and space, the ovcraIl annual pattern of fallout is simiiar throughout the world 
(Innpore (McCaIlan) ct al. ll88)+ 
The valve of 13'cs as a sedinrnt tracer lies in its rapid and strong adsorption by 
soil particles, particularly the clay fraction (Rogowski and Tamura, 1970). Its subsequent 
tedisaibuhn is a direct consequences of msian, aansport and deposition of soil 
particks occurring during the period extending fiom the main phase of amspheric 
deposition to the tim of sampling (Waling and Quine, 1995). Cdtivation distniutes the 
cesinrn throughout the piough Iaycr. Where, however, soh are essentially undismkd, 
as m the case of permanent pasture and range- cesium is prefmntiaIIy concentrated 
near the smfact with disaibution showing an exponential decrease with sol depth 
(Ritchk a d  McBemy, 1990). 
Assessment of 13'cs redistribntion is based on the comparison of the mtasured 
inventories (total activity per mit area) at indivEdaal sampling points to an equivalent 
estimate of the inventory representing the cumdative atmospheric fallout at the site. The 
' 3 7 ~ s  concentration in cultivated so& can be compared with that of stable uneroded sob 
(de Jong et aL, 1982, Longmore (McCaIlan) et aL, 1983) to estimate soil erosion This 
method uses adjacent, d h u h i ,  non-eroded locations as control sites where the 
cumuhtiv~ input or refcreme inventory of "'CS is cstabliSbCb Where sample inventories 
are lower than the local reference inventory, losses of cesium-IabeIed soil and therefore 
erosion i s  inferred Similarly, sample inventories in excess of the reference tevels are 
indicative of the deposition of cesiumhbeled soil (Walling and Quine, 1995). 
Qualitative assessment of sediment rtdisaibution is thus derived kom the magnitude and 
direction of the masured deviation h m  the local reference level 
253. App&aOn of 13'cs technique in mil mdon research 
The estimation of soil erosion using % derived h m  radioactive falbut has 
been extensively applied in North America and Europe since its development in the early 
70s (Ritchie and McHcnry, 1990). In Canada, for example it has been successfully 
applied in a variety of studies. A study by de Jong ct aL (1982) demonstrated the 
effectiveness of '"CS measutements in cstimting the atnomrts of soil redistribution in 
cultivated landscapes in Saskatchewan. 13'Cs co~~entrations i  native grassland showed 
Iittle variation within vanbus landfbnn segmnts, whereas the redistribution of soil and 
"'CS activity were pronounced in various landscape segments on cultivated sites. 
Subsequent studics in Saskatchewan (Pcmock and de Jong, 1987; Martz and de Jong, 
1987; Sutherland ct aL, 1991) have explored the relationship between landscape 
elements to extrapohte fiom point measuremots of so2 Iosses or gains. In a number of 
soiI quality studits (de Iong and Kachanoski, 1984, Pennock et id. 1994 and 1994b), 
the '"CS technique has k e n  the most powcrfal tool employed. 
The use of the cesuim method outside the North Acllerica and Europe has been 
Iiraited due to nnctrtaintics about the ucistcnce of meaSmable amounts (25-137 in these 
areas (Wailing and Quinc, 1995). Total fallout is greater in the northern hemisphere than 
in the southern hemisphere ((UNSCEAR,1982 in Suthcrland and de Jong (1990)) 
because more atmospheric nuclear tats took place in the northern hemisphere (Ritchie 
and McHemy, 1990). However, local events such as the Chernobyl accident may have 
sipifhnt impact on regional falIout (Bennett, 1994). 
Reports from New Zealand, China. Brazil, Zimbabwe, Mexico, Lesotho, Ghana 
and Niger have shown that the technique can be used in parts of the world outside the 
northern hemisphere (Quine et aL, 1994; Zhang et al., 1994; Bashcr et aL, 1995; Garcia- 
Oliva et aL, 1995; Abekoe, 1996; Chap@ et aL, 1998). In New Zealand, Basher et aL 
(1995) obtained values ranging from 587 to 662 Bq d, while Zhang et aL (1994) had 
1400 to 4000 Bq mz in China Values reported for the semi-arid region of West m a  
wen higher. Abekoe (1996) reported values ranging from 690 to 2267 Bq m-' for 
Northern Ghana Chappell et aL (1998) reported values ranging from 940 to 4129 Bq 
rri2 and estimated the local reference inventory to be 2066 Bq mz for Niger. 
2.5.3 Magnetic suscepribility 
Although the use of magnetic susccptl'bility as an erosion research tool is far less 
developed than the '"CS technique, it has shown some promise in recent research 
reports. Moreover the cost of purchase and ongoing maintenance of the measucement 
systems is less than that for the '37Cs approach and it may be better suited to the research 
infirastructure in developing countries. The suitability of the technique in highly 
weathered subtropical so& has not, however, been examined in detail and the use of the 
technique in this study should be viewed as a p r c h i m y  evaluation of its suitability in 
these regions. 
2.5.3.1 Buckgrvund on magnetic msce@Mi@ 
Many soiIs exhibit enhanced IevcIs of secondary knhagnetic minerals 
(magnetitt,fmaghemite) in their upper horizons, detectable h m  measurements of 
magnetic patatntters, notably magnetic susceptibility (MaILins, 1977; Dearhg et aL, 
1985). Magnetic susceptiity of a substance is defined as the ratio of the lllagnetization 
induced in a sampk to the magnetic fidd inducing it. It describes the ability of the 
substance to magnetize (Vadyunina and Babanin, 1972 ; Mullins, 1977) and can be 
expressed per unit sample mass (Fihe et aL, 1989). All substances are magnetically 
active to some degree, ie., capabk of being magnetized in a magnetic field. 
A substance can be described as being diamagnetic, paramagnetic, ferrimagnetic, 
fkmmagnetic or antiferrornagnetic (Vadyunina and Babanin, 1972). Ferro-and 
ferrirnagnetic materials exhibit the highest response to rnagnetic fields whilst 
dhagnetics exhiit the least (McBride, 1986). Ferro- and ferritnagnetics have highly 
ordered magnetic materials that respond positively to the application of a magnetic field 
because aR atoms h e  up in the same direction or two out of three atoms h e  up in one 
dimtion while the third aligns in the opposite direction (Mullins, 1977; McBridc, 1986). 
On the other hand, where alternate atom have oppositely directed magnetic moments an 
overall cancellation of magnetism is produced resulting in low magnetic properties. 
Minerals with that exhiiit this behavior are classified as antifkmmagnetics (Dearing et 
aL, 1985). 
Magnetite, maghemite and pynhotitt are examples of fwrimagnetic minerals 
found in soils (Vadyunina and Babmin, 1972), with magnetic susccph'bility values of 4 to 
$ 3  t 10x10'm3kg", 4 to 4.5~10" rn%ggl, and 5x10- m kg- rcspextively (Mullins, 1977). 
Lepidocrocite, geothite, hematite have highly ordered magnetic materials, but exhibit low 
mgnetic propa&s. IrpidoCt6Citt has magnetic suscepcllilty of SO to 7 5 x l 0 ~ r n ~ k ~ ' ~  
while goethite and hematite have values of 35 to 125 x10.'rn'k~-~ and 25 to 65x10' 
m3kg-' Mpetively (Mullins, 1977). 
Diarnagnetics and paramagnetics have less highly ordered magnetic materiais and 
as a r d t  they exhibit tMlporary magnet& - they lose their magnetic propenies in the 
absence of a magnetic field, Diamagnctics m the soil such as orthocIase, calcite, quartz, 
water, and organic matter possess zero magnetic moments with magnetic susceptibility 
-8 3 values below zero. For example, tbe magnetic suscepn'biIity of water is -0.9x10 m kg1 
and that of quartz is -0.6x10"m3kggL. Their presence in the soil reduces the soil's overall 
magnetic susceptibility. Paramagnetics have slightly higher positive susceptibility to 
magnetism than diamagnetics due to the presence of magnetic moments in these 
substance (Vadyunina and Ba& 1972; Mullins, 1977). Clay minerals with transition 
minerals in their structure and organic substances with unpaired electrons often exhibit 
this type of magnetic behavior (McBride, 1986; Wifliams and Cooper, 1990), with 
magnetic susceptibility ranging bennta -2 to 15xl0~rn~k~-'. Thecommon 
paramgnetic substances found in mils are muscovite and dobmite. 
2.5.33 Conbvls on magnetic susccptibdily of soilk 
The bedrock h m  which the parent material is derived provides all the initial 
magnetic and nonmagnetic materials. Stdinrentary rocks have the lowest values of 
magnetic sascepti'bility, and igneous rocks have the highest values (Mullins, 1977; 
Brown, 1988). The range of magnetic s u s c e p t i i  values for metamorphic rocks is 
intermediate between sedimentary and igneous rocks (Thompson and Morton, 1979). 
Soils developed from igneous rocks may have lower magnetic suscepti'bilty than the 
parent material due to depletion of magnetic material at the weathering front (Fine and 
Singer, 1989) while metamorphic and sedimentary rocks give rise to soils with enhanced 
suscepribilEty dative to the pannt mattrial (Vadyunina and Koutun, 1974). These 
diff;irences are related to the differences in size, shape and chemical composition of the 
soil developed h m  these rocks. The smaIIcr the grain size, the higher the magnetic 
susccpa'bilty (Mullins, 1977). A d grain size partick such as clay will act as one 
stable single domain with high magnetic susceptibility, wwhile larger sized grains of sand 
will act as multidomain with low susceptibility (VadyPnina and Kautun, 1974). 
Sedimentary rocks produce so& with high clay content while soils from igneous rocks 
are predominantly sand. Dearing et aL (1985) suggested mechanicaI weathering as the 
mchaninnrespom%Ie for the rekase of magnetite into the silt and sand fraction, while 
cheTllical weathexing results in the accamulation of fenirnagnetics within the finer soil 
htxions. 
Magnetic enhancement of surface soils can be attributed to 1) atmospheric fallout 
of natural or industrially derived magnetic partick (Maher, 1986), 2) in situ conversion 
of weakly magnetic forms of iron oxides and hydroxides to strongly magnetic magnetite 
and maghemite (MuIlins,1977; Thompson and OIdficld, 1986; Fine and Singtr,l989), 3) 
preferential accumulation of inherited magnetite and pedogenk ferric concretions (Fhe 
et al. 1989) and 4) dilution of magnetic minerals in the inuvial horizon with inuviated 
nonmagnetic IllineraIs. 
The continuous pedogenic development of a soil profile in homogenous parent 
material may be the most important source enhancement of magnetic suscepuiility and a 
gradual shift h m  multidomain to superparamagnetic and single domain magnetic states 
(Fine et aL, 1992). Fenimagnetic material, which is derived solely through pedogenesis, 
is mostly superparamagnetic and single dortlain, whereas inherited magnetite are 
predominantly multidomain grains (Fine et al, 1992). The degree of magnetic activity 
exhiiitcd by a soil sample dcpcnds on the magnetic properties of its constituents. 
Constituents of importance are fcrrimagnctic mineds such as magnetite and maghemite 
(Oades, 1963). These rrriaerals are secondary ferrirnagnetics formed through weathering 
and pedogenesis, thus soil h m h g  and Iandseape geochemical processes that favour the 
release and precipitation of iron are important controls of magnetic susceptibility of soils 
(Schweruna~ and Taylor, 1989; Maher, 1986; Alekseycv et al. 1989; Singer and Fme, 
1989). 
Transformation of iron componnds can result firom oxidation-reduction cycIes, 
dehydration of lepidocrocite, and burning of hematite and goethite (Mullins, 1977;, 
Maher, 1986). Alternate oxidation-reduction cycIes associated with changes in soil 
moisture favour the production of ferrimagmtics through the mobilization, 
transportation and precipitation of iron (See Section 2.2.2.4). The oxidation-reduction 
process depends on organic matter content ad hcterotrophic microorganisllls (Maher, 
1986). Organic matter and its decomposition products are highly effective in mobilizing 
iron, regardXess of soil type. Thc decomposition of organic matter may enhance 
magnetic susceptibility at the s o l  srrrface by itleasing up to 3% of the totd soil iton. 
High organic matte. content and heterotrophic microorganisms near the surface m y  
prormte formation of fcrrinvrguctic miaerals. Thus in aerobic soils, the bulk of magnetic 
s u s c e p h i  is associated with the Ah or Ap horizons where the released ferrous iron 
can Ix reoxidized to its ferric form and resuitant mineral species. 
Burning of vegetation (Tite and Mullins, 197 1) results in the transformation of 
weakly magnetic materials into fmimagnetics such as maghemite. The efficiency of 6re- 
induced magnetic suscepuiili~ depends on the soil iron content, soil organic matter 
content and fire temperature (Brown, 1988). Soils with the highest quantities of organic 
matter and total iron exhibit very high magnetic susceptiiility enhancement upon heating. 
The combustion of organic compounds produces a reducing atmosphere which leads to 
the transformation of weakly magnetic iron oxides (weathering products) (Fine et aL, 
1989). Goethite and hematite are converted to magnetite which may in turn be oxidize 
to maghemite when air enters the soil upon cooling (Mullins, 1977). Lepidocrocite can 
dehydrate directly to form maghemite. The magnetic suscepniility enhancement due to 
burning is expressed mst strongly in the top 1 to 2 crn (longworth et aL, 1979; Brown, 
1988) since the highest fite temperatures are obtained in the upper 1- to 2-cm depth as 
compared to the lower depths. 
23.33 Ust of magnefic susceptibil@ to stu@ soil processes 
The magnitude of magnetic susceptibility enhancemcnt at the surface and the 
depth of enhancement below the surfsce increase with soil age. Deviations born this 
expected and may be indicative of a discontinuity in the parent material which could be 
related to deposition of imported material, erosion or persistence of water logging 
(Walling et aL, 1979; Dearing et aL, 1986; Fme et aL, 1992). 
The variation with depth of magnetic mineralogy provides a quick method for 
conelation between sediment sources. By marching the magnetic properties of 
scdimnts with those of the eroded some nmtaiak the sedimnt sources can be traced 
(Thompson et aL, 1980). Since the disaibntion of magnetic characteristics within a soil 
environment reflects the variations in magnetic mineralogy of the transported material, 
changing erosion rates may a h  be expressed by magnetic variation within the lake 
stdimnts. Sandgrcn and FredkseBd (1991) used this technique in cornb'ition with 
pollen stratigraphy and carbon dating to documnt changes in Iake sedimentation due to 
man-induced erosion in Southern Greenland. The mass magnetic susceptil'bility data 
reflected erosion events that were results of changing climatic conditions, vegetation and 
human activities. High values of magnetic susceptibility in the lake sediments correlated 
with agricultural activities or deforestation that sevcreIy degraded the land and produced 
intense erosion. Low values of magnetic susceptitbility in the cores corresponded to 
periods of plant regeneration, reduced erosion, and milder climates. 
Most of the above studies were essentiaIIy sediment source tracing. It is believed 
that the use of magnetic susceptiiility in soil erosion studies lies in comparing the 
topsoil's magnetic susceptiiity with that of an unaoded soil and the subsoil. Provided 
that the topsoil material is magnetically enhanced with respect to parent material the 
magnetic susceptibility of the s&e sail should be consistently lower in eroded 
Iandscapes than for non-eroded soils developed under the same conditions. Depression 
areas should exhibit higher than normal values of magnetic susceptibility at the surface 
due to deposition of magnetically enhanced materials born upslope. However, as soil 
erosion continues, magnetically unenhanced subsoiI material fiom upper slopes will bury 
the magnetically enhanced soil in the depression area (Brown, 1988; Dearing et aL 1986; 
OldfieId et aL 1979). Brown (1988) used magnetic susceptibility to characterize 
landscape segments of chaparral soils in Southcm California with regard to erosion 
patterns. He found that soils low m organic matter content and with low values of 
rnagnetic sascepti'bility were typical of eroded areas. Higher magnetic susceptitbility 
values were associated with more highiy developed soils. 
It is important to note that the above assumption may not hold for soils with 
concretionary subsoil horizons such as those found in the study area. In these soils, as 
erosion increases the concretionary-B horizon will be exposed The iron concretions 
may have enhanced magnetic propcrtits, so that emded soils may have higher magnetic 
signals than uneroded soils. WalIing et aL (1979) warned that becaw magnetic 
susceptibility is related to fkuhugnetic materials, its use for the study of soil processes 
must bt done with caution. The chwJlisoy of iron is very complex; it is easily 
transformed from one state to another depending on the prevailing soil environment 
(Shcrman and Kanchira, 1954; Walling ct al, 1979; Schwerrmann and Taylor, 1989). 
Because of the sensitivity of iron species to cnvironmntal conditions, the interpretation 
of magnetic patamem is subject to some degree of uncertainty (Oldfield, 1991). 
Walling et aL (1979) advised that a well-established relationship between iron 
and the specific environmental-depositioad conditions is needed before 6naI conclusions 
can be drawn on the efficiency of magnetic suscepa%ility as a long-term tracer for 
sediment movement. They emphasized that magnetic parameters can only provide a 
crude magnetic fingerprint of different types of sediments sources, because iron 
compounds are so easily transformed by changes in their environment. The survival or 
persistence of magnetic crystals in the form in which they were deposited is of extreme 
importance in their use in geomorphological studies. 
2.6 Socioeconomic perspectives 
Sustainable agriculture quirts that efhtive land use planning should involve 
idendfication of fanrdng practices that are soil conserving and understanding the 
sacmeconomic circumstances of the target farmers @ouglas, 1990). The decisions made 
by the land user on how the land is to h used and whether or not to adopt a specific 
reconnnendcd conservation practice (or to continue with a non- sustainabk practice) will 
primariiy be influenced by the sociocconomk circumstances facing the farm household 
(Swift, 1997; Douglas, 1990). Hence the security, viability, and especdly the 
acceptability aspects of sustainabk land managemnt require at least a prehinary 
evaluation of the sociaeconomic context of the Ednners of the study region. 
The history of agricultrrral dcvelopmnt over the last several decades conrain 
many examples of faiIprcs m adoption or continued use of technologies that were judged 
scimtifically sound (AItieri1995; LaI, 1987) because socheconortllc conditions of the 
farmrs were not taken into constlctation. Examples are the failures of water- 
management schemes in the inland valley zones of West Afiica (Richards, 1983, 
minimum tillage practices in the same region (la[, f 987) and soiI conservation projects in 
various countries and the difficulties experienced mre recently in promoting the 
adoption of alley cropping (Dvorak, 1991). 
Rural poverty contributes more to decisions based on immediate needs rather 
than sustainable development (Swift, 1997; Nsiah-Gyabaah, 1996) and it is linked to the 
wider national and international social political and economic issues. Ln order to set the 
scene for the study, it is important to understand the wider social, political and economic 
context in which rural poverty occurs. This section, therefore, looks at the international 
factors that led to rural poverty and then briefly discuss the national agricultural 
economy of Ghana. 
2.6.1. lncorpomtion of suCSdor0 Ajiica into the world economy 
The history of agriculture development in subSaharan m a  can be traced 
through three diffcfent eras of political dcvelopmnt: pre-colonial expon trade, colonial 
export economy and the post-cohnial state development (Okai, 1992; Woodhouse, 
1995). These three eras were characttriztd by various degrtes of commoditization of 
the basic elements of production, consumption, reproduction and incorporation of sub 
Saharan M c a  into the worId economy @ixon, 1993; Bemstein, 199%; Okai, 1992). 
Associated with each ent arc qe&c sochi, economic and political objectives that have 
had an immense influence on h e  pattcm of agricultural production and consequently 
Iand use in the region (Okai, 1992). As these changes occurred, the economic options 
available to the fhm changed. 
The prc-colonial change in agricultural production resulted &om European 
expansion This era was characterized by "gathering" of expon commodities such as 
timber and rubber as opposed to their cultivation (Bemstein, 1995a). Other commercial 
crops (such as oiI palm) w a c  indittctIy cultivated by scIective conservation of oil palm 
trees during land clearing for food crop production. Oil palm trees then colonized the 
land drrring fallow regeneration Cocoa cultivation fobwed after the decline of the oil 
palm industry. 
Durjng the colonial export economy, the production of raw materials to feed 
manafacturing industries in Europe and America was pursued. This export economy 
Muenced the pattern of production m S~b-Sahara Africa mainly through their labour 
requirements (Bernstein 1995b). The nud areas functioned as labour reserves for the 
capitalistic enterprises Leading to shortages of labour on their own farms especially at key 
moments in the agricultural calendar (Banstein, 1995b). The colonial ruIe forced the 
rural areas into labour reserves and cash cropping by increasing their requirement for 
cash through increased taxation and restriction on land use in some instances 
(Woodhouse, 1995). Increased taxation forced the rural farmers to work for cash 
instead of working on their own farms. In SubSaharan Africa, these labour shortages 
were more important than shortages of land because Iand was regulated by customary 
tenure. 
The coIlPnefcialization of rural life in the cotonial economy through crop 
cultivation for export and Iabour migration changed the existing form of communal 
household organization in a variety of ways. Labour was sapplied not only to the mining 
industry, plantations and wfritt settler kms, but aIso arcas of intensive development of 
peasant cash cropping, notabk in the flow of labour migrants from the Sahelian belt of 
West m a  to the forest zone in the south (Okai, 1992). During this era, the pattern of 
development was biased towards urban artas with ftw raikoads W g  to the 
production areas in the hterJands. Mustrialization was Iirnited to some agricultural 
processing and very few consumer goods. 
Tfie era of peasant fanrriag and state development emetged after independence 
(Okai, 1992). D i s s a M  with the pattern of deveIoprnent m the colonial era, post- 
independence plans attempted to ditect the economy away fiom foreign capital and 
markets towards meting national needs and aspirations. Attempts were d e  to
diversify the narrow export-based economy, to undertake industrialization, and to meet 
basic necds through provision of education, health and housing. However. the 
dependence on an export-based economy to support development programs resulted in 
the perpetuation of the colonial tendencies (Woodhouse, 1995). Some of the actions 
taken include "modernization" of agriculture through "packages" of new crops or crop 
varieties, fertilizer, improved cdtivation and management practices, credit, etc. ( O W  
1992). But the bargaining power and returns of the small-scale fanner remained low 
because markets for inputs and outputs were controlled by the state through taxation and 
the control of prices and marketing. Frmhermore, most of these development projects 
ignored the detailed local knowledge of the farmen, and the standardized packages are 
often inappropriate for the variable and hgile ecology of most of rural Africa 
(Bernstein, 1995a). The relatively buoyant economy of the 1950s and 60s gave way to 
increasing problems in the 1970s and, finally, crisis in the 1980s (Barraclough, 1991). 
2.6.2 The agriEuhd economy of Gduna 
Starting with a relatively high income per head at independence and with other 
economic and social advantages, the country went through a phase of stagnation and 
sharp decline in the 1960s and 1970s (Bcquelt, 1983; Hansen, 1987; FAO, 1991) as a 
result of inappropriate macro-economic policies, compounded by weak overall economic 
management and a series of adverse external circumstances. Between 1980 and 1983, 
the situation in Ghana worsened as real GDP dcclincd at an average annual rate of 5%. 
At this time, the economy was charactetized by highly overvalued local currency, low 
producer prices and excessive Governmnt controls and participation in the economy 
(FAO, 1991). The adoption of the Economic Recovery Program (ERP) in 1983 
reversed the decline in the economy. The introduction of macro-economic adjustment 
measures and prudent economic policies, iracIudiug the dramatic devaIuation of the 
currency, had positive results, However, in 1990, the GDP growth fell sharply and the 
Govaament's fiscal position also deteriorated. 
The economic decline ia 1990 was triggcfcd by stagnation of the agricultural 
sector, kit m food and thm in cocoa production, Ghana is principaly an agricultural 
country with agriculture maldng the highest contribution (55%) to the GDP and 
employing over 60% of the labour force (Benneh and Agyepong, 1990; FAO, 199i). As 
a result of adverse economic policies of the 1970s and thc early 1980s, food crop and 
cash crop output declined, which, combined with an incrtasing population, resulted in a 
decline in the per capita food production index h m  100 in 1974-1976 to 62 in 1983. 
The measures adopted under the ERP have resulted in significant improvement in 
agricultural output, nevertheless, as growth in other sectors has been more rapid, 
agriculture's share of the GDP has Mien ftom 55 8 in 1982 to 48% in 1990. In the 
past, cocoa contributed almost 30% of agricultural GDP, but this has declined to about 
9% at prescnt. 
According to Hanscn (1987). the trend of agricuItural development in Ghana 
provides a very interesting, though tragic, cast for study because Ghana seemed to have 
many advantages ecologicafly and socially as compared to otha countries in the sub 
region. Ghana is not an arid country like Niger, Butkina Faso, Mali, Ethiopia, and 
Mauritania; nor had land bccn taken away from the rural poor as was the case in Kenya, 
Algeria or Zimbabwe. There was no scttIcr agricuIturt like colonial Algeria, Kenya, 
Tunisia or Zimbabwe, nor plantation agriculture as in Mauritius, Cameroon, Cote d' 
Ivore or L i W  to interfere with food production Multinational involvemnt in 
agriculture is relatively recent and its impact is very negligiik. In addition, Ghana is 
credited as having a rcIativeIy good economic and social inhttucture and a large pool 
of trained mianpower. What then is tbc problem with Ghana's agricultural economy?. 
Gbana's agricultural economy is based on the "pasant model". Over 90% of 
food and agricdtmal production is in the bands of small fanners with average holding of 
not mre than two hectam. These farmus arc economically and socially disadvantaged. 
Just like in any other developing country, the small firmen in Ghana live in poverty. 
National economic policies adopted ova  the years appeared to have intensified rural 
inequality and poverty (Bequele, 1983). In the south, social differentiation resulted h m  
inequality in the access to land, while in the north, inequality in regional development 
was the major element Thest arc refkcmi in the local pattern of population, migration, 
laxxi tenure system, community organization aud structure and basic infrastructure 
presented in the result section. 
2.63 P o v e q  and the nuolpoor 
In northern Ghana, the majority of the population still lives in nud areas as 
members of small-scale farming households (or smallholders) that are ultimately 
dependent on agriculture for their basic h e h o o d  Thus the potential of improving the 
food production lies in the devebpmcnt of the smallholder sector (Douglas, 1990). 
Conditions in rural areas often vary greatly between seasons and fiom one year to the 
next. Life for m y  entails a daily struggle in which much energy and ingenuity is needed 
to secure a livelihood in the face of various crises (Bemstein, 1995a). 
The description of rural poverty is very complex. It cannot be described mexeiy 
by listing the symptoms or distinguishing between the rich and the poor as done by 
economist using measures of land hoIding, Food intake, or income (Dixon, 1993; 
Bernstein, 199Sb). Dixon (1993) argued that poverty varies in depth, and that measures 
of land holding, food intake, or incom can only enable us to draw lines between the very 
poor and the not so poor, with very htk understanding of what those differences mean 
to the people concerned. To undersurnd poverty h r n  the perspective of the rural poor, 
descriptions should include their survival strategies (Dixon, 1993). Bernstein (1995a) 
argues that Chambrs (1974). who distinguish five dimnsions or conditions of 
povertyldeprivation, described rpralpovt~ty best 
1. lack of adequate income or assets to gemate income, that is poverty in the sense 
used by World Bank and others. 
2. physical weakness due to under-nutrition, sidtncss or disability, 
3. isolation physically and lor socially due to peripheral location, lack of access to goods 
and servicts, ignorance, illitaacy, 
4. vulnerability to any kind of cmttgency and contingency, and the risk of beco~niag 
even poorer, and 
5. powerlessness within existhg social economic, political and cultural structures. 
While the first st conform to conventional mod& of poverty expressed in 
mt8surabIt physicid indicators, the latter two are not easy to masure (Bemstein, 
1995b). A comptttt description, therefore, should include access to land and fanning 
implements, to credit and o h  resources; social relations with others who are richer and 
more powerful; and empioyment, as well as the processes that concentrate power and 
resources creating inequaIity in the society (Dixon, 1993). These processes operate at all 
scales, b m  the international to local. 
2.6.4 The economy of m d  householrls 
According to Hart (1986) nual households operate in an economy that is neither 
capitalist nor socialist. He described it as an "economy of affection" because it involves 
complex networks of support, communications and interactions among structurally 
d e h d  groups that are connected by blood, kin and communityty The system relies on 
the social relations or relationship bctween pcopIe both within and bctween households 
and the physical and h m  resources that households c o d  to secure livelihoods 
and reprodace ( ( 3 r e k  1995). In this type of economy, the dynamics of the micro 
structure socio-economic conditions) are important because most households 
are units of consumption as wen as production (Crehan, 1995). 
Intmal socio-economic citcPmstanccs refer to those factors that are internal to 
the rmal households and over which its members have some control (Douglas, 1990). 
Allocation of kind, Iabour and capital arc alI intcmaI household decisions. The internal 
circarnstances have a direct HW~ICC on the way individual households make use of the 
land rcsomes av- to them and will dctcfirrine their nsponse to recommendations 
for improved land use practices. These are d e s c n i  by: (1) the goals of the household, 
(2) social organhation of the household, and (3) organization of the farm household 
economy (Douglas, 1990). 
Douglas (1990) argued that the first step m cvaIuatiog land use fiom tht 
pcrspactive of a rural household is to dcttnnine tbe goals governing their lami use 
decisions. R d  h o ~ ~ e b k i s  have maItipIt go& and soil managemtnt is only one small 
component of a farmer's spcctnun of activity. Adequate income and consumption, 
SCCUfity, independence and d r e s p e c t  have been identified as some of the important 
goals of the r u d  household In making a decision, the farmer c o m b  his or her 
knowledge and perceptions of soil-based constraints with an o v d  appraisal of the 
potentials and hitations to production in a given year (Swift, 1997). 
Swift (1W) and Douglas (1990) suessed that farmers are experts in risk 
minimbation so as to ensure food security. Thus new technoIogies, whether fertilizer or 
organic matter-promodng measures that m y  m u h h  yield will only be accepted if they 
are consistent with both incomt and risk avoidance objectives. Households will 
deliberately exploit a range of enterprises so that should one fail, the production or cash 
income h m  another can sustain them at Ieast on a short-term basis. Crop diversikation 
with the use of drought resistant varieties of different maturing periods, staggered 
pIanting dates and lrrixed food crops with distinct agronomic requirements and 
production periods hedge against severe Iosses kom irreguIar rainfall (Swift, 1997). 
StabiIity of yield across a range of seasons is more important than maximization of mean 
yield. As a result, h m s  win kquentIy reject high y idhg  varieties if they yield less in 
poor seasons than traditional varieties as they cannot afford in any one year to drop 
below their subsistence nquirenmts. 
The social organization of the nrrai household has important implications for land 
use management in particular with reganis to labour availability (Crehan, 1995; Douglas, 
1990). SrrtaIlhokier fiumhg relies an labom Iargcly supplied by household members as 
the mst available and flexible factor of production. FamiIy labour is not usually 
regarded as a production cost as mmks have to be sustained whether they work or 
not, but hired Iabour is considered a drain on scarce cash resources and therefore is 
spatingly used. Consequently, tht amount of family labour available will affect the 
amount of land chat can bt cuhivated and the timcliness of the various farm operations 
such as planting and weeding (Woodhoase, 1995; Douglas, 1W). The organization of 
b u r  within the household is an important factor det&g its production activities. 
There is often significant sptcialization in agdcdmd tasks, enterprises or even crops, 
among sex and age groups that must be taken into consideration when introducing 
improved land use practices (Crehan, 1995). Sex or age specialization in certain 
production activities within the household can cause each group to evaluate land use 
rccommendathns difiicrcntly in accord with their own set of incentives and constraints. 
The rural household economy is organized around the various land use 
enterprises, and is usually supplemnted by other incorn generating activities such as 
trade and wage Iabour (Crehan, 1995). Specific land use strategies may w e  specific 
goals and thus it is important to understand the role cach plays within the household 
economy before targeting a particuiar land use enterprise for improvement. This will 
determine whether the particular Iand use will help the household to better meet its 
goals. For example, there will be little incentive for a household to increase the 
production of a low vdue stapk crop beyond the family's subsistence level, If the 
current production practices meet the firmrs' subsistence need it is most unlikely that 
he or she will adopt improved practices. However, they may adopt improvemnt, for 
example seed, that will permit them to obtain the s a m ~  yield fiom a smaller area with less 
eEort, thus thing Iand and labour for alternative enterprises (Douglas, 1990). Within 
the household economy cach strategy is linked and has a degree of interdependence with 
the other strategies in the system. This interdependence needs to be considered in land 
use planning, because if improvcratnts to one land use cnccrptise adverseiy affects 
another it may be rejected by farmers. Yid in each may not be mximkd but the 
combined production saves the needs and goals of the household. 
3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
There are two components to this study. One involved the characterization of the 
soils associated with each of the fanning systems to determine the systems' & i t  on sail 
properties, and to identify soil propenies that can be used as soil quality indicators. The 
second part is a study of the socio-economic conditions and attitudes of the farmers, 
which include their indigenous knowledge and perspectives on soil conservation and land 
management. 
3.1 Research design for soil quality evaluation 
There are m y  approaches to evaluate soil quality (as discussed in the preceding 
chapter). The approach adopted for this study was to compare the soil quality conditions 
under typical agricultural practices to the conditions at an uncultivated site. This 
approach dows the magnitude and direction of soil quality changes to be assessed by 
refance to the baseline conditions at the undistutbed site. It does not, however, anow a 
precise measurement of the rate of change, which would only be possiile under a design 
where distinct trtarments were imposed on a landscape and monitored for several years. 
This type of undisturbed/dismrbed site design has been widely used in soil quality 
evaluations and the assumptions that underlie it are clearly identified in the literature. 
Dyck and Cok (1994) argue that the two key assumptions are that 1) all of the 
ecosystems under study were identical (or at least very similar) at rime zero and have not 
bcen s e ~ e l y  affected by biological factors since th zero and 2) that the climate has 
not changed and is similar for all the sites used in the comparison. Assumption 2) can be 
met by selecting sites in close proimky to each other, but meeting assumption 1) is far 
more difhdt as will be clear throughout this dissertation 
3.U Stue & selection 
Sixteen farmers' fields in the village of Kogri in the Northeastern region of Ghana 
were selected for the study. This viuage was chosen because it had a good 
representation of the landforms and slopes of major soil association (the Varempere 
association) in the study area (Adu, 1969). The Iand use and agricultural practices are 
typicai of the region and, very importantly, there is a site that has never been cultivated 
to be used as reference point. Most of the other accessible villages within the study area 
do not have an uncultivated land nearby* 
The agricultural practices involved p e m e n t  cultivation around the compound 
houses and shifting cultivation some kilometers away fiom the households. The 
pennancnt cultivation around the house is known locally as compound farming and the 
shifting cultivation systems are known as bush farming. A land Mow system is used to 
restore fatility in the bush farms. Detailed description of the farming systems is provided 
in the cbapter that describes the study area 
The treamnt units were compound farm (designated as CF), active bush farm 
(ABF), short-term Mow (STF) and long-term fallow (LTF) and an uncultivated site 
(UC). The W w  fields were grouped into the two classes to study the effect of length of 
fallow on fertility regeneration. Short-term Wows are sites that have been in Mow for 
1-10 years. Long-term Mows arc those sites that have been fallowed for more than 10 
years. In the second field season, a compound rice farm (0 located at a Iower 
elevation in tht area of the conrpound h n s  was added, primarily to see if it was acting 
as a depositional site for the compound hrm Wds. 
The original cxpcrimental design was to sample five replicates of each treatment 
(ie., compound farms, active bush farnrs etc.). This design could not be implemnted 
because of the complex variation of the landscape and unavailability of adapate Iand use 
history and ~cpltivated sitcs. W o r e ,  sixteen sites made ap of two compoand b, 
sewen bash farms, three short-term Eallows, two long-term Mows, one uncultivated site 
and a vaky rice farm, were sampled. These sites were distri'buted within five aansects 
and attempts were then made to stratify these sites according to landscape position. AII 
sites except the compound farm sites wcn situated about 6 to 10 km from the 
compounds. 
3 3  Field measurements and soil sampling 
Eight of the fieIds (UC, ABF1, ABF2, ABF3, STFI, LTFI, CFl, and CF2) were 
sampled in the summer of 1996 and the remaining eight sites (STF2, STF3, LTF2, 
ABF4, ABFS, ABF6, ABF7, and CRF) were sampled in the s m m r  of 1997. In order 
to trace the movement of %s, rmst of the sites selected for the second season sampling 
were located in bw-lying areas. At bath times, sampling was done in June and July at 
the beginning of the growing season. 
A magnetic compass was used to set up a 5- by-7 grid on the uncultivated site 
and long-term fallow, whik a 5- by-5 grid was set up on the remaining fields. The grid 
spacing for alL the sites was 25 m More points w e n  taken in the uncultivated and the 
50-year failow sites because only one of each type of site exists in the study village. For 
the eight sites sampIed in 1996, an Abney level was used to collect topographic 
information h r n  the grid points in order to evaluate within fieId variability. For the 
1997 fields sampled, the grid pint topographic data were not collected since the results 
h m  the 1996 field season showed that elevation ditilcrences within the fields were small. 
3.2.2 Soil p/ilc &scriplion and soil sampling 
On the two reference sites (UC and LTFI), 12 grid points were d e s c r i i  and 
sampled; on the cdtivatcd sites nine points were used. Point sampling and descriptions 
were done to study within-kld variability. In the tirst field season, soil samples were 
coilected at five depths (0-5,s-10,lO-15,15-20,2025 cm) where possible. These 
sampling depths were used because then was limited information on the properties 
d c r  study. Based on the results of the 19% fkki season, soil samples were coilected 
at only two depths (0-10,1040 cm) daring the second fldd season. At each depth, two 
sampling procedures were used. (a) core sampling for bulk density analysis and (b) bulk 
sampling ,which involved taking five composite core samples. From some of the central 
pits, soil samples were taken to the depth of 150 cm to study vertical variation in soil 
properties- 
A central profile pit was dug on each fkld and used for general description of soil 
in the kid Soil description was done using the FAO/ISRIC (1990) guidelines far soil 
description. Paramters described include soil colour, texture, structure, consistency, 
plasticity, A-horizon thickness, drainageJmottling, depth to concretion, and depth to 
hardened plinthite. Soil colour was described using a MunseU colour chart. 
Because the traditional shihing cultivation practised in the study area depends on 
natural regeneration of fertility through fallows, the rate of vegetation regeneration was 
studied. Vegetation count was carried out along a transect across each &Id using a 1 m 
by 1 m quadrat thrown at 10 m intervaL At each sampling point, the vegetation type and 
number were recorded. The hquency of occurrence of individual species and density of 
occmrcnce wen determined. Frequency d t s c n i  the number of quadrats in which each 
species was present divided by the total number of quadrats thrown [occunence per 
number of quadrats). It is expressed as a decimal M o n  or percentage. Density is the 
number of individuals of that species per unit area (number of individual plant species per 
unit area). The relative frequency (fhquency per total number of spec5c vegetation 
type) and relative density (number of individual spocits per total number of qeak 
vegetation type) were also caIculattd. Relative kquency describes the spread of species 
and relative density de sc r i i  dominant species. 
This aspect of the work was done with the assistance of experts h m  the 
Institute of Renewable Natural Resources of the University of Science and Technology, 
Knmasi, Ghana (now known as Kwamt Nlauma University of Science and Technology, 
Kmadi.  
3 3  Laboratory analysis 
33.1 Soil samplc prepamtion and &ternination of pencent concretions 
The soil samples were air-dried, weighed, and the aggregates were broken using 
mortar and pestle, taking care not to crush the concretions. Large concretions were 
hand picked and the soil with smaUer concretions was passed through a 2 m mesh sieve 
to separate concretions from soil fines. The concretions were weighed and the 
percentage of concretions in each sample was calculated on air-dry weight basis. The 
soil fines (c 2mm fraction) were stored for fiaher analyses. 
33.2 Partick s i n  andjwis and bulk &ns@ andpsis 
Particle size analysis was done on the soil fines fobwing the m u e d  pipette 
procedure of Morante et al. (1990). Bulk density of whole-soil (uncorrected) was 
dct&cd by taking core samples and weighing to record the total weight. A sub 
sample was oven-dried and the sail moisture content and ovendried sample weight 
calculated. Bulk density was calculated by dividing the dry weight by sample volum. 
The sample volume was derived h m  the dimnsions of thc core sampler. 
The balk density values obtained were corrected for the presence of concretions 
following the procedure outlined by Vincent and Chadwick (1994). Table 3.1 shows the 
parameters required for the correction. Most of the soil sampIes, especially those taken 
from sites on upper dope, contained Iarge amounts of Fe concretions. For so& 
containing many coarse ftagmtnts bulk density measuremnt is problematic because 
results vary significantIy with sample volmne, and whoie-soil density may differ 
appreciably h m  the bulk density of fine earth (soil with aII hgmcnts >2mm removed) 
(Soil Smey Staff* 1994). According to Vincent and Qladwick (1994). to accurately 
determine the bulk density of these types of soils, Iarge sample volnmes are required. 
Bemuse large sample volums have practical limitations, they presented an alternative 
approach th dctcmhcs bulk deasity from rmdest-sized samples and comas for the 
presence of rock hgment using mass-size distribution h m  large (> 40 kg) 
representative disturbed samples, and rock hgment bulk densities. 
Total mass of core-sample (MT) was the mass of soil taken fiom the bulk density 
con. The volume of sample (VT) is volume of the core sampler (98.12 cm3). Since the 
percentage of concretions in the bulk soil samples was known (section 3.3.1). the mass 
of concretion (M>2) was calculated fiom total mass (MT) and percent concretion, The 
mass of fines ( M a )  was determined by difference between total mass of the core-sample 
(MT) and mass of concretions (M>2), The bulk density of the concretions @d2) was 
calculated following the procedures ia section 3.3.3. 
Table 3.1 Parameters required for correcting whole-soil balk density for concretions. 
Paramter Symbol Units 
Total mass of core-sample MT g 
Mass of concretion (> 2 nun) W 2  g 
Mass of fines (Q mm) MQ g 
Volume of sample VT cm3 
Using these values, the correction proceeded as folIows: 
1) Bulk volumt of concretion (Vbb2) was cletettllined from rrrass of concretion 
(M.>2) and bulk density of concretions m 2 ) :  
V b 2  = M>2/ Dp2  [3. la] 
2) Bulk volume of fines (VbkQ) determined by the diffttence between the totd 
voiume of coresample (VT) and bulk volum of concretions Wk>2): 
VMrQ = VT-Vbk> 2 [3. lb] 
3) FinaIIy, bulk density of the fines @bQ) was determid fkom mass of fines 
(MQ) and bulk voIume of fines (VbkQ) as follows: 
Tht value DbQ is the bulk density of the fines corrected for the influence of concretions. 
Because analys~s were only performed on the fine h t i o n ,  this bulk density value was 
used for subsequent calculations. 
3.3.3 Deleminution of bulk density and pomsily of the concretions 
The bulk dmsity of the concretions was determined by a modification of the 
method d e s c r i i  by Curie (1966). Concretions were washed to remove all soil particles 
and then saturated with water. The saturation with water was done by placing the 
concretions in a beaker of water that was then placed in an evacuating dessicator to 
which vacuum was appIied for 30 minutes. After evacuation, the excess water was 
drained off and the concretions were &erred to 250 mL cylinder with a known 
volume of water. Volume of the concretions was determined by the amount of water 
displaced. The saturated concretions were poured onto a filter paper to drain excess 
water and weighed after which they were oven-dried and the oven-dry weight taken. 
Since water evaporates very rapidly, the operations from the desiccator to the weighing 
of satmated samples were done rapidly so as to avoid air re-entering their pores. The 
porosity and density were calculated using the following equations: 
a) Total porosity = w,, -w, 
v, 
Wd b) Bulk density of concretions = - 
vpll 
where Wm is weight of saturated concretions (g), Wd is weight of oven-dried 
concretions (g) and V, is volume of saturated concretions (m3. 
Cesium137 redistnition was measpfed on the balk soil by gamma 
spectroscopy. Soil samples were put in 1-L MarineIli beakers for equilibration and 
phced over a high-purity coaxial germanium crystal enclosed in a Lucite-lined, 10-cm 
thick lead castle connected to a Canbeua Seties 35 Plus Multi-channel analyzer (MCA). 
Ccsi-137 activity concentrations per unit mass (Bequerels lobgrams 'l (Bq kg*')) 
were determined by counting the 662 keV gamma emissions between 2 to 21 hrs per 
sample* 
Anal activity (Bq m-2) of a sample was calculated as follows: 
where Cs is areal activity (Bq ni2) for the sarple, Cs, is the cesium concentration (Bq 
kgT'). BD is the bulk density (kg m*') and SD is sampling depth (rn). All sampls from a 
given point are summed to provide the total inventory for that point. 
The amount of cesium in the uncultivated site was used as a baseline and 
compared with the cesium in soils at other sites. The rcdirtrbwion of "'CS at each site 
was calculated as a proportion of the input value as follows (Walling and HeJ999): 
1) The percentage duction in the total 1nCs inventory for each point was 
calculated as: 
m Cs, = ( V s 4  Jncs,) 
137 XI00 
=s, 
137 
where lnCM is the percentage reduction in total ' 3 ' ~  imcntory, is the '"CS 
present at the cultivated sampling point, and In& is man value of for the native 
sites. 
2) The linear proportional model was used to convert the percentage reduction 
in I 3 " ~ s  inventory to rates of soil msion: 
where E is the average w d o n  or deposition rate (t ha*' #I), is the preenrage 
reduction in total '"CS inventory, BD is the bulk density of soil fines (kg ni3). DI is the 
depth mCLCrnent containing '"CS (m), and T is the time between sampling and beginning 
of falIoat (T = 33 yrs). This time fcam was adopted for uniformity, because of the 
uncertainty surrounding cultivation history of the sites. 
Waning and Quine (1990) dtscritred the Iixnitations of the proportional method, 
particular1y dating to the accumulation of " ~ s  at the soil surface between cultivation 
phases, and suggested it may ovuestimatc rates of erosion 
33.5 Magnetic suscepiibibty rnelLmVements 
Magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out on approximately 10 g of 
each sample placed in a 4 dram clear plastic vial (2.3 cm diameter by 5 cm high) to 
obtain a near optimum fill. Studies have shown that magnetic susceptibility was 
dependent on height and that a r n a x h m  value is at a till height of about 20 mm (Senft, 
1990). Thc Bartington Dual Frequency magnetic susceptibility meter (Bartington 
Instruments) was used for the nmsummts at both low (0.47 Wz) d high (4.7 kHz) 
frequencies for aI1 sampbs to d e t d e  bth magnetic suscepti'bility (X) and frequency 
dependence of the magnetic susceptiiitity Xld. Blank instrument readings were taken 
prior to and after two consecutive measurements were taken on each sample to account 
for any thermal drift encountered by the instrument. 
The percent loss of magnetic susceptibility (%X,) with a ten-fold increase in 
the frequency and absolute ikpcacy dqmdcnce magnetic susceptiity was calculated 
directly from average values of ( X )  at both high and low values using the following 
equation; %x,-, = ( X r  %I xlW 
r 
The absolpte frequency dependence magnetic suscephibility was calculated by using low 
fhquency (X) values corrected for height and the ( % X f d )  of the sampk. Analysis was 
done on fines. A fkw of the concretions were analyzed separately for comparison. 
Soil pH and electrical conductivity (EC) were dctemrined using a 12 soikwater 
ratio. The samples were stirred to ensme complete soil water contact and allowed to 
settle before masurcment. Sample pH was masmcd with a Fisher Acuret Model 805 
MP pH meter. EC was measured with YSI Model 32 conductivity meter. 
Basic cations (Ca, Mg, K, Na) and acidic cation (Al) were extracted using 
unbuffered 1.0 M N&Q @H7) and effective cation exchange capacity (ECEC) was 
calculated by summation of basic and acidic cations. Given the soils' pH and the 
negligile values obtained for Al, it was assumd that R' ions were not present in 
s e i c n t  ambunts on the exchange complex to lead to serious underestimation of the 
base saturation of the soil and therefore, were not masured. Atomic absorption 
spectrophotomeuy (AM) was used to measure Ca, Mg, Mn and Al in the 1.0 M NH.Q 
extracts and extractable Na and K w m  measured by t lam photometry. Oxalate 
extractable Fe (Fee) was determined by the photochemicalwtaaction procedure outlined 
by McKeague and Day (1966) and dithionitc-citrate extractable Fe (Fed) was by the 
method of M c h  and Jacksan (1960). 
Total N and P were extracted by H#04-H2& digestion d e s c r i l  by Thomas et 
aL (1967). Phosphorus in the digest was mcasund by colorimetry. Total N was read 
using glycine as standard on the autoanalyscr. 
Total C was rneasand by the Leco CR 12 Carbon Determinator at llOO°C and 
organic C was determined at 84w using the same tqaipment, Inorganic C was taken as 
the difference bcnveen totat C ad organic C. SOC was converted to Mg ha'  by 
mdtiplying the organic C with the balk density of the fine soil and sampling depth. 
3.3.7 Prcclijca've r tWnslCips for emsion indirced change in SOC &A time 
The temporalrelationship bctwccn soil erosion and SOC was predicted using a 
modeling approach (Kachanoski and Won& 1984; Kachanoski, L993). A model was 
devclopcd that predicts the ammt of SOC trmairring m thc soil as a fPnction of timE 
and erosion rate. Soil loss was calculattd h m  changes in soil '"CS over tine and the 
model accounts for SOC additions h m  the subsoil, The model developed for estimating 
soil loss from changes in soil '"CS over time assumed that 13'cs was concentrated in the 
0- to 15-cm layer of soil with no additions h r n  the subsoil over tim. This assumption 
is not true hr SOC. This procedure viewed changes in SOC conceptually as a set of 
transfa within the soil column and between difftrent parts of the landscape (Pennock et 
aL, 1994). In sites where soil bss is occurring, SOC-depleted subsoil is progressively 
mixed into the upper layers as soil is removed from the surface. In the depositional sites, 
aggradation of the soil surface occurs and the organically enriched portions of the soil 
colurnn increase with time. 
Let To = total mass of SOC (g m*2) present in the plow layer soil at the time of 
initial masurements or estimate. The amount of SOC present after 1 yr. of erosion TI 
can be estimated firom 
Rearranged as 
where E is the annual erosion rate (kg m-2); M is the specific soil mass of the plow layer 
in which SOC was measured (kg niz); and R is the ratio of the SOC concentration in the 
eroding sediment to that in the plow layer. CB is the concentration of SOC (g kg-') in the 
subsoil added into the plow layer. The mass of soil lost h m  the topsoil is equal to mass 
of soil incorporated h m  the subsoil, bat concentration of SOC in the subsoil is lower. 
Equation 3.Sa assumes that the concentration of SOC remained constant daring year 1 
and was equal to TdM, If at the end of year 1 the remaining SOC (TI) and subsol SOC 
was mixed into the sam mass of soil by tillage (tillage dilution), it wouId folIow that at 
the end of year 2: 
Equation 3 . 5 ~  assumes that concentration of SOC m year 2 was constant and equal to 
TI/M. Substituting Eq. 3.5a into Eq. 3.5~ gives 
Recognising that the same procedure can be continued for n years of soil loss gives 
The first part of equation [Se], ( To [ I - m "  ) gives the average annual loss of 
SOC (g m-*) due to erosion as a function of time. The second part t ECB [~-EwM]"-' 
............ + ECB [I-ER/M)"") provides an estimate of SOC additions from the subsoil. 
The foIlowing assumptions made were: (1) the rate of erosion wonid be constant 
over the ytars; (2) the bulk densities would also be constant; (3) and the depth of soil 
Iost fiorn the s d c e  would qua1 to the depth of soil rrrixed in h r n  subsoil. External 
inputs would be zero. 
3.4 Socioeconomic study 
The sptcific objectives of the socioeconomic study are : (1) to collect 
background infomtion on the e c o n o ~  and social setting of the study area, (3 to 
study the indigenous knowledge of farmers regarding soil quality and land degradation, 
and (3) to undcrstand the farmers' perspective on production risk and strategies they 
adopt to deal with some of these problems. 
Farmers' land use decisions depend on many factors and characteristics. 
Romimnt among thest factors are social and economic factors (Stonehouse, 1994) 
which are under the influence of the wider institutional factors. Institutional factors 
include govcrnmtnt policies and programs, education and extension infrirsaucture, and 
the macrostructart cbter i s t ic  of the agricultnre industry. Having regards to the 
complexity of the issues involved, a combination of methods that have been extensively 
ernphyed elsewhere (Norman et al, 1983; Carmthers and Chambers, 1985; Singleton et 
aL, 1993) was used. The data colkction methods include (a) litmum search and 
coktion of data from government offices, (b) informal suwey, and (c) household 
interviews. The literature search and government documents provided background 
information on the study region. The informal survey collected information on the 
people and the microenvironment. The household interviews were conducted to collect 
specific information on Iand use and resource management. 
3.4.l Informd szuvey 
The informal swey involved intmiews with farmers, extension officers, local 
scientists and policy makers for information on local and regional variables that affect 
farmers' land use decisions. The interview involved discussions with the following: 
i) Deputy Director of Extension Services Depanment 
ii) The Agricultural Station Manager at Manga Savanna Agricultural Research 
Institute (SARI). 
iii Regional and District AgrkulturaI Extension and Crop Services Olficers 
iv) The following members of Kugri village and neighbouring villages: a) The 
Chief of the village, b) The Spiritual Lcadcr of the village, c) The AssembIymen who are 
political leaders (past and present) and d) Ten hooseholds that were selected by she 
Chief. The selection was based on age of the household head Since I was interested in 
land use history, the Chief selected households with older heads. In each household, the 
head, his wives, his siilings and somt of his children were interviewed F m m  fiom 
other conrmanitics were casually intcrvicwed where possible. 
Questions were asked concerning community organization and structure, 
organization and economy of the household, Iand ownership and tenare, Iand use (crop 
and livestock system), land degradation, the role of womn in the system, nutrition of the 
f m  m y ,  population growth, off-fann activities, access to credit and agriEPlnrral 
support semkes. This informal m e y  was Pscfnl in establishing a rapport with the local 
people. Through informal discnssians with community leaders and the people, it was 
possible to have a g t n d  overview of the microenvironment and to understand some of 
the k straightforward, less technical but nonetheless important socio-cultural issues of 
relevance to achieving the research objectives. It also provided a background on which 
the household intervitws were based. 
3.4.2 Household iniewikws 
A questionnaire checklist/guideline (Appendix C) was designed with the 
participation of faculty in the Departments of Sociology and Soil Science at the 
University of Saskatchewan. The design of the questionnaire followed the minimum 
socioeconomic survey approach (Mom, 1989). A final review was carried out in Ghana 
with the experts in the Extension Service Deparunent of the Ministry of Food and 
Agriculture, At the final review session it becam apparent that the questionnaire was 
too long for practical purposes. On advice born the experts in the Extension Services 
Department of the Ministry of Food and Agriculture in Ghana, the questionnaire was 
broken into three sets for ease of adrmrustra . tion. Part one, which covers questions on 
demographic characteristics, was the same for all three sets. The first set of questions in 
Part two contained questions on farming practices, land and land availability ( to be 
referred to as farming practice). The second set of questions in Part two covered 
agricultural services, hancial resources and marketing (to be r e f e d  to as agricultural 
senrices). The third set of questions covered problems encountered in farming and 
strategies adopted in solving them (referred to as conservation strategies). 
The interviews were conducted in Kugri village (the main study village) and nine 
other scttlcm~nts in the Bawku district with the assistance of the field staff fkom the 
Extension Services Deparemcnt of the district. Due to the Ilispersed nature of compound 
households arsd the lack of systemtic numbering of compound farm houses, a strictly 
stratitied or cluster sampling technique c o d  not be employed. Besides Kugri, the 
interviews wert conducted in the foIlowing settlements: Kaka, ICpikpira, Bugwia, Atuba, 
Basyonde, Garu, Manga, Pusiga and Bind& 
Within each village, eighteen households were herviewe& six answered the set 
of questions on farming practice, another six answered the set of questions on 
agricultural services, and the last gronp of six ammered the set of questions on 
conservation strategies. It s h o d  be noted that all the groups answered questions on 
demographic characteristics (ie., Part One of the questionnaire). This number was 
considered the maximum that could be e&xtively handled within the research budget 
and time. 
No systematic sampling technique was used to select the households to be 
interviewed but only households that consented to be interviewed were visited. The 
focus of the interview and the unit of analysis was the 'household' mainly because it is 
the primary unit of production, consumption and social interaction. In order to 
understand the decision-making processes of communities and households, the 
interviews were conducted with the household head or his wife and in a few cases with 
another mmber of the household acting as his representative. 
3.5 Methodological weaknesses and limitathns 
3.5.1 Limitrrtions and wea&ness of the soil characterization component 
The major limitation of the research design for this study is the assumption that 
all sites must have a s i n k  range of soil conditions prior to the disturbance (ie., 
initiation of agriculture in this area). This is the key assumption that allows the cultivated 
sites to be compared to the undisturbed site. In the course of the field investigations it 
bccamt apparent that a considtrabet range of soil conditions occurred in the study area, 
and that the nature of the soil-landform relationship were complex. The attempt to group 
the sampled sites into meaningibl pcdobgicaVlandform groups became a major €om of 
the subsequent work, which is discussed in Chapter 5. Arguably a much more complete 
pedological - landform survey s h o d  have been completed prior to the soil quality 
sampling. The complexity of the soil--landscape relationships only became apparent 
daring the course of &Id sampling and hence could not have been anticipated at the time 
of initiaI research design. 
In terms of Iaboratory analysis, a decision was made to focus on the fine kction 
of the sod, rather than the concretions and related forms, aIthough in some cases the 
concrerioas wac analyzed separately fbr comparison, Focussing on the 6nes in this study 
was based on the understanding that most of the r d y  available pIant nutrients were 
concentrated in the soil fines, wkkh are more readily bst by erosion. This approach was 
adopted because the study is focussed on examining the e f f i t  of erosion as one of the 
processes that degrades soil quality. Largesized particles such as rock fragmtnts and Fe- 
concretions arc neither easily detached nor uansported (Poesen et aL, 1994). As a 
result, particle size separation takes place when soil material is eroded by water (Potsen 
and Savat, 1980; LaZ 1976b). Fme particles arc moved out of the system leaving a 
coarse lag behind The soil nutrients and exchange sites are concentrated in the soil 
organic matter and clay h t ions ,  which are associated with the fine h a i o n  (Lal, 
1976b). 
It is important to note that the coarse lag is also an active hct ion  especially in 
adsorbing plant nutrients. Phosphorus is one of the important nutrients adsorbed by the 
marst lag which contains high amounts compared to the sods fines (Owusu-Bennoah 
and Aquaye, 1989; Tiessen, 1991; Abekoc, 1946). Abekoe (1996) reported two to eight 
tims higher total P in nodules than soil hes. However, the soil fines had more labile P 
than the concretions. Most of the total P f o u l  in the concretions was in resistant forms 
and the short-term availability of the adsorbed nutrients to p h t  is not dearly 
maderstood. Thus concretions were considered to be less active in plant nutrient supply. 
This assumption may be an important limitation to the study especiaIly for the results 
obtained for the total P analysis. 
35.2 Linritrrtions and weakness of the socioeconomic component 
Households do not always share common goals or  strategies. Household 
members hquently have a high degree of individuai control over the income and 
environmental resomces at their disposal and many c o d h i n g  economic strategies 
(Bark& 1990). Husbands, wives, childrtn, and othcr adults in the household can be 
expected to di& in theit opinions abut situations. Intemkwing househoM heads or 
their wift ignored much of this variabilitybihty 
The arrangcmnt whereby the second part of the questionnaire was split into 
thrte sets and each set was answered by different groups of respondents limits the extent 
to which the data can be analyzed quantitatively. Since the three different sets of 
questions were answered by thee diffuent sets respondents, cross-tabulation of 
variables can only be done within sets, but not between sets. 
The lack of a systematic sampling approach could introduce a bias, as those 
willing households m y  not be representative of the entire population. Most often, these 
people are the most articulate in the society. People vary in their ability to articulate 
their culture in g e m  and their personal decisions in particuIar. The most articulate are 
not necessarily the most representative of a group (Barlett, 1990). 
Since the study is essentially for background information collection, these 
limitations are not expected to affect thc validity of the data cokcted. Furthermore the 
use of data from other sources is expected to help overcome these limitations. 
3.6 Data p M n g  
RockWare mapping software (RockWare, 1994) was used to create Digital 
Elevation Models (DEMs) for the sites from the survey data The socio-economic data 
were exanrind using kquency distributions, cross-tabuIations and chi-squared test 
using SPSS statistic software package (SPSS, 1993). 
The laboratory data were analpxi  using descriptive statistics, exploratory data 
analysis and correlation analysis techniques. This statistid mdysb was conducted using 
SPSS software (SPSS, 1993). The majority of analyses simply uuriiized box and whisker 
plots. A box and whisker pbt is a sirnpk diagram that describes the distribution of an 
entire data set. The box or intnqaartilt rmgc nprc~cnts the absdute value of the 
dBzmce bttwtcn the valm of the 25" pcrccntiIe aod the 75' percent.. The upper 
and lower whiskem or h c e s  extend to vaIncs, which represent 1.5 times the spread 
fiom the median to the comsponding edge of the box. Data points outside these values 
are considered outliers and arc plotted as individual paints. Other statistical analysis 
techniqaes include correlation analysis, and difbnce testing. Significance level of 0.1 
was used for most of the analyses. 
4. SOCIOECONOMIC CONDlTIONS IN THE STUDY AREA AND FARMERS' 
INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE AND PERCEPI'IONS 
The problem of land degradation and soil fertility loss in most developing 
countries can be linked directly or indirectly to the socioeconomic conditions of the 
farmer. At the core of the social issues is rural poverty as caused by rapid population 
growth, insecurity of land tenure, poor agricultural policy, and lack of access to 
information (Swift, 1997; Alt- 1995; Bcrnstein, 199%; Dixon, 1993; IFAD, 1992; 
Cook and Grut, 1989). For example, rapid population growth leads to agricultd 
expansion into marginal lands and shortening of fallow periods (IFAD, 1992), resulting 
in rapid land degradation. The poor are almost completely dependent on the natural 
resource base for their basic needs; these resources are diminishing at a rapid rate, thus 
threatening increased poverty. 
To evaluate soil quality from the perspectives of rural farmexs it is important to 
idendfy the socioeconomic conditions under which they are operating. The farmers' 
production constraints and capabilities must be well urtdastood in orde~ to develop 
appropriate technologies that arc acceptabk to the fatmers (Douglas, 1990). It is also 
necessary to gain the local people's perception of what is happening to the micro- 
environment because it is at this kvel that hitfit1 causal explanations may lie (Dregne, 
1990). Mortovu, achieving co-operation and local participation in land conml and 
rehabilitation requires the study and analysis of local people's beliefs, knowIedge, 
interests and perceptions of the environment and resources (Douglas, 1990). The intent 
of this section is to move away from the classic explanation for degradation (which has 
been to bIame depletive resource use, land mismanagemnt, and a general resistance to 
change and innovation on collsc~atism, ignorance and irrationality of peasant farmers). 
to instead gain an insight into som of the social and economic reasons behind 
degradation of the environment. 
4.1 Sodoeconomic background tor nmtbeastern Ghana 
In northern Ghana the majority of the population Lives in rural areas as members 
of small-scale farming households that art isolated pby sically and lack basic amenities 
such as roads, electricity, water supply and htalttr Fdcilities (Bernstein, 1995a). The 
income generated from farming activities is often not adequate and most fanners have 
to rely on ocher sources of income (IFAD, 1992). As such the farmers focus more on 
their immediate needs and are often uninterested in new technologies. According to 
Swift (1995) the fundamental goal of the rural farmer is food security which is achieved 
by risk minimization strategies. 
Insecure land tenure systems and low c o m d i t y  prices are disincentives to 
protection or improvement of agricultural lands (Cook and Grut, 1989). Traditional or 
customary land tenure has been cited hquently as an important barrier to development 
and as a conahtory factor to ecological degradation (Bonsu, 1981; Hudson, 1981; 
Wangia and Rato, 19%) because of the insecurity of tenure. Insecurity of tenure 
discourages private investment in resource conservation. As well, because the farmers 
do not hokl legal tenure over the firmlands they have no coIIateraI to raise a bank loan 
to improve the soil. Therc is a perception that land that is communally owned is often 
abused (Hudson, 1981). Fmwood, for exampIe, is harvested without due consideration 
to the harm that an individual's collecting habits have on the local environment. Apart 
from the insccarity of tenart, land firagmcntation associated with traditional tenure is 
yet another major consttaint to soil conservation because soil conservation programs are 
difficult to implement on smitll parcels of land (Wmgia and Rato, 1994). Inadequate 
agricultural extension services, bash 6re control and deforestation are other important 
problems that have been cited as reasons for widespread poor land management in nrraI 
areas (Hudson, 1986). 
The smdy region is located in the extreme northeastern comer of Ghana, roughIy 
between 10~30~ and 11' north latitude and 0' and 0' Wars longitude and covers 
about 5200 krd. It is bounded on the nonh by Buric i~  Faso, on the east by Togo, on 
the west by the SisiIi River and on the south by the Garnbaga scarp. Admmma . . tivel y, 
the region is divided into six districts h m  east to west: Bawku East, Bawku West, 
Bongo, Bolgatanga, Navrongo and Sandema. Each district is made up of a number of 
villages and settlements with scaetertd compowds and farms. 
In general, the Upper-East region, especially the rural areas, is inadequately 
served with basic social facilities because of a development strategy biased towards 
urban developmnt (Nsiah-Gyabaah, 1996)- About 90 percent of the settlements are not 
linked with all-weather roads, and an average distance of 4.2 kilometers must be 
travcM in order to reach a trunk road (Ghana Highway Authority, 19%). The most 
important road in the region is the heavily pot-holed trunk road that links the border 
town of BawktdKulungugu in the north to T d c  and the rest of the country. The 
health delivery system is also one of the poorest in Ghana. The region has only about 4 
percent of the health institutions in the country (Ministry of Health, 1996). There is no 
qualif7ed pediatrician; the ratio of patients per physician is very high. 
The rum1 water sapply is also woefully inadequate to meet the needs of the 
popuhtion. The most significant water supply program has been the introduction of 
boreho Ies and wells under o Canadian-sponsored project (Nsiah-Gyabaah, 1996). These 
wells are only useful in the rainy season (June - October). They dry up during the dry 
season dtlring which period women travel long distances for water. Guinea worms and 
bitharzia contaminate most surface supplies. For the d population, the use of hand 
pumps for domestic water supply is the most practical and economic solution. The 
bng-tan solotion of the water problem may lie in the provision of pipe-borne water to 
areas of population concentrations. 
Most of rmal areas have no &ctrkity supply except for the regional and district 
capitaIs and some bigger settkmtnts. Under the national government's rural 
electrifTcation program the majority of the rural areas are expected to be electrified by 
the year 2000. A lack of ekcaiciry and the high petroleum prices discouraged ruraI 
agro-industriaI production and wen key factors influencing deforestation (firewood) 
with the consequences of accelerated land and environmental degradation. 
The rcgion is predominantly rural About 87% of the total population live in 
nual areas ic., in Iocalities with a population of less tban 5,000 inhabitants (Staristical 
Senrices Department, 1984). Another important characteristic of the region's 
population is its extreme youtbfulntss, which reveals a 'ktttomheavy pyramid' 
structure especially in the nuid areas. Also, the number of women and the elderly out- 
number 15-44 year old men. Men in this age group constitute the major productive 
force of any economy. As such a high social and economic dependency in the socio- 
economic system is experienced in economies deprived of this group of men. The high 
dependence ratio increases the need for investment in social services such as education, 
and health. 
Migration accounts mainly for the pattern of population distribution. The whok 
of Northern Ghana, and in particular the Upper East and Upper West regions, has been 
an out-migration region for a very long time @ernstein, 1995a). Rural to urban 
migration is the dominant type of mobility taking place within and out of the Upper- 
East mgion. In the migration flow, it is mainly the abIe-bodied men between ages 15 to 
44 years who are moving out of the region. Women, the very young and the elderly are 
left behind for the greater part of the year. 
4 3  S o c i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) m i c  context for the study area: Survey results 
42.1 Demographic and e d u c u h ~ ~ u i  stattls 
Household heads arc o k  rrremkrs of the family and they arc typicaIly male 
which accounts for the gender a& age stracture of the rtspondcnts in the socio- 
economic s a y  VabIe 4.1). Because the survey target group was household heads, 
there was no respondent who was 25 ycats or Iess. Seventy-nine percent of the 
respondents were more than 45 years old and the majority of them are maie (89%). In 
each household, there are about four to fivc subfamiles, depending on the number of 
men in the household Somt men, cspccially the younger sons, move out to buiId their 
own households close to the main house, bat most of them remain in the main 
household. It is only in the case of death of the male household head and in the absence 
of a responsible male chiEd that the widow becomes the head of the household 
Most of the families are polygamous. In this study about 71 % of the male 
respondents had more than one wife, however, with education, this trend seems to be 
changing vabk 43 to 45). Older men with less education had more wives than 
younger men. The number of childnn per respondent varicd fiom 1 to 25 (Table 4.2). 
About 50 96 of the respondents had between 6 to 10 children, 
Table 4.1. Distribution of respondents by age and gender. 
Age Total Male Female 
25 or less 0 0 0 
26-35 3 3 0 
36-45 35 3 1 4 
46-55 60 47 13 
56-65 
66 or more 
TOTAL 
Table 4.2. Number of children per respondent and marital status of male respondents. 
Characteristic % of Total 
Childrcn per msponcttnt 
1-5 26.1 
6-10 47.2 
11-15 16.1 
16-20 8.4 
21-25 2.2 
TOTAL 100.0 
M d  SWUS of mola nspon&nts 
More than one wife 70.8 
One wife 28.6 
Never married 0.6 
Universal compulsory education was introduced in Ghana in 1960 with 
education provided as a fnx service by the government. In spite of this, the Upper East 
region still shows 86% illiteracy rate for the nnal areas, 55 % for the urban areas and 82 
% for the whoIe region (Statistical Services Department, Ghana, 1984). The results 
(Table 4.3) of the formal survey are consistent with the above report. Only about 25 % 
of the respondents had any form of education, which confirms the earlier observation 
that the region has one of the lowest levels of education in the country. The form of 
education most of them had was only up to primary school level. However, there 
seemed to be hope for the future as indicated by the significant (chi2 = 72.8) relationship 
between education and age (Table 4.4). The relatively younger respondents had more 
education than the older respondents. 
Table 4.3. F o n d  educational status of respondents 
Education SCalus % of Total 
Never attended 
Primary school 
Secondary school 
Post-secondary 
TOTAL 
Table 4.4. Cross-tabulation of education with age 
56-65 44 5 0 
P 65 34 0 0 
> Total 135 35 10 
x2 = 72.8 
TabIe 4.5. Cross-tabuIation of level of education with marital status. 
Never Attended P h r y  School Secondary& 
Number of Wives #/I35 #I35 more #I0 
-- - -- - - - 
NA = Not applicable (either female, not married or no response) 
Agriculture is the main occupation of the region's population providing the 
mainstay of the regional economy. In the formal survey 97% of the respondents 
c o d e r  farming as their major occupation, with crop production as the main fafming 
activity. Livestock keeping is seen as an inseparable complement to successful farming. 
Other minor activities such as crafts and charcoal burning are important sources of 
income and employmint for the household. The majority of respondents (83%) had off- 
Eann employmnt. The chief minor occupation of m&s was hunting. The off-farm 
activities of women include housekeeping, pito (local beer) brewing, pottery, shear nut 
butter, basket and charcod making. Pito brewing h m  sorghum is the predominant 
economic activity for womn in the region. Ttading and agricultural subsidiary jo bs 
such as corn milling are 0 t h  common occupations of women, An important off- farm 
activity of younger men is migrarion to the south to work in cocoa farms and other 
economic ventarcs; the okkr men undutakc black srnithing and collecting fuelwood for 
salt. 
4.2.3 Land fernwe spstcm 
Ninety percent of respondents acquire Earmland through the community or family 
inheritance (Table 4.6). In most of Sub-Sahara Africa, traditionally, the basic principle 
of land tenure is communal ownership by clans or lineage (Luvejo y and Sanders, 1994). 
although there is a nend towards nucIear or individual ownership. Land is held 
c o m m d y  with user rights granted by the spiritual leader of the community. Access 
to land is basically by kinship or birthright; land use rights are passed patrilinearly. 
Land ownership is vested in the lineage and no one can dispossess a landholder or his 
family as long as he cares for the land (Saul 1988). In theory, no member of the family 
is "landless" because of the principle of communal ownership but in practice there is 
limitation on type of Iand use (Saul, 1988). Migrant firmas may be granted use rights 
on a temporary basis, which restricts the fanner to cultivation of seasonal crops. Re- 
planting programs allow farmers to farm in the forest reserve; in return they are 
expected to plant trees. 
The majority of respondents (75%) felt that the land tenure system is fair to al l  
and land acquisition is not a problem It was recognized that access to land is becoming 
very difficult. Native lands for expansion are almost nonexistent and the only source 
of extra farmlands is fa110 w !a& hgmentation and scattered hoIdings are increasing as 
indicated by 98% of respondents (TabIe 4.6). Most farmrs have fragmented holdings, 
often rmrc than 3 krn apart. The main reasons for hgmentation Vabk 4.6) given by 
farmers include the lack of land due to population increase (43%), the system of 
comunity/fiunily land allocation (37%)' and crop type (20%). 
The tenure system discriminates against women as only rnale children inherit 
land. Womn ordinarily do not inherit or control Iand directly. The woman normally 
farms on the land owned by her husband or father- They may have access to land for 
their own bentfit at the pleasure of the hther. husband or spiritual leader. A wife's first 
responsi'bility is to her husband's h. Cultivation of her own plot is done only after 
she meets her husband's hbor nqlrinmtnts. Women usually farm groundnuts, cowpea, 
vegetables and rice. There are quite a few women-headed households due to the 
seasonal immigration of males to the south. In such cases, labor availability limits the 
farm size of women to less than about one hectare. 
Table 4.6. Source and ownership of land 
Question % of Total 
Source of Lund 
Community/Farnily inheritance 
Rent 
Government 
TOTAL 
Land ownemhip 
Individual 
Family/community 
Government 
TOTAL 
Easy 
Not easy 
TOTAL 
Good 
Bad 
TOTAL 
Several small plots 
One big plot 
TOTAL 
Access to h d  
Ratbg of tenure system 
Lund fmgmentdon 
Reasons for,fhgment&n 
Lack of iand closer 
crop type 
TOTAL 100 
4.2.4 Land rrss tand fmmingpt~ctkes 
Compound and bush farming are the predominant systems of farming. 
Compound fanning involves farming around the immcdiatt vicinity of compound 
houses, while bush farms are located about 6 to 10 km from the compounds. Bush farms 
vary between 1 to 2 h a  On the bush farms, no manure is applied and the farming 
system is shifting cultivation where futility is restored naturally through fallow. The 
length of fallow depends on population pressure on land. In sparsely populated areas, 
long bush- fallow systems are dominant while short M o w  and permanent cultivation is 
practiced in densely populated areas. 
Farmers use both organic and chemical fertilizer as well as improved seeds 
flable 4.7). Compound farms benefit much more from organic manure than the bush 
farms. Ninety-three percent use organic manure on compound farms compared to 5% 
on their bush farm farms. A minority of respondents believe that the bush farms have 
better f d t y  status and do not need fertilization, while others cited the long distance 
traveled to the bush farms or lack of organic manure as the major constraint to organic 
manure use on the bush farms (Table 4.8). Most inputs such as chemical fenilizers and 
improved seeds were readily available (Table 4.9) but they are expensive. Pesticide use 
is not very common, except on high value crops such as dry season onions. 
Livestock, particularly cattle, are kept as a reserve of wealth and insurance 
against fimine. Animal rearing is generally on fkee range. Howevez, animals are not 
allowed to roam freely until mops are bested. Before harvesting, the animals are 
herded to communal grazing lands. Grazing anas adjacent to villages arc shared. 
Bullocks are an important s o m e  of draft power. AU farmers use bullock ploughs for 
land preparation, with scvcnty percent of respondents owning bullocks and the 
remaining 30 % rely on rentals (Table 4.7). Gll other farm operations are done 
manually. In virtually every home poultry is kept. Other animals reared include sheep, 
goat and pig. 
Table 4.7 Farming practices on compound and bush f m .  
Farming practice % of Total 
Use of mirnal manure on: 
Compound farm 93.3 
Bush Ednn 5 
Compound farm 
Bush farm 
Use of chemicol fertilizer on: 
Others 
Improved seeds 78.3 
Pesticide 35.0 
Tractor 0 
Bullock plough 100 
Own Bullock 70 
Table 4.8. Reasons for limited use of organic manure on bush farms. 
Not availabIe 
Too far for transportation 
Better fertility 
TOTAL 
Table 4.9. Availability of chemical fertilizer and seeds. 
Fertilizer Seed 
Timeliness 96 of Total % of Total 
R e a f i ~  66.6 68.3 
Sometimes 16.7 16.7 
W ~ Y  16.7 15.0 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 
Crops grown include early and latc millet, sorghum, cowpeas, vegetables and 
rice. A multiple cropping system is practiced for the sake of insurance. Crop mixes of 
early millet with late millet, late sorghum, and beans are common. Groundnuts and 
maize are cropped alone. Groundnuts are grown on lands with low fertility. Most 
valley bomm are used for rice production in the wet season and gardens of onion and 
tomatoes in the dry season. Other crops include okra, garden eggs and leafy vegetables. 
Family Labour is generally thc rural household's primary pmduc tion input and 
one over which they have most control and can allocate with greatest flexibility 
(Douglas, 1990). The need for extra labour has been widely cited as the main reason for 
polygamous families and large number of children per family in most nual communities 
(Saul 1988). Participation in farm activities is gender and age related. Male children 
herd the livestock, while the girls draw water and collect firewood and hits.  In 
addition to taking care of the household, adult fcmales carry out the planting and 
harvesting of produce. Adult males carry out major farming activities such as land 
preparation and weeding. This division of labom is reflected in the lack of a significant 
relationship between the number of children and the use of communal/cash paid labour 
on the farm (Table 4.10). Because the younger children do not work directly on the 
household fatm, and young adults migrate down south, their number does not have any 
direct influence on avaiIability of farm labour. Out& heIp is employed in the form of 
communaVcash paid labour. Labour firom relatives and fiknds is known as communal 
labour. This type of labour is paid for in-kind with bod during the work period and 
reciprocal action. Most often, people h m  other villages sapply cash-paid labour. The 
mst important activity for which outside-help is employed is weeding. 
Access to, and cx@ence with, the local agridtural support services influence 
farmers' deckions regarding the adoption of particdar l a d  use practices. Local 
agricultrrral sewices in the form of extension education and credit ficilities are 
important to adoption of new technoIogies. Regardless of how good an improved land 
use practice may be andcr research conditions, it is unEkely to be adopted without an 
effective extension service (Douglas, 1990). Two recent stPdics of 
Table 4.10. Cross-tabulations of number of children and the use of outside labour for 
farm activities. 
Use of non-family labour 
Land preparation Weeding 
Number of Used Not Used Used Not Used 
Children 
1-5 10 3 13 0 
6-10 10 9 18 1 
11-15 4 10 12 2 
16-20 4 3 6 1 
21 -25 4 2 5 1 
NA 1 0 1 0 
Total 33 27 55 5 
soil conservation in Saskatchewan c o n k m i  the strong relationship between adoption 
of some soil conservation practices and extension services (Boehm, 1996; Kowalski, 
1997). 
The Ministry of Food and Agriculture is represented in the region by all of its 
departments (Crop Services, Animal Production, Veterinary, Plant Protection and 
Regulatory Services and Extension). The services rendend in the region by the 
Ministry of Food and Agriculture include training and demonstration of improved 
farming practices (indicated by 66% of respondents), input supply (20 46 of 
respondents), credit facilities (8%) and veterinary services (5%). The Ministry of Food 
and Agriculture has promted a number of changes that affect farming practice in the 
region. Som of these recent changes are the introduction of improved varieties, 
chemical fertilizers and agrochernicals, and planting in rows. 
The Farmers Services Company (FASCOM) was established in 1978 under the 
Upper Region Agricultural Dcvelopmcnt Project (URADEP) to provide physical 
resources for farmers. Under this program, Farm Services Centers (FSC) were 
established throughout the region to snve as a chain of retail outlets for agricaltutal 
machinery hiring services, fedher  salts, crop storage, and marketing services. 
FASCOM operated under a d e M  payment scheme to ensure purchasing power of 
farmers. Due to problems of g e n ~ a ~ g  sufficient capital for the seasod operations, 
FASCOM is now concentrating on wholesale marketing of fertilizer. Other programs 
like the International Fund for AgricuItural Development (IFAD) support women 
groups. The Global 2000 project and the Presbyterian Church Farmers Ropm also 
assist farmers with input supply. These programs assist farmers with inputs like 
fertilizer, agrochemicals and seed, with the repayment rnade in kind, that is with 
agricultural produce. The Global 2000 program, however, is no longer operating due to 
farmers' default in repayment of loans. 
Since the majority of rural househoMs have little ready cash resources that they 
can use for investment in improved farm practices (such as purchase of improved seed, 
fertilizer and farm implements) the input supply and credit facilities of local agricultural 
suppon services are very important. In order to benefit korn these schemes, farmers are 
encouraged to form associations or to be mmbers of a cooperative, and hence questions 
were asked relating to their membership of any such organization. About half of the 
respondents belonged to som form of farmers' association. The other half did not 
respond to the question. Of the half that responded, about 60% find their membership 
very useful. Benefits of membership were loan and input acquisition, exchange of ideas 
and cotnmunal assistance. The presence of the Ministry of Food and Agriculture is, 
therefore, very strong in the region; 98% of respondents are aware of its existence, 
whik 91 96 have benefited from its services. 
42.6 Marketing andfinancial msowces 
The primary objective of the rural farmr is subsistence, after which some of the 
produce is sold to meet other financial obligations (Table 4.1 1). The percentage of 
produce sohi generally varied between 5 96 to over 20 96. Existing rnatketing channeIs 
and the seasonal and annual variations in price are important factors that determine 
what and when to produce and the saIe of produce (Douglas, 1990). Fanners were asked 
about the problems facd in marketing of produce. While 28% of respondents felt there 
arc no problem associated with marketing (Table 4-11), a greater number felt the 
contrary. Problems faced in marketing of produce include low produce price (38% of 
respondents), poor road network and tramportation (30 % of respondents), and storage 
pests (3%). Solutions suggested by respondents to these problems include good 
marketing and pricing policy, better roads, storage facilities and formation of 
cooperatives. 
Compared to the number of people per household, the number of financial 
contributors per household is small (Table 4.12). The main source of the household's 
income is agriculture supported by off-farm employment. The male member of the 
family is the main provider supported by the wife or wives and remittances from 
children working outside the region 
4.3 Farmers' indigenous knowledge and perceptions 
Indigenous knowledge is defined as learned ways of knowing and looking at the 
world (Chambers and Jiggins, 1987). It evolves h m  years of learning and the social 
interaction of groups of people of a particular society as they meet the challenges they 
face in their local environments (Chambers and Jigins, 1987). It is this local 
knowledge that enabIes the farmer to order hisher work within the overlapping cycles 
(human and natural, controllabIe and unconttbUable) of the life of a farm (Kloppenburg, 
1991). Studies show how farmers' knowledge provides ac~ntinuous flow of 
understanding and experiences about the whole fanning system of their Iocality 
(Chambers and Jiggins, 1987); their capacity and ability to experiment and their 
capabitity to innovate and adapt to ever changing environments (McCorkle, 1989). 
Indigenous knowledge is adaptable to its physical and human ecology, and 
consequently its elaboration and improvement is more Iikely to be environmentally and 
socially appropriate than outside or exogenous innovations (McCorkIe (1989). 
To detardne the kvel of awareness of soil quality and degradation, exploratory 
question centered on two main themes wen asked: 
Table 4.1 1. Percentage of farm produce marketed and problems associated with 
marketing. 
% of Total 
Marketing of produce 
All for sale 
All for home consumption 
Sale and home consumption 
TOTAL 
5- 10 
11-20 
>20 
TOTAL 
Low price 
Transportation 
Storage pest 
No problem 
TOTAL 
% of produce sold 
Marketing problems 
Table 4.12. Financial resources available to the fann household 
% of Total 
# of finaniol contributors 
1-5 68.3 
> 5  31.7 
TOTAL 100.0 
Sources of income outs& agr ic t rh  
Trade 58.3 
Employment outside the region 26.7 
Charcoal 8.3 
Hand craft 6.7 
TOTAL 100.0 
Respondents that had access to credit 45 
(1) how the resportdents perceive the state of their individual farms and that of the 
village as a whole, and (2) what they perceive as their production risks and problems. 
These questions were based on the assumption that local people's perception of 
degradation will be based on socio-economic interest and that they will attempt to 
control degradation when they know that their physical environment is deteriorating 
(Stocking, 198 1). 
4.2.1. Evalurcfion of the cumnt state of fmmland 
The fiirmers are aware of the state of their land (Table 4.13). The word so& 
land and earth are synonymous among the peopIe of the area The soil is associated 
with a Lift that cares as in the local expression 'my mother earth'. Questions relating to 
soil quality always attract spontaneous outcry about the extent to which their farmlands 
are depleted. They used expressions such as "the land is tired or exhausted" and "the 
h d  is old" to indicate the poor state of their land 
In the formal survey, about 95 % of respondents noticed some change in their 
agricultural land while the remainder think there was no change. Of the 95% that 
noticed change, 80% were of the opinion that the land has become poorer, whiIc the 
remainder feel it has changed for the bttter. Alrost all the respondents noticed a 
decline in yield of crops from both compound and bush farms (Table 4.13). But the 
compound farms are considered the most degraded, which is consistent with the results 
obtained fkom analysis of the soils (Chapter 6). The farmers are of the opinion that 
continuous cultivation arising fiom population increases and shortages of farmIand has 
a large share of blame. Certain cultural practices such as ridging along the slope, 
gathering and burning of plant rcsiduc on hns  before land pnparation and tree felling 
are also hctoxs. 
Table 4.13. Perception of current condition of farmland compared to conditions 30 
years ago. 
Compound farm Bush farm 
Current condition % of Total % of Total 
Own fmnr 
Bdworse 
Better 
No difference 
No response 
TOTAL 
Neighbout's funn 
Bad/worse 58.3 
Better 10.0 
No difference 31.7 
No response 0 
TOTAL 100.0 
The village f ~ n t l h d r  
Bdworse 75.0 
Better 18.4 
No difference 3 3  
No rtsponse 3.3 
TOTAL 100.0 
Yield &cmaSes 
Yes 91.7 71.1 
No 8.3 28.9 
TOTAL 100.0 100 
4.3.2 Local Soil Assessment 
The land has multiple functions and local farmers have different criteria for 
classification. Colour, moisture, sand, gravel contents, rock outcrops as well as 
workability, vegetation and animal indicators, slope, and landscape posi?ion were used 
by local farmers to classify the land (Table 4.14). 
One of the local classification systems of the Kusaasi tribe is based on 
graveVconcretion content of the soil Zigi refers to gravel and kuga, kukom and koba 
are rmdifiers that refer to high, rmderate and Iow gravel contents, respectively. In the 
Kusaasi dialect, upper slope soils are known as Zigikuga, middle to lower slopes are 
Zigikukom, and the river valley and flood plain soils are Zigikoba. Heavy clay soils are 
known as Yak. Other intermediate soils (probably related to landform) are Tambisi and 
Tempelug. 
In the Zigikuga, the gravel part is always greater than the soil fines. A soil of 
this nature cannot retain water for a long time and is, therefore, referred to as "dry 
soils". According to the farmers the best time to work on these soils is soon after a 
rainfall otherwise the gravel impedes working in the soils. The colours are basically red 
to brown. The soils are prone to erosion and rock outcrops are common. Acacia are 
usually found growing naturally on such soils. Zigikaba, found dong river valleys or 
floodplains are considered the best soils. Water retention is good as well as workability. 
The colour is brown or black. 
Middle slope and some low land soils (Zigikukom) are grey, shades of red, and 
brawn. The gravel content is low and sand is predominant. The water hoIding capacity 
is very poor, bat they are easy to w o k  At depth in the soil, the Zigikoba soil type is 
usually found. Yak soils are grey to dark grey in colour and are Iocated in footsIope and 
valley positions. The coIour of the baobab trunk is used as refcreme of grey. The 
dteper layers are from brown to yeIlowish white. 
Table 4.14. Indicators used to d c m k  soil quality locally and their relative importance 
as indicated by the percentage of the total respondents that use them 
9% of Total 
Indicators of g o d  native land 
Vegetation 
Soil colour 
Vegetation and soil 
TOTAL 
Indicators of a good rrchve f m h d  
Crop yield 
Soil 
Weeds, especially smga 
TOTAL 
Vegetation re-growth 
Weeds, especially smga 
Soil 
TOTAL 
Stones and concretions 58.3 
Vegetation 41.7 
TOTAL 100.0 
Yak soils are easily flooded and are very clayey, muddy, and sticky (can easily 
grasp footwear). In the dry season they crack and come out in big lumps. There is no 
gravel except in deeper layers. 
Tambiii is a mixture of sand and silt with a high propomon of sand going down 
to about 30 to 40 cm, where clay or gravel is found. They are found in middle or 
Iowland areas that are undulating. The surface temperatures are high in the hot season 
and the heat can be felt on the soles of the  fee^ They are easy to work but again water 
holding capacity is low. Tempelug is dominated by sand and is usually underlain with 
stones and rocks about one meter or more deep. They are dotted in the lowland areas. 
Water holding capacity is very poor. These so* are of no economic value to farmers, 
but they are good as building m a t e d  
A productive soil is described as a soil that shows an expression of "fullness 
with water". The soil should be able to main moisture without flooding for about four 
days aftn a day's rainfall, In this state the soil is said to be able to "breathe", which is 
an acceptable state of fertility to the farmn. Breathing refers to good drainage 
conditions in the scientific language. Ocher important features of fertility include the 
presence of soil fauna like millipedes, centipedes, scorpions, and worms, organic matter 
and absence of signs of serious erosion. 
Those who have ancestral ties to the early settlers tend to have access to the best 
land (Saul, 1988). The chiefs family occupies the flood plain of the Kugri Mountain 
catchment where sites ABF6 and ABFS arc located. These soils are locally placed in the 
Zigikoba group and are the best soils according to IocaI tradition, Soils at sites ABF2 
and ABF3 were described as poor soils because they cannot breathe well. The local 
farmers indicated that these sites are only allocated to migrant farmers. 
Local farmers are also aware of the variation m soil fertility and natural 
vegetation. The presence and devastating effect of Szriga spp. is another indicator of 
soil quality used by fanners. Stnga spp. is a parasitic weed commonly known as the 
witchweed. It is very common on infertile land and survives by attaching itself on the 
root system of the host pIant. F a .  regard snr'ga as having "a toxic tongue that licks 
up the soil nutrients" leaving the crops to starve. The presence of smga on a piece of 
land is a sign of severe degradation. 
4.3.3 Pmdrrction risks d p m b k m s  
The responses in the preceding sections show that nrral people are aware of 
problems they face, especially those that affect their farm income and rural energy 
supply. They are also aware of visible landscape changes such as deforestation and soil 
erosion. When asked if there had been any major changes relating to crops grown, land 
tenure, and input prices, f a r m  were quick to list their problems (Table 4.15). Soil 
fertility decline was the number one problem, followed by lack of agricultural inputs. 
Land availability was the third critical problem Agricultural information was not 
considered a problem 
Local people have a perception that the productivity of crop land is dwindling 
yearly. Decreases in crop yield were related to declining soil fertility, continuous 
cultivation, inadequate fallow periods, and lack of fcniliztr. Pastures were also 
becoming quantitatively and qualitatively poorer as a resalt of bush 6res and prolonged 
droughts, and it is becoming inmasingly difficult to feed animals, especially in the dry 
season. Fatmers mentioned crop losses and famine, which has plagued the region since 
the late 1960s. particularly dming the Harmattan season. They are also aware of the 
causes of these probkrns and the possible solutions. For example, for fertility decline, 
the majority of the farmers cited continuous coltivation without adequate fallow as the 
main cause. Erosion and bush burning were cited as secondary causes. Erom the 
technological point of view, the application of chemical firtiIizers is a key solution to 
the problems but poor distribution, increasing cost of fertilizers, and low rural incomes 
limit their use by small farmers. A fertilizer subsidy was suggested as a solution by 
most of the farmersc 
Table 4.15. Problems faced by farmers (60 respondents) ranked according to the 
importance pIaced on them by farmrs. 
- - 
Rank 
Problem 1 2 3 4 
Declining soil fertility 37 17 3 3 
Lack of land 18 7 29 6 
Lack of inputs 5 33 22 0 
Lack of information 0 3 6 51 
Ranking 1= m s t  important 4=Ieast important 
Other fhquently mentioned problems are bad weather, rainfall variability, 
drought, and bush fires. Most of them believe that bad weather and erratic rainfall were 
the two most critical environmental problems facing agriculture. While bush fire was 
also a serious problem, pest and disease attacks were of less concern to farmers because 
they were infrequent and severe cases were me. Like other Savannah regions of 
Ghana, indiscriminate bush burning is one of the challenging issues. Burning is 
embedded in the cultural value and traditional practice of the people and is an important 
m a n s  of land clearing for crop production. Herders burn off vegetation to make room 
for tender, green forage readily available to animals and hunters burn to flush out game. 
Even though pasture research has confirmed the positive effect that infizquent burning 
has on productivity of grasses (Nye and Greenland, 19M Innes, 1977), 6equent and 
uncontrolled burning is harmful to both vegetation and soil. Fins set each year 
throughout the Savannah and woodland destroy genetic resources and organic matter, 
which protect the soil from erosion and repknish the soils. The fires kill naturaI 
regeneration, expose the soil to erosion and destroy crops. Fortunately, most f m r s  
believe that the incidence of bush fins is lower due to controlled burning. 
Charcoal burning, fuel wood co11cCtion, residue management and the activities 
of migrant farmers are other activities that lead to land degradation. Charcoal 
processing is a major off-farm activity andcrtaken by women and men. Most of the 
charcoal produced is not used in the village but rather sent to cities for sale. Sixty eight 
percent of respondents believed charcoal bmning has increased flable 4.16). Fuel 
Table 4.16. Charcoal making and fuel wood collection 
96 of Total 
Eousehdd involvement in charcoal making 
Involved 
Not involved 
TOTAL 
Increased 
Not increased 
TOTAL 
Own land 
Community land 
Both 
TOTAL, 
Intensity of charcod m a g  
Source of householdfuel wood 
Easier 10 
DifEicult 90 
Same 0 
TOTAL 100.0 
wood is needed for fie in tht village and womcn do the collection. Previously, they 
only relied on dead and fallen wood, bat in recent times, these are not readily available 
and hence they cut wood that is standing Icading to exposure of the soil and erosion. It 
is becoming increasingly di£ficult (90% of respondents) to get fuel wood in the 
immediate vicinity of the house and farms (TabIe 4.16). Longer distances were traveled 
into the bush to get wood. Crop residues are used for fuel and sometimes as roofing 
material Thus, crop residues are not I& on the soiI to c o m e  the land from erosion 
during the long dry periods and the onset of rains. 
The activity of migrant fanners was another social phenomnon that was 
constantly mentioned as one of the problems in the region. Migrant Earmcrs (Le., 
people h r n  other communities and the cities) acquiring land in a community not their 
own have no co rn rnhn t  to the land (Hudson 1981,1986; Sad, 1988). If prices fall, 
they abandon the farming enterprise, leaving the land exposed to erosion. Most often, 
these migrants have mre financial resources to clear large expanse of land. Hudson 
(1981, 1986) also identified this as an important factor that adversely affect soil 
conservation in most African countries. 
The traditional tenure of communal ownership of land had been cited as a major 
constraint to soil conservation programs (Hudson, 1981). Therefore, questions were 
asked to ascertain the willingness of farmers to practise conservation on communal 
lands. The lack of incentive to practise conse~ation on communal land was clearly 
illustrated by the fact that only 18% of the respondents indicated having participated in 
communaI conservation programs Fable 4.17). Lack of proper conservation arises from 
the historical pattun of h l y  using communal land (Wangia and Rato, 1994; Douglas, 
1990). 
Table 4.17. Percentage of the respondents that use conservation practice on their 
own farm and/or on community Iand. 
-- . -  ~ 
P R A O  SOIL CONSERVATION 
Type of Soil 
coaservation YES NO 
measure % of Total % of Total 
On own fmnr 
Contour h t i r l g  46.7 53.3 
Stone line 25.0 75.0 
Tree planting 75.0 25.0 
On cornrnurrifp lond 
(any of the above) 18.3 81.7 
43. Summary of sodoeconomic conditions in the study area 
The study area is located in the Upper-East region, which is one of the poorest 
regions in Ghana in terms of financial resources and basic inhmcture. The region is 
essentially rural with settlements made up of residential compounds and farms. 
Financial resources are very limited. The rural population relies on Earming as the main 
source of income; however, the farming is done on a subsistence level, supported by 
off-farm activities. 
The main faming systems are compound f d g  and bush fanning. 
Compound farming involves permanent cultivation around the houses, while bush 
farming involves shifting cultivation. Bush fallows are used to restore fertility on the 
bush farms, while househahi refuse and animal manure are used on compound farms. 
Credit facilities are limited or non-existent, except where there are projects such as 
Global 2000 and IFAD credit schemes. The income generated from these sources is 
barely enough to cater to the basic needs of the farmers; as such it would be impossible 
for these farmers to make any capital invesutl~nt in soil consentation measures. 
Basic hfkasuucture such as hospitals, schools, markets and roads are very 
limited Long distances art traveled to hospital and most rural residents rely on 
traditional health h d m .  Markets and road networks may provide incentives for 
increased production and investment in proper land use. With very little access to 
market, farmers wiU continue producing at a subsistence IeveL The limited number of 
schools can be seen in the low educationai status of the rural population, This means 
that extension education can only be provided by extension agents who can speak the 
local dialect. Where there are no extension agents competent in the locaI dialect, a 
community will saffer fiom lack of extension information. There is hope for the future 
as the majority of the younger generation has s o n  form of formal education. With the 
cartent government policy of education for all by the year 2020, more schools are being 
built at the rural mas, and the educational status is expected to improve. 
Land is c o m d y  owned with user fights given ptixnarily to maIe members of 
tht family. The cornmud land tenure system may pose a major problem for soil 
comat ion  because of tenme insecurity, Iand kagmentation, and the gender bias 
allocations policy that are associated with it. Insecarity of tenure does not provide 
incentive for investment into comervation practices, while hgmntation hampers 
watershed management projects, Changes to the current land tenure system, however, 
may be difficuIt since the majority of the population is content with the current 
arrangement. The gender-bias land allocation system discriminates against women, in 
that they do not have direct access to land. Most often they work on their husband or 
father's farm and only have access to very degraded Iands. 
Most fallilies are poIygarnous and the main source of farm labour is family and 
community members. However, the majority of the able-bodied male emigrate to the 
south to work on cocoa farms and other sectors of the economy, leaving only the older 
males and very young children and women behind S o m  of the young men come back 
during the farming season whereas others come only occasionally. This means that any 
conservation measure that requires intensive Iabour may not be well received by the 
rural community. The timing of the labour requirement shouId also be considered in 
development of the conservation practice. 
The Ministry of Food and Agriculture is an important source of information and 
used to be tbe major supplier of agricultural inputs. Most Earmers have access to 
extension infarmation through agricultural extension agents. However, the mssages 
chat arc being extended to the fimmm lay more emphasis on agronomic practices such 
as planting in rows, and fertilizer applications. The soil conservation messages are 
neither included nor emphasized, It is btlicwd that this problem would be addressed by 
the Land and Water Managcmnt Project of the Ministry of Food, which was smed in 
1995. As part of the privatization process in the country, the input supply services have 
been relinquished to the private sector, resnlting in reduced use of input such as 
krtikm due to the incnased cost, kzdiug to reduced income. 
The Earmrs are very much aware of their environment and have deveIoped 
certain strategies to overcorn their probIcms, This indigenous IocaI knowledge can be 
very useM in the assessment for soil qaality. For example, the knowledge of land 
ownership can be used as a guide to Iand capability classification. In this study, it was 
obscrvcd that the royal familics were on the best land and visitors were given the 
poorest lands. 
5. PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT AND PEDOLOGY OF THE STUDY AREA 
The emerging definitions of so9 quality imply that soil quality has two distinct 
components: an intrinsic component related to inherent characteristics of the soil and a 
dynamic pan influenced by the soil user or rnanager (Carter et aL, 1997; Karlen et al 
1997). Dynamic soil quality defines those soil properties that change over relatively 
short time periods in response to human use and management (Carter et al, 1997). 
Inherent characteristics of the soil (such as mineralogy and particle size distribution) are 
those properties under the control of soil forming factors such as climate, landform, 
water systems and vegetation. Suscepu'bility of a land to degradation is related to 
inherent properties of the soil and hence site inhrmation on these factors is essential to 
soil quality evaluation (Arshad and Coen, 1992). 
The balance between random variability and systematic variability in soil 
properties cannot be a pnbri established in a given landscape type. Many studies have 
shown that soil processes vary according to the various segments of the landscape. For 
example, in soil redistribution processes, soil removal is typically more intense in the 
upper slope position whik deposition is predominant in the lower slope position. In 
recognition of this landscape-scale variability in soil properties, this section describes 
the physicai elements and pedologicd characteristics of the study area so as to provide a 
background against which changes in dynamic soiI properties can be assessed. The first 
two sections draw upon existing literature to establish the climatic and geological 
k w o r k  for the research region, whereas the reminder of the chapter is based on 
primary research in the study area, 
5.1 Climatic conditions 
The region is characterized by semi-arid conditions of long dry periods and short 
rainfail seasons. The total annual precipitation is abut  150 cm (Ah, 1969); the rains 
usually begin in May and reach a peak fiom July to September and the dry season 
occurs between October and April (Fig. 5,la). Temperature varies very little 
throughout the year. Average daily maxima are highest in March and April and lowest 
in August. Monthly mean maximum temperatures recorded are mostly around 3 5 ' ~  
and the man annual temperature is about 2 7 ' ~  (Fig 5.lb) 
53. Geology and soils 
The study region is underlain by three main rock types: Birrimian, Granitic, and 
Voltaian rocks (Mu, 1969). Birrirnian rocks represent the Re-Cambrian basement 
complex commonly known as "greenstont". These complexes consist mainly of 
phyllites, schists, and related rocks mixed with granitic materials. Granitic rocks, which 
consist of biotite and hornblende complex, are the oldest of the three p u p s .  Voltaian 
rocks are associated with later formations of the early Carboniferous age (Ah,  1974). 
and consist of massive sandstone overlying various beds of mudstone, Limestone, and 
shale. Soils formed h m  the Biuimian complexes are much more varied and 
chemically richer than soils over Voltaian formations (Ah,  1974). The best 
agricultural soils are those derived fiom Binimian greenstone and granite, making areas 
where they occur the m s t  densely papalateti (Mu, 1969). VoItaian formations on the 
other hand, produce very poor sandy or silty soils. 
The landscape of the area has a complex gcomrphology and soil pattern. Slight 
changes in slope present dramatic soil differences. Under Ghanaian conditions, soil 
series rarely cover a suf£icient area in individual expanses to make it practical to map 
them on small scale maps; they are combined into Iarger assemblages known as 
associations (Mu, 1969). A soil association is defined as a group of series f o d  from 
related parent materials and possessing a similar morphology but differentiated by relief 
and drainage (Ada, 1%9). The major soil associations within the region are the 
Tanchera, Kolingu, and Vampere associations (Gana, 19%). The dominant soil 
association in the study area is the Varcmpcrt association, which occurs on the 
Birrirnian rocks. 
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Figure 5.1: Monthly mean (a) rainfall and (ti) temperature values for the study region 
(taken fiom Adu, 1969). 
The Varempere sail association is made up of a scries of soil types that show a 
cletkite relationship to relief The uplands are dominated by Alfisols with fermginous 
concretionary B-horizons (Varenrpere series). These soils are cIassified locally as 
Savanna Ochrosdls (Brammer, 1962) and as Plinthustalf in the U.S.D.A system (Soil 
Survey Staff, 1994). Eroded summits often have iron concretions overlying massive 
indurated subsoil known as Hilun series or capped sheet ironpan classified as Wenchi 
series. CoUuvial soils occur on the middle slopes, which appear to be intergrades 
between the well-drained upland and imperfectly drained lowland conditions. The well 
drained colluvium or hill wash, which is classified as the Tqfai series, consist of 
brownish or reddish yellow, coarse, deep, sandy loarns, underlain by quartz gravel 
stones, iron concretions or seepage iron pan. Poorly drained midslope soils also occur 
and are classified as the Gulo series. They are shallow, paIe yellow, coarse loamy sands 
that overlie a seepage iron pan, typically with silty clay textures. These sites are often 
ponded in the rainy season because of their low inhltration capacity. The soils at these 
sites arc classified as Gleysols (Adu, 1969) or Tropaquepts (Soil Survey Staff, 1994). 
On the Iowa slopes, alluvisols or colluvial soils, with weakly expressed profile 
characteristics occur. The soils arc gay pooriy drained alluvial clays classified as the 
Kupela series and sands as the Berenyart'series. 
5 3  Pedological characteristics of the m m h  fields 
Sixteen research sites wcrc scltctod according to Iandscapc position and land 
use for the study. The 16 research sites were clustered in five uansects (Table 5.1 and 
Fig. 5.2). Along each tmsea the specific sites were chosen to represent the range of 
slope positions that occarred. Site and profile description was done in the field 
according to FAOflSRIC soiI dcsniption guide (1990). A summary is presented here. 
The detailed descriptibn is provided in Appendix 1. Horizon symboIs consist of one or 
two capital letters for the master horizon and a lower case letter snffixes for 
subhorizons. 
Table 5.1. Lncation of the research units in the study village within northeastem 
Ghana 
Site UTM Coordinates (m) 
- 
UC 792017 E., 1195976 N. 
ABFl 792056 E., 119578 1 N. 
ABR 791929 E., 1196126 N. 
STFl 791957 E., 1195820 N. 
ABF4 791584 E., 1195873 N. 
794224 E., 1196306 N 
794538 E., 1196514 N. 
798702 E., L 193 184 N. 
799517 E., 1194670 N 
798310 E., 1193292 N 
791175 E., 1195491 N. 
791227 E., 1195491 N. 
791304 E., 1195461 N. 
797468 E., 1195339 N. 
797473 E., 1195247 N, 
ABF7 797063 E., 1195220 N. 
Northings (m) 
Figure 5.2 Spatial distribution of research units within the study area. Locations were 
recorded using a single-unit GPS and art an average of 30 minutes of readings. 
The master horizons encountered were A, B and C and transitional horizons such as 
AB and BC. The subordinate characteristics within the master horizons were p 
(ploughing or other disturbances), c (concretions), t (accumulation of silicate clay), g 
(strong gleying), and x (fxagipan). A Bcx or Btcx horizon forms a major impediment to 
root growth due to its unfavourable physical properties and hence the depth of this 
horizon fiom the surface is a major inherent soil quality characteristic. 
The position of each site along the transect was recorded. The transects were 
similar in length (generally 600 to 900 m, bat only 120 m for CF1 to CRF') and the 
relative position of each site along an idealized transect was calculated (Figure 5.3). 
This presentation facilitates the comparisons between the slope positions for the 
different sites. The exception to this is transect 5, which was located in a local 
catchment as discussed below. 
Thcrt are five sites (UC, ABFl, STFl, ABF4 and ABR) in this transect. 
Transect 1 has a 9 rn rise over a 400 m long slope. UC has not been cultivated at any 
time in the memry of the villagers. ABFl is an active bush farm that had been 
cultivated for four years at the time of sampling and was planted with late millet and 
cowpea. ABF2 had been in cultivation for seven years and STFl had been in fallow for 
four to five years at the time of sampling. ABF4 had btcn cropped for four years at the 
lim of sampling and was rented by migrant farmers. 
ABF2 is in a lower slope position with a 4 m elevation rise over 110 m (Fig. 
5.4). The A-horizon thickness ranged from 5 to 8 cm. Gleyed horizons (ie., B g t  or 
B3gtc), indicative of seasonal waterlogging, were observed at 6 of the 9 sampling 
points. The @eyed horizons typically had orange VSYR 618) mttles in a duller ma& 
(Appendix Al). Concretions o c c d  at a range of depths within the profiles. For 
example, at sampling point B2 concretions were very common at all depths whereas at 
sampling point D4 there wcre no concretions rmtil75 cm dcpth. 
Figure 5.3: Generalized aansect showing location of research sites. The uansects 
ranged in length fiom 400 to 900 m and had elevation gains of 2 to 3 % (ie., 2 to 3 m 
per 100 m of horizontal distance). 
ABF1 
CF1 LTFl 
Figure 5.4 Digital elevation model of ABR showing the micro-topography variations in 
the site. Soil pit locations referred to in text are shown on the surface. The view is f h m  
the southwest and the vmkd exaggeration is 25X 
The concretions did not seem to be related to the micro topographical variations 
at the site. This observation is consistent with the expectation that the region had 
&gone several cycles of erosion, making the macro and rnicro relief very 
complicatd 
Site UC is in a mid slope position. It slopes from the highest elevation at 
sampling point F2 to the lowest point at sampling point C4 (Fig. 5.5). The micro- 
topography is very limited (ie., the slope is relatively smoth). The soil is generally a 
sandy loam. The surface A-horizon thickness varies fkom 6 to 11 cm Soil colour is 
typically 5YR or 10 YR 2/1. Below the A horizon, concretions occurred in varying 
amounts depending on the depth from the surface. The A2 horizon is similar in 
charactcristks to t iu  Ah horizon except that it has less organic matter and therefore is 
slightly Lighter in coIonr. Btc horizons occur at most sampling points reflecting the 
higher clay content and concretions in these horizons. 
The lowermost horizons were even more concretionary and sometimes massive 
and were designated as Bcx, The Bcx horizons occur at a range of elevations &om 
highest (2F) to lowest (4C) (E"1g. 5.5). In seven out of the 12 sampling points within this 
field, massive concretions occur at depths between 25 to 62 cm from the surface. Most 
of the lowermst horizons have abundant concretions and distinct orange (7.SYR 6/8) 
mttles in the sandy clay loam matrix. Sampling points C4, F4, E3, and F3 had mottles 
throughout the prom. 
ABFI is in an upper slope position and has the highest variation in micro- 
topography (Fig. 5.6). Depth to Bx was also highly variable as was observed in UC. At 
mmt sampling points (e.g. C4). which is at the lowest &vation, the Bx horizon was 
only 24 crn h r n  the d e .  Two sampliag points @3 and D4) at micro-rises did not 
have Bx horizons within 65 to 70 cm of the surface. The variability in micro- 
topography was not reflected in Apc horizon thickness (Appendix Al). 
figure 5.5: Digital elevation mdcl of UC showing the micro-topography variations in 
the site. Soil pit Iocations r c f d  to m text are shown on the surface. The view is h m  
the southwest and the vertical exaggeration is 25X. 
F i p  5.6: Digital elevation model of ABFl showing the nrim-topography variations 
in the site. Soil pit locations rcfcncd to in text arc shown on the surface. The view is 
h m  the southwest and the vertical exaggeration is 25X. 
The thickness of the A horizon varies h m  only 5 to 7 cm with many to abundant 
concretions, underlain by transitional ABc or Bltc. horizons. Lowenmst horizons are 
dominantly Bx horizons. 
Site STFl is in the mid slope position with limited microtopography (Fig 5.7). 
The A-horizon varies fiom 7 to 11 cm thick, with common to abundant concretions 
(Appendix Al). There are mottles in BLtc horizons at four sampling points but these 
had no clear relationship to rnicrotopography. Nor did the depth to the Bcx horizon - 
depth to Bcx is 19 cm at B4 (lowest elevation) and 17 cm at D2 (highest point). All the 
sampling points bave Bcx at depth, ranging from 17 cm (D2) to 58 cm (B3). 
ABF4 is also in a lower slope position located 50 m away from the other sites. 
The soil at this site is sandier than those at other sites. The colour is yelIowish to 
greyish with mottles at depth and there are no concretions to 30 to 40 cm depth 
(Appendix Al). ABF4 is located at the base of a Iong slope but still has a linear slope 
form overall (rather than a concave lower dope position). 
LTFl and ABF3 were on the second transect. LTFl is a long-term fallow that 
had been in fallow for more than 50 years. ABF3 is an active bush farm, which had 
been in cultivation for about eight years at the tim of sampling and was planted to a 
millet and cowpea intercrop. 
LTFl is an upper slope site with 25 m rise over 100 m distance (Fig. 5.8). 
There is a large anthill close to sampling point DL LTFl has a very consistent A 
horizon thickness &om 5 to 7 cm thick (Appendix Al). Ten out of the 12 sampling 
points had Bcx horizons, which were generally Iess than 35 cm h m  the d a c e .  At 
sampling point C2, the Bcx horizon was as close as 24 c m  Only the two lowermost 
points, B3 and B4, did not have a Bcx horizon. Most of the sampling points had mottles 
irrespective of the micro-elevation, 
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Figure 5.7 Digital elevation &el of STFl showing the micro-topography variations in 
tht site. Soil pit locations rcferrtd to in text an shown on the stlrface. The view is h m  
the southwest and the vertical exaggeration is 25X. 
Figure 5.8 Digital elevation mDdc1 of LTFl showing the micro-topography variations in 
the site. Soil pit locations r e f d  to in text are shown on the sarface. The view is from 
the southwest and the vertical exaggeration is 25X. 
ABF3 is on a mid sIope position with 4 m relief over a 90 rn distance. The site 
has the highest p o d  at D2 and slopes to the lowest point at B4 (Fig 5.9). The A-horizon 
thickness varied little (&om 5 to 6 cm) with few or very few concretions. Concretions 
were very few in the B horizon and only one sampling point (C2) has a Bx horizon. 
Most of the sampling points typically have B1 or &tc. A f iw of the sampling points 
showed evidence of water logging; for example B2 and C3 had gleyed lowermost 
horizons. 
The third aansect is located in the heart of Kugri village away fiom the bush 
farm area and incIudes sites CF1, CF2 and CRF. The transect has an 8 m rise over a 400 
m run. CF1 and CF2 arc compound h n s .  These sites are continuously cropped and 
their fertility is maintained with household refuse and animal manme. CF1 belongs to 
the village chiefs household. CRF is in a valley that runs through the village. It is 
cultivated to rice every year during the rainy season. CRF was added in the second 
field stason because it was in an obvious position to receive sediment from the upper 
srrrface where CFl and CF2 are Iocated. 
CFI is on the summit/uppcr slope position and slopes h m  point D4 (highest) to 
B2 (lowest) (Fig 5.10). The A-horizon is a ploughed A-horizon and is designated as a 
Apc. Thickness of the Apc horizon varies from 5 to 7 cm with many to abundant 
concretions at all the sampling points (Appendix Al). Concretions are abundant 
throughout the profile of all sampling points, with Bx horizon occurring at lowermost 
horizons, c o m d y  within 25-35 cm of the surface. At some points the Bx horizon 
occurred very close to the smfacc, for example, at sampling point C2, the Bx horizon 
occurred about 11 cm from the surface. 
CF2 (Fig. 5.11) is in the midslope position of this mrnsect Sitllilar to CFZ, 
concretions are cormnon in the Apc horizons of all the sampling sites; however, the 
sampling points on lower micro-ekvations have thicker A-horizons than higher 
elevation points. 
Figart 5.9 Digital elevation mDdt1 of ABF3 showing the micro-topography variations in 
the site. Soil pit lacations ref& to in text are shown on the m f i ~ e .  The view is fkom 
the southwest and the vertical exaggeration is 25X. 
Figure 5.10 Digital elevation model of CFL showing the micro-topography variations 
in the site. Soil pit Iocations refcrnd to in text are shown on the sarface. The view is 
h m  the southwest and the vertical exaggeration is 25X 
Figure 5.11 Digital elevation model of CF2 showing the micro-topography variations 
in the site. Soil pit locations refmed to in text are shown on the &e. The view is 
h m  the southwest and the vertical exaggeration is 25X 
Thc texture of the upper horizons is loamy sand and the Lowennost horizons are gleyed, 
especially at sampling points B3, B4, C4, and D3 Fig. 5.11). Compared to CF1, this 
site did not have Bx horizons occuuing within the depth of sampling. Only one 
sampling point (C2) had a Bx lowecmost horizon, which occurred at 61 cm depth. 
CRF is in the lowenrost position on this transect. It is a near-level site in a 
broad concavity close to CFl. It is used for vegetable gardening in the dry season and 
rice fanning in the rainy season. Generally the soil at this site is sandy loam to 30 cm 
depth and clayey at depth with soft and hard MnO concretions. 
Sites ST=, S m ,  and LTF2 are clustered along the fourth transect (Fig 5.2). 
This transect has a very gentle slope of 3 m rise over 400 m run with a "step" cut 
between STF2 and LTEZ. STF2 is the lowermost point on the transect and is a short- 
term fallow field on a flood plain. It had previously been cultivated to rice. LTF2 has 
been fallowed for 20 years and STF3 for five years 
Site STR is located in a concave lower-slope position at the edge of a low-lying 
wetland. There is a major gully about 50 m south of STF2, which appears to be a major 
water way in the area during the rainy season, The texture of the soil at this site is 
generally a silty fine sandy loam in the upper horizons with !?equent quartz gravel and 
Fe concretions within 40 cm depth, There are very few concretions above 40 cm 
LTF2 and STF3 are in a mid- to upper slope position with several "hard-pan" 
exposures and hardened "latcritcs" at the srrrf8ce. At most sampling points, the soils are 
very concretionary to the surface with concretionary boulders often at 10 to 30cm depth, 
and abundant concretions in the 0- to 10-cm Iayer. 
Trenscet.5 
ABFS, ABF6, and ABF7 are in the final transect, These sites are close to a 
prominent volcanic extrusion known as Kngri hill (Ah ,  1969). This hill is the highest 
point in the study area. The hill bnns its own catchment area and several major gullies 
begin at the base of the hiU These gullies coalesce to form a deep gully/saeam that was 
dry at the tim of sampling but which had ample evidence of fluvial sedimntation in 
the floodplain. There was considerabk evidence of active rilI erosion and deposition on 
the surface where the three sites were located. Although the three sites are located on a 
very different surface than the other four transects (and are not connected directly 
through surface flow) they were included because the land in the Kugri hill catchment is 
the most f& of the bush farm areas. ABF5 and ABF6 are within the valley and have 
been continuously cultivated for several generations. At the time of sampling ABFI 
was not yet seeded but remnants of the previous year's crops residue showed it was 
cropped to groundnuts. 
The saprolite (ie., deeply weathered bedrock) is very close to the surface at all 
three sites. ABF7 is located at a slightly higher elevation, and is separated from ABFS 
and ABF6 by a dry (at the time of sampling) streambed that runs through the valley. 
The soil at this site is colluvial with a distinct stone line of concretions and quartz gravel 
overlying saprolite at 20 to 30 cm This site did not seem to be affected by deposition 
or flow from Kugri hill and is probably more closely related to the soils of the other 
transects. 
ABFS and ABF6 are active dcposition/erosion sites. There is considerable 
evidence of recent deposition of scdimcnts at ABFS and ABF6. ABFS is sandier and 
has more concretions than ABF6. ABF6 is m a Iower slope position. Some distinct 
sand layers within a finer, 5-cm thick depositional layer were observed after a day of 
rainfall in ABF6, which is a clear evidence of particle size separation. At these two 
sites a h ,  the saprolite is conurmdy within 20 to 30 cm of the surface. Botb sites had 
much browner A horizons than were common to the soiI of the other transects. 
Grouping of the study sites into discrete soil gcomorphic units was difficult. The 
soils &mi at each site showed little cornspondcnce to the conceptual series of the 
Varempere association shown in the soil survey report (Mu, 1969) and a considerable 
range in morphological properties occurred among sites that to occupied the same 
geomorphic surface. 
Placcmnt of the study sites (exchding the Kngri hill catchment sites) based on 
t k  relative position along the Iand surface allows two broad distinctions to be made 
(Figure 5.3). Sites STF2, CRF, ABF2 and ABF4 occupy lower dope positions at the 
base of the long, gentle slopes characteristic of the region. Sites STF2 and CRF are in 
concave positions at the base of the slope and are seasonally flooded. CRF is currently 
used for wet season rice farming and STF2 was used for that purpose until very 
recently. Both of these sites have her textured mil (especially at depth) than the 
remainder of the sites. Sites ABF2 and ABF4 occupy the lowest position of the overall 
slope complex but art still dominated by linear slopes (rather than concave slopes). 
Both of these sites have gIeying featares throughout the profle, but the texture and 
amount of conactions differ - ABF4 has a thick surficial sand cover, whereas ABF2 
has highex concretions throughout the profiIe. 
The r e d d e r  of the sites (excluding those in the Kugri catchment) occupy 
either mid- or upper dope positions and share most of the same features - reddish soil 
colonrs, cancrttions throughout the profile and the presence of mottling in a few of the 
profiles. They typically have abundant concretion and/or fragipan layers at some depth 
h r n  the surface. The urtnrm occurrence of the massive concretionary layer is at sites 
LTF2 and STF3, where hardened plinthite occupied an appreciable &tion of the 
smface soil as tithtr bouldcts or a continuous layer. No maningful soil geomorphic 
M i n c e s  could bt made between t k c  miIs based on the survey methods used, and 
they arc grouped together as upper s lop soils for subsequent analysis. 
The three sites in the Kugri hill catchment are distinct h m  the sites discussed 
above. Site ABF7 is outside of the area of active deposition in this a h m t n t  and is a 
classic colIuvial soil with a distinct stonelint overlying saprolite- Sites A3F6 and ABF7 
are in an active depositional hdscape position and are s h k  in terms of colour and 
horizonation. Again the saprolitc is close to tht s e e  for both of these soils. These 
soils are also distinct from the other sites insofar as they arc continuous~y cultivated 
bush farms. 
The major n k n c e  or benchmark site in this study is UC, which is located in 
the upper slope group discussed above. As discussed previously, there is a need to 
establish a basic similarity among sites before the results for soil properties fiom a 
reference site can be used as a baseline to evaluate changes in soil quality. Based on the 
results of the geomorphic context of the sites, the properties of UC can be used as a 
baseline for the other upper slope sites, but cannot be reliably used for the lower slope 
soils and those of the Kugri hill catchment. 
The Limitations to the use of UC (and LTFl) as a reference site for 13'cs 
concentrations are not as severe. One of the assumptions of the '"CS technique is that 
the 13'Cs concenrratiow in a local area reflect precipitation inputs, rather than soil 
conditions. This assumption has certainly been the source of considerable discussion 
over the years but the assumption that the reference Levels at UC and LTF2 can be 
extrapolated to the local area is consistent with the literature on the use of 137~s. 
5.3.3 Soil colow 
Soil colour varies with slope and drainage conditions. From the well drained 
upland soils (UC, LTFI, ABF1, STF1, and CF1) to the very poorly drained valley 
bottom soil (STF2, CRF), colom changed from bright reddish brown to bluish grey. The 
red colom indicates good drainage and the type of iron m the soil. The reddish brown 
or brownish red colours denote a non-hydrated Fe oxide in tk soil, hematite ( F Q ~ )  
(Ahn, 1974). In the poorly drained midslopes and lower slopes (ABF2, ABF4) soils are 
brown or yeIlow in colour. This is due to the presence of hydrated iron oxides mainly 
g o a t  and limonite. Where drainage is very poor and the water table fluctuates and 
all or part of the profile is waterlogged, reduction of iron and other compounds becomes 
the predominant process. The colours typical of reduction conditions are bluish grey, 
greenish grey and natural grey as was observed in CRF. Where waterlogging is 
intermittent or seasonal, instead of a uniform grey colour, mottles are produced as was 
obsnved in sites A3F2, ABF4, (3% and STn. 
5.3-4 Iron ox& content of soils 
Oxides of Fe and A1 and som highly tesistant minerals, either inherited or 
aansformed 6rom the parent rock, are the most common minerals found in highly 
weathered soils of the tropics (Schwertmnn and Herbillon, 1992). Iron oxides can 
occur in the soils as fine p i n e d ,  poorly crystalline or amorphous materials which 
become crystalline at high teqemurcs (Sherman et aL, 1964). In the amorphous form, 
they influence soil properties such as surface charge, specific surface area and 
aggregation. An important influence of Fe oxides in these soils is the increased P and 
micronutrient sorption capacity (Abckoe, 1996; Ticsstn et al, 1993). Fe oxides also 
influence magnetic susceptibility of soils (Mullins, 1977; Vadyunina and Babanin, 
1972) a property that is used to trace sediment source and redistribution as well as to 
assess pedogenesis. 
Dithionite-citrate-bicarbonate PCB) extractable-Fe (Fed) and oxalate 
extractable-Fc (Fe,,) were m u r e d  to determine the relative amounts of the amrphous 
and crystalline Fe-oxide (Table 5.2). Fa was greater than F% for all sites. The higher 
Fed at all sites in this study is an indication of the predominance of crystalline Fe-oxide. 
The high ternpaam and the proIongcd dry season prevalent in the savanna zone of 
West Africa may be rcsponsibk for the higher amount of crystalline Fe hctions in 
these soils (Juo et aL, 1974). Drying at elevated temperatures causes the poorly 
crystalline k to dehydrate and develop greater crystallinity. 
The soil fines at CF1 had the highest Fed content. This is consistent with the 
high amount of concretions in the bulk soil The main constituent of concretions or 
nod* is Fe oxide with variable amounts of substituted AI within the structure 
(Sheman aad Kanchiro, 1954; T i n  et al, 1991b). Bulk soil with a high amount of 
concretions is therefore expected to have high crystalline Fe oxide contents. 
Characteristdy, concretions or nod& contain substantially higher Fe oxide 
than the sturomxiing soil (TayIor aad Schwemnam, 1974). In the soils h m  all the 
sites, the concretion Fed was about two to ten thes greater than the Fa of the sail fine 
and much greater than the coxresponding Ft, (detailed data not shown). The mean Fed 
of the concretions was 83.2 g kg-' and an average value of 7.6 g kg" measured in the 
soil fines. However, Fe, of the concretion was lower than that of the soil fines. The 
highest value of Fe,, for the soil fines was 3.4 g kg" and that of the concretions was 1.3 
g kg*'. Oganuga and Lee (1973) reported similar findings from soils of southwestern 
Nigeria 
The greater amount of FQ compared to the Fe, in the concretions is also 
attributed to the crystallinity of iron oxide in these concretions, which is consistent with 
reports that the main component of fcrmginous nodules are goethite and hematite 
(Tiessen et aL, 1991b). In addition to the concretions, other factors such as the drainage 
condition as well as soil temperature could influence transformation of Fe oxides in 
soils. Aerobic conditions and high temperatures associated with burning encourage 
nansformation of amorphous Fe to crystalline Fe. 
The Feo/Fed ratios ranged from 0.03 to 0.42, which is consistent with values 
reported for different parts of the tropics (Juo et al, 1974; Ogunsola et aL, 1989; 
Agbenin, 1992; and Abekoe, 1996). The ratio of FG to Fed is an important measure that 
can be used to characterize a number of important properties of the soil. According to 
McKeague and Day (1966) the Fe ratio can be used as a relative measure of crystallinity 
or aging of the fke Fe-oxides and therefore soil dcvelopmcnt. Younger soils have 
higher F~JFQ ratios than older soils. The Fe& ratio is normally Iess than unity, and 
approaches zero in older tropical soils (Alexander, 1974). Alexander (1974) classified 
soils with Fe ratio above 0.35 as young soils and below 0.2 as OM soils. They can also 
be used to characterize drainage conditions of the soil Stonehouse and StArnaud 
(1971) used the Fe ratio to distinguish between well drained and poorly drained soils, 
welldrained sails had values kss than 0.35, and poorly drained soils had values greater 
than 0.35. 
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The results of this study supported the usefulness of the Fe ratio in soil 
classification. The sites (UC, LTF1, STF1, ABFI, CF1, LTF2, ABF3, and Cn) on the 
upper slope position of the Varempere association have Fe ratios less than 02.  The low 
Fe ratio measured on the upper slope positions is an indication of a preponderance of 
crystalline Fe-oxide is consistent with reports that the upper slope positions are 
occupied by O W ,  welldrained soils (Section 2.2.2.1). 
The sites on lower slope positions (ABE2, ABF4, STF2, and CRF) had higher 
Fe ratio vaheq which is consistent with their drainage condition. STF2 and CRF, 
which have the highest values, occur in slope positions that experience seasonal water 
logging and are therefore used for rice cultivation. ABF4 and ABF2 are also poorly 
drained despite the sandy nature of the soils as was indicated by the mttIes within the 
lower horizons of the soil prohles. In these lower slope positions, the anaerobic 
conditions and or organic matter accumulations slow down the process of Fe-oxide 
transformations causing the Fe-oxides to remain in readily extractable forms; hence the 
high Fe& ratio (Schwerunann, 1966; Blume and Schwerunann, 1969; Fie and 
Singer, 1989; Moore, 1973). The high Fe, in these lower slope sites may also a reflect 
their younger age because Fe, provides a measure of accumulation of amorphous 
products of recent we-athcring. This is probably the explanation for the relatively high 
Fe ratio recorded for ABF5 and ABF6. These two sites are Iocatcd in the valley and the 
soils are therefore young. 
The magnetic susceptibility results followed similar trends to the Fe oxide 
distriiution (T'blt 5.3). Upper dope soils, with high amounts of concretions and Fe 
oxide, had h i g h  values than middle and Iower slopes. This trend is to be expected 
because there is a direct ationship between magnetic sasceptiity rrnd Fe oxide 
content. The degree of magnetic activity exhiiitcd by a soil sample depends on the 
magnetic properties of its constituents. Constituents of importance are f-gnetic 
minerals such as magnetite and maghemite (Oades, 1%3). 
The hquency dependence of magnetic susccptl'bility was closely related to the 
low fkq~ltncy magnetic susceptibility and d e d  h m  upper to Iower slope 
positions. The frequency dependence of the magnetic susceptibility reflects the 
concentration of very fine fenimagnedcs, which are of pcdogenic origin F i e  et aL, 
1989). Fine et a .  (1992) found a significant positive relationship between magnetic 
susceptibility and FQ content, which was assumed to be a measure of pedogenesis. 
Old soils found on the upper dope positions have high amounts of ferrimagnetic 
materials that are concentrated in concretions and nodules. To determine the level of 
magnetic enhancement of the concretion a selected quantity of concretions, stratifkd by 
site aad size, were ground and their magnetic susceptibility measured. The degree of 
magnetic enhancement appeared to be related to the size of concretions. In the 
uncultivated site, the smaller grained concretions were more magneacally enhanced 
than the larger rough shaped ones (detailed data not shown). The fine concretions at 
-8 3 this site had magnetic susccptiiility valucs abvc 200x10 m kg-', and the large coarse 
-8 3 concretions had values about 30x10 m kg-', while the moderately coarse ones 
-8 3 measured abut  50x10 rn kg". At sites (AEF1 and STF1) where large coarse 
concretions predominate, the average magnetic susceptibility for the concretions was 
4 5 about 27x10 m kg". 
According to Tite and Mullins (1971) burning of vegetation and high organic 
matter an important in transforming magnetically weak material into fenimagnetics 
such as maghemite. The combustion of organic compounds produces a reducing 
atmosphere which leads to the aansfomtion of weakly magnetic iron oxides 
(weakdug products) et aL, 1989). Goethitc and hematite are converted to 
magnetite, which may in turn oxidize to maghemite when air enters the soil upon 
cooling (Mutsusaka and Sherman, 1960; Mullins, 1977). Organic matter and its 
decomposition products are highly effective in mobilizing iron, regardltss of soil type. 
Table 5.3. Law fnquency magnetic suscepa'bility (Xq) and absolute fkquency 
dependent magnetic susceptibility (Xqd). Vahes shown are man and standard deviation 
(in brackets). 
uc 
LTFl 
STFl 
ABFl 
CF1 
LTF2 
STF3 
cF2 
ABF3 
ABF2 
A3F4 
sm 
CRF 
ABFS 
ABF6 
Vmempem association- upperfmid slope 
60.3 (11.4) 60.0 (10.4) 6.3 (1.1) 
114.4 (13.9) 114.6 (20.5) 10.0 (1.8) 
58.2 (5.3) 54.7 (6.9) 5.6 (0.6) 
80.1 (19.6) 61.5 (124) 7.6 (20) 
1%.2 (22.7) 212.4 (38.8) 13.3 (1.7) 
6 1.7 (34.1) 61.7 (21.1) 5.1 (26) 
39.7 (4.7) 39.5 (4.2) 3.5 (0.5) 
76.3 (3.8) 85.4 (1 1.2) 5.5 (1.0) 
41.9 (21.8) 32.8 (24.0) 4.4 (2.3) 
Vmempere association- lower slope 
11.1 (126) 8.6 (15.3) 1.0 (1.3) 
7.7 (4.2) 2.7 (0.8) 0.6 (0.4) 
14.5 (4.6) 8.6 (3.0) 1.0 (0.3) 
10.5 (1.7) 12.0 (1.1) 0.4 (0.2) 
Kugngn hill catchment 
12.7 (25) 10.5 (4.6) 0.8 (0.3) 
23.3 (8.2) 17.7 (9.3) 1.3 (0.7) 
ABF7 23.3 (9.4) 21.0 (9.1) 2.1 (0.8) 2.0 (0.9) 
Native site (UC), Active Bush Farm (ABF), short-term fallow (STF), Iong-term fallow (LTF). 
Farm (CF) and Compound Rice Farm (CRF). 
The decomposition of organic matter may enhance magnetic susceptibility at the soil 
surface by releasing up to 3% of the total soil iron. High organic matter content and 
hetcrotrophic microorganisms near the surface may promote the formation of 
ferrimagnetic minerals. Thus in aerobic soils, the bulk of magnetic susceptibility is 
associated with the Ah or Ap horizons whcre the released ferrous iron can be reoxidized 
to its f& form and resultant mineral species. The influence of extensive burning and 
organic matter additions on the magnetic enhancement of soils was apparent in site 
CF1. At CF1, the moderately coarse sized concretions similar in size to those found in 
-8 3 UC (mentioned above) had values above 300*10 m kg'. CF1 is a compound farm 
that receives high amounts of organic manure, household ashes and the frequency of 
burning is also high at this site. 
Where the F e 8 ~  ratios are more than 0.2 (ie., indicative of reducing 
conditions), the XE values are all less than 40, and &d values are less than 4. Given the 
ease of magnetic susceptibility measurements, this is a useful finding that indicates that 
magnetic susceptibility can be used in combination with field descriptions to 
characterize drainage conditions of fields. 
The magnetic susceptibility results do not indicate the occurrence of soil 
deposition in the lower slope sites. The mhce soil incnmnts of the upper sIopt sites 
c k l y  show considerably higher values fOrXg.andXafd than the four lower slope sites. 
If deposition of the magnetically enhanced sediment from the upper dope sites was 
occurring in the lower slope positions, we should find a layer of higher & and Xafd 
sediment overlying the lower &and X4, surfice soils in the lower slope positions (as 
kund by de Jong ct d, 1998). The absence of this material suggests that either little 
erosion of the upper slope soils is occurring or that the soil that is being eroded is not 
being deposited at the lower slope sites. 
5.3.6 Conctetbn Content and Dtptli to Conctetions 
The concretions present in the soil are a major criterion used by locd fafmers to 
assess the quality of the soil (as discussed above in section 4.2.1.1). Their qualitative 
classes range from zigikuga (high concretion content soils where gravel content is 
greater than the fines) to lower-slope zigikoba soils with very low gravel contents. This 
Iattcr class is regarded as the best soils by the local farrrrets. 
Ihe soils are comrmnly concretionary, with the amount and depth to 
concretions depending on slope position (Table 5.4 and Fig. 5-12). The soils hom the 
upper slope sites of the Varempert association generally had high amounts of 
concretions. Concretion contents in excess of 40% occurred within 20 cm of the surface 
at sites STF1, LTF1, ABF1, CF1, STF3, and LTF2 (Fig. 5.12). At sites STF3 and 
LTF2, the high concretion content of the surface soils is further exacerbated by the 
presence of concretionary bouIders and complete plinthite covers within the extent of 
the surveyed sites. 
Cultivation exposes the concretions to the surface. The topsoil of the 
uncultivated site (UC) did not have as many concretions as the cultivated sites within 
the same landscape position. For example, CF1 has abut  40% concretion by weight in 
the 0- to 10-cm layer and 58 % concretion in the 10- to 20-cm layer. This site is a 
compound farm that had been in continuous cultivation for generations. At the surface, 
the concretions are spherical in shape and kss tightly packed, possibly as a result of 
selective removal of fines by erosion. 
The lower slopc soils of the Varernpere association have low or non-existent 
concretion contents to at least a depth of 50 cm (Egurc 5.12)- The lack of concretions 
in these soils and their presence in the upper slope soils suggests that the landscape has 
experienced several cycles of erosion (Ollicr, 1991) (Section 2.2.2.2) because 
concntions are expected to be fofmed in poorly drained conditions. 
At site ABF7 in the Kugri hill catchment, the concretions and gravels are inter- 
mixed in a disdnct colluvial stoneline rather than being distributed throughout the h e  
matrix such as the upper slope sites. At sites ABFS and ABF6 the concretions and 
gravels occur dispersed througham tht loose soil matrix overlying the saprolite. 
Table 5.4. Percentage concretions measarcd in the two sampling depths. Values are 
mean and standard deviation (shown in brackets). 
Concretion content (9%) 
Site 0-10 cm 10-20 cm 
Vmempere association-lower slope 
1.7 (1.0) 
1.6 (0.9) 
3.6 (4.1) 
1.1 (0.5) 
- 
pp 
Native site (UC), Active Bush Farm (ABF), sht-term fallow (STF), Iong-wm fallow (LW, 
Compound Farm (CF) and Compound Rice Farm (CRF). 

5.3.7 ReMonship between Iion Content, Magnetic S I I S C ~ ~ W & ~  and Concretion 
Content 
The resuIts discussed above suggest that there is a relationship between 
concretions, Fed and magnetic susceptibility. These relationships were explored 
quantitatively using simple fearson correlations m n g  the mean values of each 
property at each site. 
O v d  the FQ content of the soils is strongly dated to percent concretions and 
especially to the Xyand X,+ values at the sites for both depths sampled Fable 5.5). The 
two magnetic suscepuity measurements are strongly comlated with each other, and 
are closely related to the iron mineralogy of the sites. The XfandX4d values are higher 
in the magnetically enhanced upper slope soils, and are lowest in the less well drained 
lower slope positions. Hence magnetic susceptibility in these landscapes can be used as 
simple sunogate for the iron statas of the soil, which is a dominant pedogenetic 
characteristic of these landscapes. 
Generally, the higher the percent concretions in tht two depths, the higher is the 
FQ content of the soil As discussed earlier, this finding runs counter to the idea that 
concretions form in poorly drained conditions - the percent concretions had a 
significant inverse relationship with the iron ratio. As was noted earlier, where the 
-8 3 Fe& ratios are more than 0.2, the XK values are al l  lcss than 40*10 m kg" and Xd 
values are k s  than 4*10'm3kg-'. Thus magnetic susceptibility can bc used to 
differentiate between well drained upland soils and soils in the lower slope position. 
Where drainage conditions are poor, magnetic s u s c e p t i ~ y  is less than 20*10~rn~k~-'. 
Table 5.5. Pearson correlation coe&cieut and two-tailed significance test for 
relationships between inherent soil properties at the research sites. Correlations are 
assessed on the mean values for the properties at each site (N=16). 
kg-' kg-I 
LO to 20 cm 
Percent 1 .ooO 
Concre- 
tions 
Fed -56 1.000 - - - 
.023 
Fe0 -.47 -.(xi ~.oOO - - 
.067 -99 
F e d h  -.77 NC NC 1 .OOO - 
.000 
XIF .69 .87 -28 -.68 1.000 - 
.003 .000 291 -004 
&a .74 -79 -.36 -.77 .98 1.000 
.OOI .000 .I70 .001 .000 
1: Correlations are not &own between the h a  ratio and Fed or Feo because the in ratio is 
deIivedfiamtheaetwopopcrtics 
The correlation of these two propaties again indicates the complex nature of soil and 
landscape formtion in this region, 
5.3.8 Pmticle size dktd5ution and bulk &nSity 
The pardclc size dismition showed that the soils are sandy (Table 5.6). Mean 
value for sand content was over 50% for all profiles except those of STF2, which were 
about 35%. Mean silt content varied between 10% to 40% while mean clay content is 
between 34645%. 
The generally high sand content is typical of many soils in this region. The 
underlying rock is granitic in nature (Mu, 1969). Granites produce very sandy soils 
upon weathering. There were clay hlms in some subsurface horizons, which may be an 
indication of clay illuviation. These small increases in clay may compound problems of 
hard pan that art common in subsoil in the region and may inhibit root development, 
thus preventing crops h m  withstanding even moderate drought conditions. 
The soils from STF2, A3F5, ABF6 and CRF have higher day content compared 
to the other sites. This trend is again related to the position of these sites within the 
landscape. Both STF2 and CRF are located in Lower slope concavities and ABFS and 
ABF6 are in the Kugri hi11 catchment. ABF2, ABF3 and CF2 have very low clay 
contents and ace situated in a mid-slope position where erosion is probably removing 
fine sized particles selectively and Icaving the coarse lag behind. This is typical of the 
long, gently doped Iandscapes in the uopics (Ah, 1974). 
G e n d y ,  the buIk density values arc high (Table 53).  This is related to the 
sandy name of the soils and the bw organic wbn content of the soil. Coarse textured 
soils have low porosity in spite of a large average pore size. Conversely, the total pore 
volume of fie-tamrted soils tends to be large and the balk density values 
correspondingly low. STF2, which had the highest clay content, had the lowest value 
for bulk density (1.3 g an*? whilst CF2 and ABF4, both of which had very high 
percentage of sad hcthn, had the highest vdues (1.7 cmm3). 
Table 5.6. ParticIe size distribution of smface 0- to 20-cm depth of the soils. Values 
shown art mean and standard deviation (in brackets). 
Particle sizz distribution (96) 
site1 Sand Clay Silt Sand clay Silt 
UC 
LTFl 
STFl 
ABFl 
CF1 
LTF2 
sTF3 
cF2 
ABF3 
A B n  
ABF4 
STF2 
CRF 
ABF5 
ABF6 
ABF7 
Kugri hill ccrfchment 
77 (6) 10 (4) 13 (4) 70 (8) 
67 (12) 13 (5) 20 (8) 61 (13) 
W 4 )  5(1) 13 (4) 79 (5) - .  14 (5) 
'~ative site 0, Active Bush Farm (ABF), short-term Fallow (STF), long-term 
Fallow (LTF), Compound Farm (CF) and Compound Rice Farm (CRF). 
Table 5.7. Bulk density of the bulk soil and bulk density of soil fines (corrected for 
presence of concretions) and mass of mil fines per cTd bulk soiL 
Bdk density (g cm3, 0-10 cm depth) 
Site ~otal' F i e  soit h e  soi? 
Vmmpere ~ssocirrlion-lower sbpe 
ABF2 1.62 (0.08) 1.61 (0.08) 1.60 (0.07) 
ABF4 1.72 (0.07) 1.71 (0.07) 1.69 (0.07) 
STF2 1.31 (0.13) 1.29 (0.12) 1.26 (0.1 1) 
CRF 1.64 (0.17) 1.64 (0.17) 1.63 (0.17) 
Kugri RiU catchment 
ABFS 1.49 ( 0.14) 1.38 (0.13) 1.24 (0.15) 
ABF6 1.45 (0.16) 1.41 (0.59) 1.35 (0.15) 
ABFI 1.58 (0.13) 1.53 (0.15) t .46 (0.17) 
' Total metal volume, Mass of soil hnc/Vohmt of soiI fine, Mass of finflotal 
Apart fiom texture, organic matter also affects the bulk density. Organic matier 
contributes to lower bulk density by encouraging higher porosity through soil 
aggregation or by reducing the average density of the soil particles. The effect of 
organic matter could be the explanation for the lower bulk density value of CF1 despite 
the high sand and concretion content. CFl had relatively higher SOC than CF2, which 
is reflected in the relatively lower bulk density value recorded for CF1. CF1 was a 
compound farm that belongs to the chief of the village and his family. Comparatively, 
this family has access to more organic m u r e  for the farm because of the larger 
number of livestock owned by the household. 
Concretions increase the bulk density of soils in the same way as coarse-sized 
panicles and rock hgments without necessarily increasing the associated fine earth's 
bulk density. For the interpretation of the behaviour of a soil with very coarse sized 
particles such as concretion and rock hgments, it is important to distinguish between 
total bulk density of the soil and the bulk density of the fine earth (Poesen and Lavee, 
1994). 
According to Poesen and Lavce (1994), as coarse hgment content increases, 
totai bulk density increases to reach a maximum beyond which it decreases. Contrary 
to what was observed in total bulk density, fine earth density decreases linearly with 
increasing coarse fragment content, 
The difference between the total balk density and the fine soil bulk density 
values obtained by correcting for concretions co- the above observation. Total 
bulk density values were greater than fine earth balk density in a l l  the sites, especially 
for CF1, ABFl, and STF1. A number of explanations can be offered for this negative 
relationship. Large sized panicles introduce voids, which reduce the fine earth bulk 
density. Also, decaying organic matter, fertilizer, and rain water tend to be 
concentrated into smaner volume of fine earth, decreasing mass of fine earth and thus, 
Ieading to a reduction in the fine earth bulk density (Childs and Flint, 1990). 
Landscape-scale research is often subject to external influences that the 
researcher may not be able to accomrmdate with a particular sampling plan. One 
important external influence is the spatial variability in soil properties within each 
research site. Spacial variability within soil propertics can be divided into two 
categories: random variability and systematic variability. Random variability i s  
unpredictable and the mechanisms that influence variability have either no spatial 
component or the spatial component is not well understood Systematic variability on 
the other hand, is predictable if the pedogenetic pathways at the sites (which are its 
major control) are well understood (Hall and Olscn, 1991). By understanding the effect 
that landscape positions have on the soil development, the researcher is able to select 
research sites such that variability due to landscape can be easily accounted for, 
especially with macro-scale variability. Systematic variables that occur over relativdy 
short distances (micro-scale) are, however, not easy to control at farm level. 
Landscape-scale research, therefore, requirts an assessment of spatial variability within 
field. 
Particle size distribution and bulk density were the least variabie properties 
varying little among and within sites, The coefkients of variation recorded for these 
propenies are much lower than what was reported for most temperate soil For 
temperate soils, Wanick and Nielsen (1980) reponed CV of 28% for sand, 32% for silt 
and 36% for clay as acceptable limits of variation within a study field La1 (1985) 
indicated that limited variability is comrmnly observed in surface soils of the semi-arid 
tropics because of the highly weathered nature of the soils of the region. 
Percentage concretions, iron oxide content, and magnetic susceptibility were the 
m s t  highly variable propercia (Table 5.8). Concretions are of pedogenic origin. They 
occur at depth and the degree of exposure is related to remval of surface soil 
However, there are strong indications h m  the profile descriptions that they do not 
occur at a consistent depth under a uuiform thickness of soil in most sites. Because of 
the irregular aatart of their occmncc, then is variabiIky in the rate of exposure. 
TabIe 5.8. Coefficient of variation of inherent soil properties. 
Coeflscient of Variation (96) 
F i e  soil 
Site Bulk ddty Sand Clay Silt 
UC 
LTFl 
STFl 
ABFl 
CF1 
LTF2 
STF3 
CF2 
ABF3 
Vmcmpere a s s o c ~ n - W p m  slope 
8 9 33 
7 7 25 
7 5 27 
9 11 3 
4 4 20 
8 11 33 
5 4 8 
6 3 23 
6 4 29 
Vmcmpere associafion-lower slope 
ABF2 5 11 17 37 
ABF4 4 6 20 3 1 
STF2 10 46 28 30 
CRF 10 19 2 1 39 
Kugngn hill catchment 
ABFS 9 8 40 31 
ABF6 I1 18 38 40 
ABF7 8 5 16 31 
Table 5.8 coat. Coefficient of variation of inherent soil properties. 
Coefficient of Variation (%) 
Percent Magnetic 
Site concretions F% li'% susceptibility 
UC 
LTFl 
STFl 
AB Fl 
CFI 
LTF2 
STF3 
cF2 
ABF3 
ABF2 
ABF4 
STF2 
CRF 
ABFS 
ABF6 
ABF7 
Vmmpere associrrtion-lower slope 
59 43 43 
56 15 33 
88 29 65 
45 17 32 
K& hill cutcliment 
68 16 40 
77 17 36 
For example, CFl was in a position of the landscape where high amounts of concretions 
occur with homogenous distribution. LTF2 and STF3, on the other hand, had high 
concretions at a range of depths within fie16 These two sites were located close to a 
flood plain with iron pan exposed within various parts of the field. This micro- 
variability may have produced localized areas of erosion and areas of deposition within 
the field. There are many locations (micro depressions) where "concentration flow" 
may occur during the high magnitude runoff events associated with this region 
Over all, the highest CV (ranked by individual properties) was observed in the 
following sites: ABF1, ABFS, ABF6, LTF2 and STF3. ABFl had many anthills that 
produced a highly variable micro-relief of the site @EM Fig. 5.6). ABFS and ABF6 
are located in the valley being fed by Kugri hill, as such, they are actively undergoing 
erosion and deposition receiving as was evidenced by the particle size separation 
discussed earlier. The high variability in LTF2 and STF3 is related the presence of 
concretionary boulders and to the localiztd artas of exposed iron pan within various 
parts of these fields. 
The sixteen study sites were placed in three broad groups based on the inherent 
properties. An o v d  relationship exists at the study landscape between inherent soil 
properties and slope position. The three groups that emerged from the previous analysis 
are the upper slope sites, lower slope sites and the Kugri hill catchment sites. The upper 
and lower slope sites bclong to the Varempm soil association, whereas the Kugri 
catchment sites (transect 5) belong to a Merent association. 
UC, ABF1, STF1, LTF1, CF1, ABF3, CF2, LTF2 and STF3 were located on the 
upper slope positions of the Varcmperc soil association. ABF2 and ABF4, STEl and 
CRF were located in lower slope positions of same association. ABF7, ABF6 and 
ABFS are entirely different h m  the remaining sirts. They are f o n d  in local 
alluviums derived from the Kugri catchment. 
The upper dope sites are dominated by thinner, concretionary soh. The amount 
of concretions m e a d  in the soils from these sites was high. The lower dopes are 
generally occupied by relatively thick soils with Iimited concretions. In terms of 
moisture status, the upper landscape positions are subject to drier conditions than the 
lower landscape positions. Topography induces water redistribution through its effect 
on drainage, surface and subsnrface water flow, and lateral flow of shalIow ground 
water that recharges in localized depressions. The upper slopes are well drained 
whcreas the middle and lower slopes are poorly drained. This is consistent with the 
colour of soils in the different gmups. Cobur of the soils at the upper slope sites were 
bright reddish brown indicating the presence of hydrated Fe oxide due to the good 
drainage conditions of the soil. The tawcr slope soils were bluish grey indicating 
reducing conditions. 
The upper slope sites had higher armunt of dithionite-extractable Fe compared 
to the sites on the midflower slope positions. High measures of dithionite-extractable 
Fe are a reflection of high amounts of crystalline Fe. Feo on the other hand, was lower 
for the upper slope sites than the lower slope sites, albeit with a smaller range. Also, 
there was a clear relationship between the landscape and the FeotFed ratio. The values 
for the upper slope sites were k s s  than 0.2 while the Iower slope sites were more than 
0.2. The magnetic susceptibility values wtre also landscape related Upper slope sites 
were dominated by soils with high magnetic susceptibilityY Lower slope soils had lower 
magmtic susceptibilities. 
The soils from the Kugri hill catchment differ fhm those of the other research 
sites. Sites ABFS and ABF6 are located in an active collwial surface while ABF7 is 
located on the flank of the bed Thc saprolite at these sites is quite cbse to the smface 
at about 20 to 30 cm fhm the &c. A3F7 for example, has a stone line overlying 
saprolite, while ABFS and ABF6 show activc deposition and erosion features. In the 
succeeding chapters all data arc pmmtcd according to these groupings. 
6. SOIL REDISTRIBUTION AND DYNAMIC SOIL PROPERTIES 
6.1, SoiI Redistribution 
Soil tedisaibution is a major detcrmhant of the magnitude and direction of 
changes in soil quality. The soil lass process removes surface soil born the point where 
the erosion is occurring, while the deposition component can bury che surface soil at the 
point of deposition or the soil leave the site and pollute rivers. The erosion process is a 
primary control of soil quality because each time soil is lost part of the organically rich 
surface soil is lost and the B or C horizon materials are incorporated into the plough 
layer (Pemock, 1997). This is especidy important for soils with less productive B- 
horizons as frequently encountered in the semi-arid tropics. In these environments, the 
study of soil erosion is very important to soil quality evaluation. Hence, the study of 
erosion using the '"CS technique was an important component of this study. 
6.1.1. The local N 7 ~ s  rcfemnce inventory 
The use of '"Cs technique quires a locd refuencc point for estimating the 
rates of erosion and deposition The reference fillout inventory is typicaily established 
fiom long-term uncultivated sites. The use of an uncultivated site as a reference assumes 
a locally uniform fallout distribution (Walling and Quine, 1995). Because this 
assumption is difkult to test retrospectively (Walling and Quine, 1995). the reference 
sites selected must be very close to study sites. Identitication of suitable reference sites 
is often problematic especially in intensively cultivated regions such as northeastern 
Ghana Two appropriate locations were identified and sampled. The Erst reference site 
(UC) is an uncuItivatod savanna woodland and the second reference site (LTF1) has been 
in fanow for about 50 years and has degraded savanna woodland vegetation. Analysis of 
these sampIes provided an estimate of the local reference inventory (Fig. 6.1 a & b). 
a-in [acvlkel 
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F i p  6.la Depth and spatial distribation of '% wahin reference site #I (UC). The 
depth inrremts are 1 (0 to 5 cm), 2 (5 to 10 cm), 3 (10 to 15 cm), 4 (15 to 20 cm), and 
5 (20 to 25 cm). The 2C 3C etc. c& refix to the iadividud sampling points. 
0 "'I"'" 3 Whn* 
Figttre 6.lb Depth and sparial distribution of % within rdnence site #2 (LTF1). The 
depth increments are 1 (0 to 5 cm), 2 (5 to 10 an), 3 (10 to 15 cm), 4 (15 to 20 cm), and 
5 (20 to 25 cm). The 2C, 3C etc. codes r ck  to the individual sampiing points. 
137CS A high degree of spatial variability in was noted for the two reference sites. 
The depth ckmi'bption of '"CS h n  UC (Fig. 6.la) shows retention of 83% of 13'Cs in 
the upper 10 cm and a sharp decline in activity below this depth. The 0- to 5-cm depth 
had 50% of total retention while the 5- to 10-cmdcpth had about 33%. The 13'cs 
inventory value was between 4 to 10 ~q kg" and dccrcascd with depth. At samphg 
point 4C the concentration of lncs in the second depth (5 to 10 cm) was higher than 0- 
to 5-cm depth. An anthill close to this sampling point may have created a micro 
backslope, which facilitated mvemnt  of soil 
The depth distniution of 13'cs from the second reference site (Fig. 6. lb) was 
broadly similar in form to that for the k t  reference site, although one difference may be 
observed. A sharp &cline occumd at below the 5 cm depth (67% of the total inventory 
was above this depth). Variability within the second reference site (LTFl) was greater 
with values ranging from 0.81 to 11.5 Bq kgeL. The lowest values were found at site 2D. 
This sampling point was subsequently identitied by villagers as a site for ritual sacrifices 
and burial and therefore had been subjected to extensive disturbance. This point was 
removed h m  subsequent data analysis. 
The characteristic sharp decline in l n ~ s  activity with increasing depth indicates 
minimal downward translocation. These profile characteristics support the assumption 
that the majority of mineral soiIs have the capacity to adsorb and immobilize fallout '"CS 
(Waning and Quinc, 1995). This finding is especially important for highly weathered 
soils that have low cffcctive cation cxchauge capacities relative to temperate region so&. 
The higher concentration of ccsinrn in the upper 0- to 5-cm at LTFl than at UC, could 
be due to the shallow nature of soil. 
The total cesium load at UC is about 893 Bq m2 with coefkient of variation of 
about 24% (Table 6.1). The total bad at LTFl is slightly lower (780 Bq m*') with a CV 
of about 27%. 
Tabk 6.1. Areal a~tivity of % (Bq m2) in the tCfECMlCe sites. Values shown are means 
Table 6.1. Areal activity of I3'Cs (Bq m2) in the reference sites. Values shown are means 
and standard deviations (in brackets). 
U ' ~  Load (Bq ma) C V  
Depth (cm) UC LTFl UC LTFl 
0-5 439.6. (109.4) 542.7' (156.5) 24.9 28.8 
5-10 308.7' (102.8) 162.6~ (66.9) 33.3 41.1 
10-15 90.5' (41.3) 5 1 .4b (34.6) 45.6 67.3 
15-20 37.3' (12.6) 15Sb (10.7) 33.9 69.0 
20-25 17.0' (12.6) 7.3' (8.4) 74.1 115.1 
0-25 893. 1' (214.7) 779.6' (206.5) 24.0 26.5 
Means with the same letter in a given row are not significantly different (a = 0.10 and 
0.05). UC= native site, LTFl= 50 years Long-term Mow. 
These values are less than 50% of those reported by Abekoe (1996) and 
Chappell et aL (1998) for Northern Ghana and Niger, respectively. Abekoe (1996) 
reported a value of 2267 Bq ni2 h m  a hillock in the Northern region of Ghana whereas 
Chappell et aL (1998) reported 2066 Bq ~2 as an estimation of the local reference value 
fram Niger. These high values might be related to the limited number of samples used 
and/or the aeolian dust trapping capabilities of the sites used in these two sttxdies. The 
sitcs used in their studies were isolated groves with dense tree cover, which have high 
capacity for trapping U7Cs-dch aeolian material. This is reflected in the particle sizc 
dism'buton of the soils studied by the above researchers. Abekoe (1996) reported 51% 
sand, 33% silt and 16% clay for his refcrcnce site. Chappell et aL (1998) found a high 
positive conehtion between silt content and 137Cs. These results, however, indicate the 
need for detaikd study to obtain refetencc '% values for the region. 
The o h e d  codkients of variation (15-35%) for cesium at the reference sites 
are within the mdcrate variability category of Wilding and Drccs (1983). Comparison of 
the mcpn "'(3 depth dism'bution of the two sites showed that there are  ant 
differences between the two sitcs at all depths at 0.05 level of sigrtificance, except the 
last depth whexe the di&tence is significant at only the 0.1 IweL There is no signikant 
b m  the two sites was adopted to o v m m  the considerabk random variability in lncs 
areal activity in soils (Sutherland, 1994; Basher et aL, 1999. 
6.13 Cesium-137 ~ c ~ u t i o n  in the cuUivutedficIdr 
The depth distribution of *'CS in the cultivated sites was also characterized by 
very high concentrations in the upper 0- to 10-cm Iaycr, then a sharp decrease Fig. 6.2). 
Four out of seven cultivated sites on the upper and middle slopes of the Varempere 
association had lost I3'cs compared to the reference inventory. The '"CS Ioad in the 0- 
to 20-cm depth for this group of sites varied fiom about 364 to 846 Bq m*' (Table 6.2). 
The highest losses were recorded m the compound farms (CFl and CF2), which are 
consistent with the farming practices. As discussed earlier, compound farms are 
permanent cultivation systems where no k d i t y  recovery time is allowed. Fertility is 
maintained by the use of household refuse. Crop residues art harvested for fuel wood 
a d  hence the land is left bare to the hazards of erosion between harvesting and the next 
planting season 
In the bush farming system, erosion losses were not as high as those ~ u r e d  in 
the compound farms. Oniy two out of h e  bush h n s  on the upper dopes showed 
sipihnt losses of The bush firming system is bcnm able to resist erosion 
because the systcm invohcs fanrdng of d patches of land surrounded by natural 
vegetation, which can act as erosion checks. The fields arc fhrther away from the 
household, complete rcmovd of crop residue is also rimmmd. . .  . 
In the lower-dope Vartmpae soils, no significant changes in '*~s were 
o k c d  in any of the sites (Table 6.2) compared to the control sitcs. Two of the sites 
showed a slight net Ioss, whereas the o k  two sites showed a slight net gain. Overall, 
the ammt of 13'cs in the 10- to 20Em depth was relatively high compared to the upper 
slope sites bat there was no significant net deposition despite their low position ABF2 
and ABF4 occur at the 
Kugri 
Hill 
Site 
Figure 6.2 Depth distriition of I n C s  and total % Iod at the research sites displayed 
as a box and whisker plot The box or interquaztilt range represents the absoIute value of 
the di&rcncc b e e n  the dues of the 25& percentile and the 75" percentile. The 
upper and lower whiskers or fences extend to values, which represent 1.5 times the 
spread from the median to the concspondmg edge of the box. Data points outside these 
values arc considaed outliers and are plotted as individaal points. 
Table 6.2. Comparison of '"CS nfctence inventory with '=CS in the cultivated sites for 
the 0- to 20-cm depth. Values shown are man and standard deviation (in brackets). 
Site Mean (Bq ma) CV (Mean diff.) 
UC/LTFl 
LTF2 
CFl 
cF2 
ABFl 
ABM 
STFl 
sm 
Uppedmid shpe Cymrmpere association) 
826 (209) 25 - 
846 (44'7) 53 -20 ns 
364 (71) 19 463*** 
467 (95) 20 360*** 
492 (378) 77 334** 
820 (203) 25 6 ns 
647 (287) 44 180 ns 
525 (217) 41 302** 
Lower sbpe (Vrrnentpere association) 
ABF2 664 (186) 28 162 ns 
ABF4 644 (162.7) 25 182 ns 
STF2 894 (286) 32 -67 ns 
CRF 841 (214) 25 -14 n~ 
Kugri hill cakhment ma 
ABFS 602 (363) 60 224* 
ABF7 680 (300) 44 146 ns 
***, **,* significant at 0.01,0.05,0.1 kvelof codTdence tespectiveIy, unpaired t-test. 
as= not significant. 
lower slope positions of the overall slope wmpk,  whereas STF2 and CRF are in 
p r o n o d  concavities at the bast of the slopes. CRF is in the l o w m s t  position of 
the land surface where the highly eroding CF1 and CF2 are located, yet no significant net 
deposition occurs. This suggests that most of the eroded material is carried out of the 
system into rivers with srrrface runoE 
The Iack of net deposition hdhted by the % results is supported by the 
magnetic susceptibility measmements. Low magnetic susceptibility values were 
recorded in the lower slope sites despite the very high magnetic suscepaIbility vaiues of 
the upland soils. Deposition of soil would have been indicated by a magnetic 
enhancement of the surface soils (ie., the deposited upper slope soil) in these Iower 
dope positions. This is especially important for CRF, which is on the lower dope for the 
highly eroded CF1 land surface. 
The '"CS value of the two sites (ABFS and ABF6) in the Kugri hill catchment 
area is consistent with their position within the catchment and support the description of 
these sites as active emsionaVdcpositionaI sites. ABFS was significantly lower than the 
reference site; ABF6 was significantly higher. ABF6 seemed to be the only deposition 
site among the 16 sites studied. The amount of measured in the second sampling 
depth of most of the sites was about onc-tenth of the first sampling depth, while at ABF6 
the second sampling depth values were a h s t  equal to that of the topsoiL The amount 
of U 7 ~ s  mCbPLlRd in the 10- to 20-cm depth at site ABF6 k signifi.cantly higher than the 
amount in the 0- to l0-m depth of CFI and CF2. This suggests that ABF6 is 
exgcriencing active deposition of sedimnts from Kugri hilL 
6.1.3. Soil loss and goin 
The '"Cs mclslmmnts were o s d  to estimate the rates of soil loss and gain 
according to the proportional method eqmtions of Kiss et aL (1985). Walling and Quine 
(1990) described the limitations of the proponional method, particuiariy ~Iating to the 
accumulation of *'CS at the soil sarface between cultivation phases, and suggested it 
may overestimate rates of erosion They favored the applicarion of theoretical 
accounting procedures that are abk to represent the aggregate effect of all the 
redistribation processes operating over the period since the inidation of atmospheric 
fanout and to take account of any known history of land management at the site. 
The caIcuIations for soil loss and gain are normally reported as a mass per area 
per rimt (typically Mg ham' yf). Thcse annual values are complicated in the case of the 
bush farms because of the fallow periods. Although the vegetation cover during the 
fallow periods d m  not form a complete cover, we would expect that soil redistribution 
would be lower during the fallow phase than in the cultivated phase. Hence although the 
values are reported as an unvarying amount per yearT in tcality there are probably major 
year-to-year variations that cannot be assessed using the U 7 ~ s  technique. 
The highest net soil loss occurred at the two compound farms (Figure 6.3). Net 
loss (ie., the loss of soil h m  the field as a whole) was 18 and 20 Mg ham1 yr-' at CF1 
and CFZ, respactively. The 20-year fallow site (LTF2) had experienced small amounts of 
soil gain (6.4 Mg ha*' yfL). Two of the bush fhns on the upper srrrface had experienced 
significant net Ioss of soil (13 Mg M' yr'L at STF3 and 8 Mg hi' jrr" at ABF1) but the 
remaining two (STFI and ABF3) showed negligible net loss. Overall, the four bush 
fimm on the upper sllrface were experiencing a net soil loss of 7.2 Mg ha-' yf'. This 
could be considered a tolerabk Ioss if the soils were very dcep, such as those found in 
temperate regions, but for a shallow soil these losses arc too high and give cause for 
concern. According to Morgan (1986) a man annual soil loss of 11 Mg hd'yr" is 
generally accepted as the maximum pcrmissl'ble but for sensitive areas where soils are 
thin or highly erodible vahes as low as 2 to 5 Mg ha '  are reconnnendod. 
None of the four sites in the lower slope category showed significant Iosses or 
gains relative to the rcference sites (ie, differences were not signiscant at the 0.1 level 
in Table 6.2). The two sites on the linear lower slope position (ABF2 and ABF4) had soil 
losses of 10 and I1 Mg ha" y f '  , bat with a high variability (Figure 6.3). The two sites in 
LTF2 STF3 ABF3 CF2 ABF4 CRF ABF6 - . . - - . .
STFl ABFl CF1 AEF2 STF2 ABFS ABF7 
She 
Figure 6.3: Net sosoil rcdistn'bution within each of the cultivated sites. Open boxplots 
indicate sites where the mean is not significantly different h m  the control sites; shaded 
boxplots indicate sites where the man is signi6cantly difkent (a = 0.05). 
Table 6.3. Proportion of sampling points experiencing soil loss or gain at the cultivated 
sit- and the mean loss or gain at these points. 
Mean Soil 
Loss for 
Merur Soil 
Gain for 
Smpling Number of Sampling Number of PoinrS Points Sampling Experiencing Sawling Exp-dg Points Soil lml Points Soil Gain Experiencing Experiencing 
Site Soil Loss (Mglhp(~r) Soil Gain (Mg/ha/y r) 
ABJ3 
ABF4 
sm 
CRF 
tower slop (Vmamprre msodbn) 
7 -14.4 2 
8 -13.7 1 
4 -92 5 
5 -9.1 4 
Kugri hill catchment 
6 -20.3 3 
4 -15.4 5 
6 -16.8 3 
the concave Iowa dope positions did not show @%cant gains of soil through 
deposition, although thcir position m the landscape wouM have indicated a high potential 
for deposition. 
Wnhin-kid redisaibution was evident at mst of the sites (Figure 6.3). Only the 
two compound farms have alI their sampling points M o w  the reference level; all other 
sites have a spread of vdues above and M o w  the reference line. At the remainder of the 
sites there is evidence for consklerak within-licld redistniution of '"CS and mil (Table 
6.3). The net soil loss horn a given site rcaects the balance between sampling points that 
experiend soil loss and those that experienced gain. For example, net loss is high at 
site STF3 where 8 out of 9 points had soil loss and was low at CRF where roughly equal 
proportions of sampling points showed loss or gain The rates of soiI loss at those points 
that experienced Ioss is not high by the standards of 0 t h  '% studies - mean soil loss 
only exceeded 20 Mg hd' yr" at two sites. 
6.2 Rapidly changing indicators of soil quality 
BiocheIllical and chetnicd indicators of soil quality are those properties that are 
affected by agronomic practices and which may change rapidly. The biochemical and 
chemical properties assessed were soil organic carbon (SOC), total N, total P, effective 
cation exchange capacity (ECEC) and bast saturation, pH, and electricat conductivity 
(EC). Changes in thcsc propeni&s unda the diff~tnt fanning practices and the 
relationships betwoen these propatits a d  soil rtdistribution were explored. An attempt 
was made to model the impact of soil erosion on organic matter dynamics. 
The highest levels of soil organic carbon ( S o  were observed in the 
tmcubated site (UC) (Fig. 6.4). A total of 34 Mg ha" occms in the surface 20 cm of 
the soil SOC is h ighs  in the surface 0- to 5-cm layer and deches markedly in the 5-10 
an iucrurmt. The lower incremtllts show nlativtly consistent values for SOC, 
indicating that considtrable smface emichm of SOC exists in the smface soil of the 
mcultivated site. The high SOC in the sarface layer of the uncultivated site is probably 
related to litter accumulation ftom woody vegetation (Nye and Greenland, 1964; Juo and 
Manu, 1996). 
In general, SOC at the uncultivated site is low compared to organic carbon 
content of forest zones and temperate regions (Pennock et al., 1994a; Gregorich and 
Anderson, 1985; Nyt and Greenland, 1964). This difference is attributed to differences 
in vegetation and climatic conditions, especially temperam and rainfill. The 
characteristic high temperature and raiufdl of this serrtiarid region encourage rapid 
decomposition of organic matter and release of nutrients resulting in lower accumulation 
of residual organic matter compared to cooler soils (Juo and Manu, 1996). 
SOC content of LTFI FI~. 6.4) is much lower than UC despite the 50-year 
fallow period in LFT1. The totalamaunt of SOC in LTFI was about half that of UC (18 
vs. 34 Mg hi1). When the depth disatibution of the two sites are compared it appears 
that the 0- to S-cm layer at LTFl cornsponds to the 5- to I h  layer at UC. This site 
had been cultivated prior to lncs deposition and the cesium results indicate minimal loss 
born this site in the past 30 years. Hence, the decreased SOC Ievels are primwily due to 
loss during the period of cultivation. Overall, the results h m  LTFl indicate a limited 
potential for recovery of SOC levels in these soils even with a long fallow period. 
The SOC Ievels at LTFl are very similar to those for the 20-year fallow site 
(LTF2). Both the total amount (Figure 6.5) and the depth distribution of SOC at the two 
sites (Table 6.4) are similar. At both sites the SOC IevcIs arc at approldmately 50% of 
those at the d t i v a t c d  site. 
The SOC content for all upper slope, bush farm or compound farm sites were 
lower than those of UC or the bng-tcrm fallow sites (Figure 6.5). The lowest value (6.5 
Mg ha") occur at CF2 and the highest (13.4 Mg ha-9 at ABF1. These represent a 60- 
80% reduction in SOC values firom the uncpltivated site. The losses of SOC in the 
compound firm ate kigh but can, in part, bt made up by the addition of organic wastes. 
Soil Organic Carbon (Mg ha-9 
Figure 6.4: Depth distribation boxplots of soil organic carbon at sites UC and LTF1. 
Upper Slope Kugri Hill I T 
LIT1 STFl ABFl CFt ABF2 SIF2 ABFS ABFf 
SITE 
Figure 6.5: Boxplots of soiI organic carbon (Mg ha", 0-20 cm) at the research sites. 
Table 6.4: Soil organic carbon levels (man and standard deviation in brackets) in the 0- 
10-cm and the 10- to 20-cm depths at the research sites. 
Soil Organic Carbon (Mg haL) 
Site 0-10 an 10-20 cm 
Upper slope (Vmmpcre I L P S O & ~ ~ ~ )  
23.0 (8) 1 1 .O (5) 
11.1 (4) 6.7 (4) 
12.1 (4) 6.4 (3) 
7.8 (3) 3.7(2) 
7.0 (3) 4.2 (2) 
8-8 (5) 4.6 (4) 
4.5 (3) 3.7 (2) 
7.9 (2) 3.5 (2) 
4.7 (2) 1.7 (1) 
Kugn' hill catchment 
ABFS 10.5 (3) 8.4 (3) 
ABF6 14.7 (8) 14.0 (7) 
ABF7 6.6 (1.0) 5.3 (2) 
Tht losses in the bush farms cannot be d y  offset by the additinn of organic material 
and may represent a graver Ioss in tenrrs of soil productivity. 
SimiIar observations were made in other parts of the region. For example, Jones 
(1973) compared organic matter content of cultivated soils in the Guinea Savannah zone 
of Nigeria and reporred 5.8 g kg" for cultivated soils compared to 10.3 g kg-' for 
uncultivated soils. Under cultivation, aeration and microbial activities increase, thus there 
is an oxidation of organic matter. This is very pronounced under continuous low input 
agriculture being practised in the region [Stoop, 1987). 
Inputs into the system depend on socioeconomic status of the fatmer as can be 
seen by greatest decreases in organic carbon occurring at CF2 and ABF3. Even though 
the low SOC in CF2 is to be expected because it is undu low input permanent 
cultivation, the loss is high compared to CF1, which is also under permanent cultivation. 
CF2 is a compound farm owned by a poorer M y  whenas the chief of the village owns 
CFl. The chief of the village has a large number of livestock, which provide organic 
manure for the compound farm Addition of household manure is an important source of 
SOC in the compound f m .  ABF3 is used by a migrant fanner who may not be as 
committed to the land as are the indigenous peopk. 
The results for the lower slope soils and the soils of the Kugri catchment 
cannot be ditectIy compand to those for UC because the assumption of simiIar initial 
conditions cannot be supported. A mapr d8cre11~e exists between sites ABF2 and 
ABF4 and sites STF2 and CRF for the Iowcr dope sites. The fonner two sites bave 
SOC levels comparable to the lowest of the upper slope soils, whereas the SOC levels 
at the two sites in the concave Iowa slope positions (STF2 and CRF) are bigher than 
even the long-term fallow sues, The higher SOC values at the Iauer two sites may not 
be the d t  of deposition of organkalIy endchcd soil in the past 30 years (since no 
deposition is indicated by the '"Cs results) but must reflect different conditions for 
either organic matter production or decomposition, Hence although these four lower 
slope soils share similar pedological characteristics, they appear to have very diffcrcnt 
biocbenricaI regimes. 
The results &om the three soils of the Kugri catchement support the 
redistribution results from the lncs technique. The overall amount of SOC in tk 
depositional site (ABF6) is similar to site UC (29 vs. 34 Mg ha-L, respectively) and the 
amount in the 10- to 20-cm layer is equal to that in the 0- to 10-cm layer (Table 6.4). 
The Iack of a clear depth profile for SOC in depositional sites has been widely observed 
in other studies. SOC levels in site ABFS are comparable to the long-term fallow sites 
and are considerably higher than the bush farm sites on the upper soil surface despite the 
continuous cultivation of this surface. Site ABF7 is not experiencing active soil 
redism'bution and has SOC levels consistent with the upper slope soils discussed above. 
6.22. Cumuh*ue soil loss and SOC dynamics 
The simple model developed in Section 3.3.7 was used to predict the effect of 
erosion on SOC levels for the upper slope soils. The intent of the model is to determine 
the importance of erosion in the observed loss of SOC. Essentialy, the model assumes 
that the initial SOC content of the upper slope soils was equal to that of the 
unculeivated sitc and that export of SOC proportional to the soil loss occurs each year 
after the site is broken 
The initial SOC levels used in the mdcl an the SOC contents of the five soil 
layers measured at UC (14.2,8.9,6.2,4.4, and 3.4 Mg hai for the five incremtnts h r n  
the &e to 20- to 25-cm layer, respectively). Specific miis was calculated as a 
product of balk density of the respective layers and sampling depth. Sod loss resalts in 
loss of surface soil and the trander of an eqaivalcnt depth of soil (with a specified SOC 
content) h m  each successive depth incnmcnt to the increment overlying it. The SOC 
content of the lowermost Iaycr was constant for the duration of a model run. 
An enrichment factor of 1 was used for a11 model runs. This assumes that the 
SOC of the sediment mnoved h m  the site cquaIs the SOC content of tht fine h d o n  
Tabk 6.5: Simulated change in SOC IevtIs (0-20 cm) with soil losses of7.5 Mg ha-' yi' 
(average hr the uppa slope bush ) a d  19 Mg ML yf l  (average for the upper 
slope compod fsma). Initial SOC levels are those for site UC (33.9 Mg ha"). 
Years after Time 0 SOC Remining for SOC Remaining For 
(Initiation of Cultivation) 7.5 Mg ha" yr-' Rate 19 Mg ha" yf '  Rate 
(Mg ha*') (Mg ha*') 
of the bulk soil and no prefkrential bss of SOC occurs. As such, the losses represent a 
minimum amount of SOC loss that codd occm at a given erosion rate. 
Two erosion rates are used for the modeL The bush hms (STFI, STF3, ABFI, 
ABn ) on the upper h e  showed an avctage loss of 7.5 Mg hi1 y i ' ~  on the 
'"CS results. The c o m p o d  fattns (CFl, CF2) on the upper s&e had an average 
loss of 19 Mg ha-' yfL. Clearly, (as discussed earlier) the m a 1  erosion race in any given 
year may be higher or lower than this value but it is a s s d  that this average value 
dects  total soil loss over the period of measurement. 
Using these values, it is predicted that the change in SOC with time is 
characterized initiany by a rapid decrease, followed by a more gradual decrease and a 
near-constant level th& (Table 6.5). The sob of the study region have been 
cultivated for approximately 100 years. Aiter soil loss at the two average rates for 100 
years, the bush farms should have approximately 60% of their original organic carbon 
remaining (20.2 Mg ha-L) and the compound farms should have 44% remaining (14.9 Mg 
hae') (Tabk 6.5). 
Most of the cultivated fields have lost substantially more SOC than the model 
results wouId account for. The four bush farms have an average SOC level of 11 Mg ha- 
' (range &om 8.2 Mg bL at ABF3 to 11.5 Mg E' at STFl) which is well below the 
erosion-induced SOC level of 20 Mg hK1 predicted by the mod& Cleariy, some degree 
of organic carbon input occurs in the fallow periods, so the very low observed SOC 
levels indicates that the non-erosion SOC losses &om these sites is at k t  of a similar 
magnitude to the export of SOC due to erosion. The two compound farms have an 
average SOC content of 9 Mg M', wfsich is again weU bdow the amount predicted by 
the model Thest farms receive organic inputs through auhnal and human wastes, so the 
total SOC loss due to nrinualization and crop removal is likely to be significantly higher 
than the erosion-induced bss. 
Erosion appears to be an important process in soiI organic matter loss, but it may 
not be as important as in combination with the process of crop removal Soil 
regeneration m these agroecosystemis very sIow because outputs exceed inputs. The 
chemical composition of organic inputs also change when vegetation is aItered from 
indigenous species to crop species ICSPIting in low quality and quantity organic matter. 
Crop residues decompose more rapidly in agroecosystems than in natural ecosystems and 
nutrient cycling becoms less tightly closed. The use of this land without adequare input 
supply will nsult in very severe degradation of the soil resource. 
6.2.3 Total rribogen 
Total soil N values cbsely parallel SOC (Table 6.6). In the uncultivated site, 
46% of the total amount was in the 0- to 5 t m  depth, 28% was in the 5- to 10-crn depth. 
The third depth and the fourth depth had 14% and 12 % respectively. A similar trend 
was observed in the long term fallow and a l l  the other sites. Total nitrogen in the UC 
site was more than twice the measured values in the Iong-term fallow (LTF1) and the 
upper horizon of LTFl s e e d  truncated, as was observed in the SOC depth 
distribution. Total N in all the cultivated sites aIso fonowed the same trend as SOC 
except that all sites including STF2 recorded a significant decrease of about 50 96 or 
mom (Table 6.5). ABF2, ABF3, CF2, and ABF4 had very low values for total N. 
The sirrrilatitics for soil N and SOC is to be expected. Most soil N occurs as part 
of organic compounds. Except where large m u m  of chemical fertilizers have been 
applied, inorganic N seldom accounts for more than 1 to 2 % of the total N in the soil. 
The mineral forms of N are mstly quite solabk in water, and therefore, easily lost from 
the soil through Icaching. 
The CN ratios range h m  7 to 15 for aII sitcs. AIl the upperlmid slope sites 
except CF2 have C:N ratios of about 11. CF2 seem to have proportionally more N than 
C, no clcar explanantion can be o&rcd. There were rcnranats of the previous year's 
crop of groundnuts, w k h  c o d  account for this dt. The concave lower slope sites 
(CRF and STEZ) have high SOC he l s  but also have higher C:N ratios, indicating a 
lower quality organic rtlaterial in temrs of N minerahtion potential. The C* ratios of 
the Kugri hill sites are similar to those of the upper and tllidslope sites. 
Crop production in these soils will deptnd on organic muter maintenance since little N 
feailizer is added outside of the compound firms. The total N losses h m  the soil fines 
rnay be of more significance than SOC losses because Abckoe (1996) generalIy found 
high C:N ratios fbr concretions, indicating that the concretions have less N relative to C. 
As such, there would be no reliable some of N replenishment in these soils. 
Table 6.6. Total nitrogen (mg kg*') in the soils at the dB&ent sites. Values presented 
are means and standard deviation (in brackets). 
Total Nitrogen (mg kg'? C:N Ratio 
Site 0-10 cm 10-20 cm 0-20 cm 
uc 
LTFl 
LTF2 
STFl 
STF3 
ABFl 
ABF3 
CF1 
CF2 
Upperfmid slope (Varempcrt u s s o c ~ n )  
1549 (516) 664 (202) 
743 (188) 579 (137) 
881 (334) 652 (182) 
637 (208) 420 (136) 
5 0  (90) 482 (98) 
827 (345) 510 (163) 
489 (84) 131 (18) 
661 (214) 500 (88) 
432 (128) 226 (42) 
Lower slopc (Vammpen associrrtion) 
ABF2 404 (66) 253 (82) 9 
ABF4 416 (74) 288 (56) 9 
STF2 954 (180) 542 (124) 15 
CRF 636 (120) 502 (158) 12 
Kugri hiU catchment 
ABFS 715 (120) 646 (127) 11 
ABF6 848 (355) 859 (254) 13 
ABFI 497 (84) 479 (145) 9 
Site = Native site (UC), Act& Bush Farm (ABF), Short-Term Fallow (STF), Long- 
Tenn Fallow (LTF), Compound Farm (CF) and Compound Rice Farm (CRF) 
6.2.4 Eflective Cation Exchange Cqmdy (ECEC) 
The ECEC values also strongly reflect soil organic carbon content of the soils. 
The ECEC values in the two nfietence and cultivated sites were simiiar in trend to the 
SOC and TN values in that there was maximum concentration in the s-e layer. 
Values in the uncultivated site (UC) were higher than the long-term Mow site (LTFI). 
The ECEC values for surface (0- to 10-cm) layer varied widely h r n  7.79 cmol kg-' for 
STF2 to 1.56 cmol kg'  for ABF4 and decreased with depth (Table 6.7). 
ECEC vaIues higher than 4 cmol kg-' have sufficient cation exchange capacity to 
prevent serious leaching losses (Sanchez, 1976). Values recorded for UC, S T n ,  ABFS, 
ABF6 and CRF ace above this threshold; all others are below this threshold. The ECEC 
values seemed to be also related to soil ndisuibution. The high ECEC in SFT2 and CRF 
could probably be due to high SOC and relatively high clay content of these sites 
compared to the other sites. 
DcMcascs in total soil losses of ECEC with cultivation are probably much lower 
for sites with significant nodule contents. Abckoe (1996) found that the ECEC for 
concretions was basically the same as for fines. Therefore, the sites that are mst at risk 
are those with law concretion contents, where the Loss of ECEC cannot be effectively 
replaced. 
Calcium (Ca) and magnesium (Mg) were the dominant wrcbangeabfe cations in 
all the surface soils, as was expected for this region. Other cations inchding a m n i u m -  
N were relativdy Iow* Exchangeable Ca and Mg accounted for rmre than 80% of the 
effective cation exchange capacity m the sarface layers (0 to 10 cm, 10 to 20 cm) for all 
sites (data not shown). 
Tabk 6.7. B3kctivt Cation Exchange Capacity (ECEC) values of the 0- to 20-cm depth 
of soils at the study sites. Values presented are man and standard deviation (in 
brackets). 
ECEC (cmol kgL) 
Site 0-1Ocm 10120cm 
uc 
LTFl 
LTF2 
STFl 
STF3 
ABFl 
ABF3 
CF1 
CF2 
ABR 
ABF4 
sm 
CRF 
ABFS 
ABF6 
Upperlmid slope (Yartmpere association) 
6.6 (2.8) 
3.9 (1.2) 
1.9 (0.9) 
2.S(l.3) 
2.1 (0.6) 
2.6 (1.4) 
2.6 (0.6) 
1.9 (0.5) 
22 (0.7) 
Lower slop (Vrmempem association) 
1.7 (0.5) 
1.6 (0.4) 
7.3 (1.9) 
5.4 (0.7) 
Kugn' hill ccrtchment 
4.4 (2.0) 
7.0 (3.2) 
ABFl 1.7 (0.3) 1.5 (0.3) 
Native site (UC), Active Bush Farm (ABF), Short-Term Fallow (STF), Long-Term 
Fallow (LTF), Compound Farm (CF) and Compound Rice Farm (CRF) 
6.23 Told phosphorus 
The distribution of total soil P in the fine soil hction within and among sites 
differs fiom the previous properties exaulined Phosphorus was more evenly disuibuted 
in all depths at both UC and LFII as opposed to the surface concentration observed in 
the distnition of SOC and TN @g. 6.5 a and b). The absence of surface concentration 
means that total soil P is much lcss sensitive to surface soil loss than the previous 
properties insofar as the subsurface nscrvoirs can nadily replace the P lost in surface 
sediment. As well, the mean value for UC was signikantly lower than LTF1, whereas 
the reverse was m e  for SOC and N. 
There were few clear relationships between the total P values of the study sites 
and either cultivation history or landscape position (Table 6.8). The two compound 
farms have higher P levels than the four bush farms on the upper slope surface, indica~g 
that replenishment of P levels through organic additions and ashes at the compound 
farms may be offsetting Iosses through crop removal. In the lower slope soils the two 
sites on the linear segments (ABF2 and ABF4) have Iowa levels than the two sites in the 
concave segments. The leveIs at ABF;! ad ABF4 are very s i d u  to the soil on the older 
cofluvial surface in the Kugri Hill catchment, The two mnaining sites in the Kugri hill 
catchment have high P levels, with the highest value at site ABF6. This is the site 
experiencing active deposition of sediment h m  the Kngri hill catchement, and the high 
P levels in both layers may indicate that the parent materials in this area are inherently 
high in P compared to the parent materials in the rest of the landscape. 
The low totd P values recorded m all tht sites including the reference sites was 
consistent with reports fiom ditkent parts of subSaharan ma. Acquaye and Oteng 
(1972) obtained vaIues ranging h m  104 to 270 mg kg' from different ecoIogicaI zones 
of Ghana. From the savanna region of Ghana &mu-Bemoah and Acquayc (1989) 
reported 60 to 173 mg kg-' and Abckoe (1996) obtained values ranging fiom 88 to 785 
mg kg" h m  the sam region. Total P mcasared in some sok of Niger was between 29 
Total P (Fine Soil, ug g-1) 
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Figme 6.5: Depth distribution boxphts for total soil P (ug g-') for sites UC md LTFl. 
and 349 mg kg-' with a man of 109 mg k& (Manu, et aL, 1991) and in Nigeria, it 
varied fiom as  low as 79 mg kg-' to as high as 1410 mg kg-' (Ibia and Udo, 1993). 
Tropical soils are known to suffer from multiple nutrient deficiencies, but 
particulariy P. Reports fiom different parts of West Africa indicate that both total and 
available P contents of soils vary, but vaIucs are generally low (Manu et aL, 1991; Ibia 
and Udo, 1993; Owusu-Bennoah and Acquaye, 1989; Abekoe 1996). Nye and Bertheux 
(1957) attributed the low content of P in most Ghanaian savanna soils to the low content 
of mineral apatite in the parent rocks, the great age of the soils, and the intense 
weathering to which the rocks have been subjected, as  wen as poor organic matter 
cycling and high P sorption capacity of the soils. Most often, the adsorbed P is not 
readily available to plants. 
The role of concretions in soil P cycling is important. Soil P undergoes both 
pedological and short-tam biological transformations in soils and landscapes. Biological 
transfomtions m y  be important in the short-term while the Iong-term availability is 
often governed by pcdological tfatlsformations. Soil P is mostly derived lkom parent 
materials (Ca-phosphate and apatite) or h m  fertilizer sources; environmental inputs are 
usually negligible ( T i i n ,  1991). During the weathering of soils, Ca and other bases 
are lost through leaching and secondary Al and Fe oxides are formed. These A1 and Fe 
oxides act as P sinks inducing a shat from Ca-P to AW and Fe-P forms which become 
occluded with time (Tksxn, 1991). Total P balance remains the same during these 
transformarions which mans that even though total P may be great, phosphorus 
availability for plant growth may be a limiting &or. With soil development 
considerable losses are observed, resulting in kss total and labile P m many old and well 
developed soils of the tropics (Tiisen, 1991). Abekoe (19%) found that total P of 
concretions is higher than totd P of soil fines; however, labile P for soil fines was higher 
than that of the concretions. 
Table 6.8: Total soil P (ug g-') of the 0- to 20-cm depth of soils at the study sites. Values 
presented are man and standard deviation (in brackets). 
Soil Phosphorus 
Pg 
Site blkm 10120cm 
Uppedmid s top (Vammpere a s s o c ~ n )  
222.9 (65.0) 173.4 (44.2) 
551.3 (52.5) 437.6 (20 1.7) 
157.5 (52.2) 126.4 (37.1) 
151.3 (38.1) 151.1 (33.1) 
92.5 (9.9) 104.4 (18.1) 
205.2 (7 1.5) 173.7 (49.3) 
130.9 (19.3) 135.2 (23.1) 
295.8 (89.4) 278.9 (67.9) 
214.6 (32.7) 216.5 (34.6) 
Lower stope (Vmmpem ~~sociotion) 
ABF2 80.7 (1 1.0) 75.6 (17.4) 
ABF4 62.8 (8.4) 57.4 (16.3) 
STF2 309.6 (91.9) 195.1 (45.7) 
CRF 179.3 (29.3) 259.7 (24.9) 
Kugri hill catchment 
ABFS 343.9 (146.4) 3 12.3 (158.1) 
ABF6 766.0 (184.4) 655.5 (1 19.1) 
ABF7 71.2 (11.4) 76.7 (18.1) 
62.6 Base saturation 
Table 6.9. Base saturation (BS) values of the 0- to 20-cm layer of soils at the study sites. 
Values presented are man and standard deviation (in brackets). 
Site 0-lOcm 10-20cm 
ABF2 
ABF4 
STF2 
CRF 
to wet slope 
94 (1 91 (2) 
92 (8) 91 (4) 
95 14) 92 (4) 
98 (1) 96 (2) 
Kugri hill ccrfchment 
ABFS 83 (11) 77 (16) 
ABF6 92 (6) 92 (7) 
ABF7 90 (4) 77(14) 
Native site (UC), Active Bush Farm (ABF), Short-Tcrm FalIow (STF), Long-Term 
Fahw (LTF), Compound Farm (CF) and Compound Rice Farm (CRF) 
T i n  et al(1991a) also found evidence of additions of Ca, Mg, and K in airborne dust 
at Nyankpala in northern Ghana, with accessions during a single year providing bases 
equivalent to 1% of the effective exchange capacity of soils to a depth of 10 crn. The 
combined amounts of Ca, Mg, K, and Na were equivaknt to about 10 kg ha-'. 
Furthermore, the dust also added long-time reserves in the form of feldspars and micas. 
One dust sample contained 5.6% GO, 0.67% Ca, and 0.59 96 Mg which wouid be 
released slowly and become available to plants over the long term Another report on 
addition of nutrient elements in airborne dust from the Sahara comes fiom Niger. Drees 
et al(1993) found that yearly additions were approximately 10 kg ha-' of exchangeable 
and water soluble Ca, Mg, K, and Na Less than half of the K and Na were in 
exchangeab1e form 
6.2.6 Soil pH and electrical conductivirp (EC) 
There was no signit?cant difbence between thc pH values measured for the two 
reference sites (Table 6.8) and changes in value with depth were also very small. 
However, there was a clear distinction between upper and lower slope sites. The upper 
slope sites had higher values than those sites in the Iowcr slope positions. The low pH 
mtasunmnts recorded in the bwer slope position sites art inconsistent with their high 
base saturation StiihlS. It c o d  howeverv be related to the drainage conditions and Fe 
mineralogy. Poor drainage conditions create anaerobic conditions, which encourage 
a&ation processes such as niaification and leaching. The F%(F% ratio of these sites 
is more than 0.2, which is an indication of poor drainage conditions. 
ABFS and ABF6 also have high F* ratios but higher pH, which may indicate 
that these sites are younger than all the other sites. Leaching depletes the upper horizons 
of Ca and other basic cations (Brady and Weil, 19%) leading to a preponderance of 
hydrogen and aIuminm ions generated through organic matter decomposition and other 
weathering processes 
Tabk 6-10. pH and Electrical Conductivity (EC) of the 0- to 20-crn layer of soils at the 
study sites. Values presented are mean. 
Site 0-10 cm 10-20 cm 0-10 cm 10-20 cm 
Upperfmid slope (Vmmpere assdchthn) 
7.4 7.3 0.16 
7.3 6.8 0.03 
7.6 7.3 0.03 
7.5 6.9 0.04 
7.2 7.1 0.03 
7.1 6.6 0.03 
7.0 6.9 0.02 
6.9 6.6 0.04 
6.7 6.4 0.03 
Lower slope Wmempem associrrtion) 
ABF2 6.5 6.2 0.03 0.02 
ABF4 6.4 6.1 0.06 0.03 
STF2 6.4 6.3 0.02 0.02 
CRF 6.6 6.6 0.03 0.03 
Kugngn hilt catchment 
ABFS 7.1 7.2 0.03 0.02 
ABF6 7.1 6.9 0.07 0.06 
ABF7 6.4 6.4 0.03 0.0 1 
-- - - - - - - - 
Native site (UC), Active Bush Farm (ABF), Short-Term Fallow (STF), Long-Term 
FalIow (LTF), Compound Farm (CF) and Compound Rice Farm (CRF) 
In general, the sutEace pH values arc higher than expected, ranging between 6.1 to 7.5. 
The high pH of surhce soils in rnost of the profiles could be attributed to the sertliatid 
condition, the release of ash to tk soil fiom annual burning as a means of laad clearing, 
and the annual influx of high base soils of the Harmattan dust. The low rainfall regime of 
the region discourages leaching and therefore the soils are often neutral or basic in 
reaction. 
The mean EC values for a11 sites are in the non-saline range. However, values 
m u r e d  at UC were significantly higher than the other sites. Electrical conductivity is a 
good indicator of soil quality because the soluble saIt concentration of the soil solution is 
an important deterrrrinant of the suitability of the soil for plant growth (tarson and 
Pierce, 1991). Changes in EC as a result of soil management can be used to make 
inferences about the effect of fanning practices on soil water storage, the efticiency with 
which crops use moisture, and the redistribution of water within the landscape. 
6.2.8 SpcrtirJ vadabd@v of the @narricpmperties 
The within-site random variability m the dynamic properties is an important 
constraint on their usefulness of as an indicator for changes in soil quality. Generally, the 
higher the variability within a site, the greater the number of samples that must be taken 
to achieve a given confidence Icvel for assessing the significance of observed changes. 
Soil organic carbn, totd nitrogen, effective cation exchange capacity and total 
phosphorus were the mst highly variable chcmkalpropcrtics (Table 6.1 1). The high 
variability observed in SOC c o d  be due in part to the spatial distribution of vegetation 
and leaf-litter and to variability in lIlicro topography. Plant b i o m  is an important 
control on SOC accumulation that, in turn, depends on the type of vegetation. Trees 
produce high above-ground biomass. Grasses produce less biomass above g r a d  A 
vegetation type with a mixture of tttcs and grasses is bound to have variable amounts of 
SOC across the landscape and within fields. The natpral savanna vegetation of mixed 
grasses and trees found in the study area is reflected in the high variability in S O C  values 
measared within the u n d h t c d  site 0 and the Mow sites (LTFI, LTF2, STFI, and 
Tabk 6.11. Coefhknts of variability for chemicaI and biochemical propertics within 
study sites (0-10 cm depth) 
Coefficient of Variation (96) 
Site SOC TN ECEC TP BS PH 
Upperfmid slope (Varempere associofion) 
34 32 42 26 
38 23 30 60 
41 34 52 25 
68 60 53 44 
23 31 26 3 1 
44 40 47 35 
47 40 28 33 
49 30 3 1 16 
56 13 23 11 
Lower slope (Varempere association) 
A E R  23 12 29 7 1 5 
ABF4 27 20 26 9 9 1 I 
STF2 26 16 26 26 4 5 
CRE; 21 50 13 17 1 3 
Kugngn hiU catchment 
ABFS 29 22 45 51 13 4 
ABF6 56 42 46 30 6 8 
ABF7 16 13 18 10 5 3 
STF3) and Iow variability in most of the cultivated sites (CF1, ABF2, ABF4, ABF7 and 
CRF). STF2 exhibited very low variability in SOC v&es because it is a short-term 
M o w  with very lit* diversity in vegetation. 
The high vrviability found in ABF1, ABE3, CF2 and ABF6 could be related to 
microtopography and age of the surface within which the site occurred. ABFl is 
characterized by a high degree of microrclidvariability (see chapter 5) while ABF6 is 
very young and active, with proccsscs of erosion and deposition occurring within the 
site. Sirrrilar explanation can be offend for the variability in ECEC and total N, since 
they are related to SOC. As indicated earlier, bast saturation was related to Harmattan 
dust intlux fiom the Sahara desert. Tbt dust is deposited on the soil surface every yea. 
during the long dry season. An even annual deposition of the base rich panicles is the 
most probable explanation for the low variability in base saturation and pH values 
recorded in this study. 
6.2.9 Correhtions among tire dpnamic in&aiors of soil quality 
Two groups of biochemical properties can be identified, based on their 
relationship with soil depth: those properties with signiticant surface concentration 
( S W  total N and ECEC) and those with a more even distribution with depth in the 
profile (total P, Base Saturation, pH and EC). The former group is inherently more 
suscepa3Ie to loss of surface soil 
The three properties with a si@ant flldace concentration are highly correlated 
(Table 6.12). SOC is the dominant property in this group insofar as tom1 N occurs in a 
relatively constant ratio to C and the organic rrratcrial provides the majority of the 
exchange sites in these sand-domimed soils. Of the thne properties only S O C  and 
ECEC show moderate and sigdcant comlations with the '"~s levels measured at all 
non-reference sites. The coefficient of determination for the relationship between cesium 
levels and the two properties is only a b u t  4096, indicating that a considerable amount of 
the variation is not explained by this relationship. The weaker correlation for total N 
occurs because the two sites in the concave lowa dope positions (CRF and Sm) have 
relatively lower amounts of N (as rdectcd by the higher CN ratios). 
The remaining properties examined show a greater range of correlations. TotaI P 
has a moderate cornlation with ECEC (?=36%) bat is not significantly related to dthu 
96 base saturation or pH. Given the high site-to-site variation in total P observed and the 
Iack of a clcar explanation for the observed pattern this a n d  should be expected. 
Percent base saturation shows a strong, inverse correlation to pH that runs counter to 
expectations for this relationship. The inverse relationship occurs primarily due to the 
lower slope so& - the four soils all have relatively low pH values (for the study region) 
and 96 bast saturation levels over 90%. The signZcanct of the relationship for soil 
quality is unlikely to be gnat given the small (and g e n d y  hvorable) range of pH 
values that occurs at all sites. The influence of the four lower slope soils is also strong 
for the moderate correlation between % base saturation and 13?3 .  
Table 6.12 Pearson conelation coefficients and significance level (in italics) for the 
dynamic soiI properties. Correlations are calculated for the mean value fiom each 
individud site (N=16, depth = 0-10 cm). 
SOC TN TP ECEC BS PH 
TN .89 
.oa, 
TP .35 .3 1 
J8 24  
ECEC .86 -69 -59 
.OW ,003 .017 
1: The cesium vaInes for the two reference sites are not included in the conelations for 
these properties. 
The trends observed for total P and soil pH co- the observation that these 
properties were insensitive to erosion, Phosphorus is expected to be sensitive to soil 
rtdistribution and plant uptake since it is dcrivcd fiom Illinerals present in the parent 
material, with no apprtciabk cycling through the atmosphere. However, for erosion to 
be effective in rtdistributing P, tbe P must be concentrated in the s& horizon 
(Anderson and Grcgorich, 1985). As was seen in Figure 6.5, total P was mare evenly 
distributed in the h three layers of the rcfcrcnce site compared to SOC and Total N. 
6.3 Dynamic soil properties and vegetation regeneration at the fallow sites 
There were five Mow sites in the study: rwo Long-term Wows and three short- 
term fdlows. LTFl and LTF2 were the long-term falIows of 50 and 20 years 
respectively. STFI, STF2, and STF3 were the short-term fallows of 4,s and I years, 
regpeCtiveIy. Vegetation regrowth depends on soil conditions, !hquency and intensity of 
disturbance, and on the type of associated vegetation (Ahn, 1959; Juo and Manu, 1996). 
CoCZCCtIy interpreted, regrowth vcgetadon throws considcrabk Iight on soil conditions. 
The older the regrowth, the closer the organic matter content of the topsoil will 
approach the original level while the rate of  regrowth vegetation serves to suggest the 
general level of fertility of the soil (Solbrig et d, 19%). The age of regrowth vegetation 
can therefore be expcctcd to indicate the extent to which this has taken place. This 
section therefore, descrii  the vegetation cotaditiom of the fallow sites studied 
compared to the uncultivated site. 
Quality and quantity of vegetation dtereascd h m  the uncultivated site to the recently 
Fdnaw sites (Table 6.13 and Appendix B). UC had the highest species diversity and 
quantity. A total of 10 woody plants/sbb species, I8 herb species and 8 individual 
grass species were encountered in this site. The dominant woody species were Acacia 
gomemi3 with a relative dcnsity of 2296 followed cIosely by Premcapur en' and 
Buryrospmum with relative deasitics of 17% each. Borrenir scaba and Hibiscus 
vih~ollus wexe tht dominant bbs  enconutered. 
Table 6.13 Vegetation status of the d t i v a t e d  and Wow sites 
Woo&/shrub trees 
Total # of Totd # of & e l f  
Indi'viduals Specks (# oJphts  per Relative density 
Site (N) IS) unit area (mZ) (%I 
UC 35 10 1.92 11 
LTFl 31 9 1.53 16 
LTF2 8 6 0.8 5 
STFl 4 4 0.4 2 
sm 0 0 0 0 
STF3 0 0 0 0 
Herbs 
UC 112 18 6.2 36 
LTFl 2 1 5 1.1 11 
LTF2 66 5 8.4 43 
STFl 56 4 5.6 33 
STFZ 34 10 6.4 35 
STF3 32 3 5.4 28 
Grasses 
UC 165 8 9.14 53 
LTFl 142 6 7.1 73 
LTF2 80 4 8.0 52 
STFl 110 4 1 I 65 
STF2 62 4 12.4 65 
STF3 82 4 16.4 72 
The dominant grass species inciudcd Heteropogon contortus* Andropogon gayanus, 
Rottboelia mltata and Setena. 
LTF1, the 50 year Mow site, had the next highest number of woody and shrub 
species. The form, s t ~ c t m e  and diversity were, however, poorer than the uncultivated 
site; shorter and more open species were pndominant at this site. The vegetation 
consisted of mixed grasses and shmbs interspersed with economic ttees. The species 
diversity was also changed The total mrmbcrofspcics was lower than UC and several 
new species (ie. species not found at UC) were also encountered Only six di&rent herb 
species occurred in this site compand to 18 herb species that o c c d  in the 
uncuItivatcd sitesitt Of the 6 herb specks only two species (Indigofera pulchra and 
Tephrosia eleganse) are common to the two sites. As well, the overall density of herbs 
was markedly Iower at LTFl than UC. O f  the grasses, Cyhpogon gigannu and 
Eragrosris cumlus were the new species encountered. 
The vegetation at LTF2 was poorer than LTF1. The woody trees and shrubs 
present are a close subset of those found at UC - five out of the six species found at 
LTF2 art also found at UC Herbs again show a major decrease relative to UC - only 
four species are present at LTF2 and two of these specks (Borrena scabra and 
Tephrosia eleganese) comprise over 90% of the total herb cover. 
Vegetation at the younger fallows (STF1, STF2, STF3) consisted of &ed 
grasses and shrubs interspersed with economic trees similar to those found at LTF2 but 
frequency and diversity were much Iower. Generally, the number of herb species 
decreased from STFZ (5-year fallow) to STFl (one-year fallow). All three have a higher 
density of grasses than the long-term fallow or the UC site. 
The quantity and quality of vegetation encountered at the study sites seemed to 
be related to dynanric soil conditions, as well as the fiquency and intensity of 
disturbance (Chapter 5). UC has never been cultivated and represents the native 
vegetation; it bad the greatest plant diversity and frequency. From the soil analysis, this 
site had the highcn armunt of SOC and total N. The low level of vegetation recovery in 
LTFl and LFI2 is also consistent with soil analysis results. For example, at LTFl, a site 
that had been in failow for 50 years, the level of SOC was just about 50 96 of what was 
observed in UC After 15 years of WIow, vegetation and nutrient regeneration is 
expected to reach about 80% of the e q u i l i i  value (Sanchez, 1976; Jaiyeoba, 1997). 
This slow rate of recovery at LTFl could be attribated to length of cultivation and the 
succession vegetation specits. Even though about 35% of the woody species sampIed 
occurred in LTFI, the type of trees found here were shorter and scattered, and there are 
very few herbs. The grasses encountered arc those fouad on very poor soil (Ixmes, 
1977). The absence of herb, however, could be attributed to the high degree of kes  
sa&red by this site (personal communication, village chief). 
The results, thdore,  c o n k  that the history of previous cultivation is as 
important as the history of fallow because Iand that had been cultivated to near- 
exhaustion takes much longer to recover ((Ahn, 1959; Nye and Greenland, 1964). 
Plant nutrients and organic matter in m y  tropical soils, other than hydromrphic soils 
and those developed on highly basic parent materials, are concentrated in the immdiate 
surface (Greedand, 1973; 1975). Consequently, the loss of topsoil may result in a 
reduction in fertility that can recover only if the sail is left under natural vegetation for 
periods perhaps as longer than 50 years. Because of the inevitable loss of mineral 
nutrients during the cropping phase, recovery of the total nutrient stock in the cultivated 
system is expected to be progressively slowcr than that of the natural ecosystem An 
extended cropping period usually has more severe consequences than a shorter fallow 
as the seeds, stumps, and roots born which fallow vegetation normally regenerated 
when the land is abandoned die or are killed As a result, the natural soil cover re- 
establishes slowly, and erosion may &lay or prevent the rebuilding of soil fertility. 
The vegetation status of STF2 conEd, however, be related to the age of fallow 
and the landscape position STF2 had high organic matter and total nitrogen but does 
not have any trees; probably because of the short fallow period this site had been 
exposed to bcfore sampling. According to Innes (1977), mist lowlands support their 
own characteristic variants of savanna vegetation, Towards the base of long slopes, 
where impcnncabIe layus of groundwater laterites deflect internal drainage water to the 
smfiwe, the upland species begin to disappear and finally give way to marshy or swampy 
bottomland tree savanna or open grassland. 
The soil and vegetation depend on each other for sustainance. Vegetation 
depends on soil nutrients for growth a d  development, in the same token, soil conditions 
depend on vegetation characwistics for their replenishment (Solbrig et aL, 1996). 
Inherent soil firtility and length of m w  are some of the important factors that affect 
nuaient accumolatibn under fbhw, Plant species vary in their efliciency to accumulate 
d . t  tllincral nutrients. Inherent soil fertility is very important because it is the 
primary source of nutrients for vegetation growth. Studies have shown that the 
availability of resources (light, water, and nutrients) determine the amount of biomass 
that may be produced in a given environment. Of these three resources, plant-available 
misture and plant-available nutrients may be the most limiting factors in the semiarid 
tropics (Solbrig ct aL, 1996). Topography, h, animal and human activities mdify 
these two factors to dcterrrtine the density of the ate layer, the productivity of the 
system and the rates of nutrient and water £low through the system (Solbrig et d., 1996; 
Medina, 1996). 
6.4 Summery of dynamic properties 
The study supports the applicability of the '"CS mthod for erosion research in 
the study area Appreciable w u n t s  of '"CS were m a d  in the soils of the study 
sites. Profile distribution had a sharp decline with depth. The amount of 13?cs measured 
in the cultivated fields indicated that m s t  of the sites had lost Cs. The degree of loss 
was related to landscape position and farming practice. The highest losses occurred in 
the upperImid slope compound h. In the bush firms the losses were not large - only 
two out of five bush fsrms experience significant losses. 
On the lower slope Vanmpere soils, the changes in I 3 ? C s  were alSO not 
signifucant. Two sites within this landscape position gained small amounts of '17 Cs, two 
sites lost small amounts. The results indicate that overall the bush farms are not leading 
to high m s b n  losses; however, the soil being removed !tom the upper slope fields is not 
being deposited within the landscape w indicated by the vuy slight gain in "'Cs 
OM in the lower slope positions. TIE '"CS vaIucs obtained for CRF (on the lower 
dope of the highly eroded CFI Iand surface) is a strong indication of this phenomenon. 
The only site k t  had a pronounced Icvel of deposition is ABF6 within the Kugri hill 
catchment area. The rest& confimwl the description of this is a depositional area within 
an actively croding landscape. 
Organic carbon content of the soil fines also indicated losses of SOC h m  the 
cultivated sitts. The highest levels of SOC were recorded in the mcaltivated site (UC). 
The long term falIow (LTF1) had much lower than expcctcd SOC content compared to 
recovery rate is has been sIow. The SOC IcvcIs of the compound fanns were also low, 
but the level seemed to be dated to the so&-tconotnic condition of the farmers using 
the sites. CFl, which belonged to the chief of the village, had higher amount of SOC 
than CF2, which belonged to a poorer family. 
There was a clear relationship between the distribution of SOC and landscape 
position. The cultivated sites on the Iower slope had higher SOC than tkose on upper 
slope positions. The SOC values provided a cIear distinction between those sites that are 
lower parts of the continuous slope (ABF2 and ABF4) and those that were in concavities 
at the base of the slope (CRF and Sm). ABF2 and ABF4 had very low values 
compared to CRF and STF2. The SOC content of ABF6 also confirmed the description 
of this site a s  depositional Total N and ECEC were cIosely related to SOC. There were 
indication of possible losses within the wetter CRF and STF2 sites because of the high 
C:N ratios recorded for these sites despite an overall higher SOC. 
Total P was generally low arad h e  was no clear relationship between sites and 
the other major soil properties - for e v k  the total P measured in UC was much lower 
than LTF1. Lowest P values were measured in ABF2 and ABF3 as well as ABF7. Also 
there was no relationship between P and Cs-137 redistn'bution. Base saturation and pH 
also had no relationship with site cultivation status and erosion. The values measured 
were higher than expected for the soil type, but they are consistent with other results 
h m  the region. The high values arc related to annuat dust influx related to the 
H a l m a t t a n ~ .  
The plant species found on the uncultivated site an much more diverse than 
those at the fallow sites. The vegetation status of the fallow sites was related to years of 
Mow. The longer the fallow period, the greater the quantity and diversity of plant 
species. 
7. GENERAL DISCUSSION 
The research was c a r d  out with the overall objective of evaluating the effect 
of farming practices on soil quality. To achieve this g c n d  objective, a systcms 
approach that combined the analysis of soil properties under different fkmhg practices 
with a socio-economic m y  of farmers' circumstances was adopted. The specific 
objectives, therefore, were to identify soil properries that can be used as indicators of 
soil quality, measurt soil erosion and its @act on the selected indicators of soil quality 
and hnaIly, understand the farmers' socio-economic conditions that affect Iand use 
decisions. 
The major b d n g  systems of Northcastem Ghana wcre studied using sixteen 
farmers' fields within the dominant soil association found in the region. The sites were 
stmifkd accordhg to farming practice and dope position, Farmers' fields and 
practices wcre used to e n m  that the most commonly used local fanning practices were 
studied and that the resuIts represent the practical situations that the Carmers face in the 
kidsids Stratifying sites according to slop position made it possible to differentiate 
between eff'tcts dated to geomorphobgy and those due to managemnt. The 
gtornorphoIogy of the region indicates that the area had undergone a number of erosion 
cycIes that produced a set of compIex Iandforms. The q I a n d  soils were older and 
corndonary while the IowIands were occupied by younger, deeper and Iess 
concretionary soils. To study the sociaI and economic conditions that affect fiumrs' 
land use decisions in the region, both f o d  and informal interviews were conducted. 
The informat interview and government reports pro* the background informtion 
and the f o r d  questionnaire inttCvitw of 180 households provided information on 
specific issues relating to the f&mhg system 
7.1. Current state of the d under the different farming practices 
Most of the cultivated sites studied were degraded or at dsk of degradation 
compared to the system under native vegetation. Soil degtadation, which refers to 
decline in soil quality, is defied here as the decline in the productive capacity of the 
soil (Larson and Pierce, 1994). A decline in the productive capacity of the soil refers to 
adverse changes in nutrient status, soil organic matter, srmcturai attn'butes and 
concentrations of electrolytes and toxic chemicals as a result of one or more degradation 
processes. In this study, the approach used to assess the quality of soil was essentially 
quantitative; however, the socio-economic survey indicate that Farmers have their own 
qualitative approach to soil quality assessment. 
The use of % to assess soil rtdismution proved to be effective in this study. 
The use of lncs in this region has ken  Iimitcd due to lack of gamma spectroscopy 
instrumentation as well as concerns about the base level of I3'cs in the reference sites in 
this Iatimdinai belt. The results of this study and the other studies cited previously kom 
this latitudinal beIt cbarly indicate that the concerns about the reference inventory are 
misplaced. 
A m o d  coocm about the ea of the 13'Ch technique relates to its variability in 
reference sites. The variability at tk two refcrcnct sites (LC., CV's of 24% (UC) and 
27% (LTF1) are comparable to those found ia more temperate regions. In an extensive 
literature mim of variability for rcfac~lce sitcs m over 70 published amdies. 
Snthcrland (1996) found a range of CV's from 1 to 86%. with a median CV of 19%. At 
13 nfcnnce sitcs in New Zealmi, Basher (1998) fonnd a range of CV's kom 7 to 45 
percent, bat with a median value of 17%. Hacc the variability found at the two 
rcfertnct sites in this study art comparabk to other published sources. 
Based on the use of the '37Cs t t c ~ e ,  erosion was observed to be an 
important, bat not dorllinant, contributor to changes in soil properties. It is expected that 
the high edi'bility of the sandy soils and the pressme on land in this region wouki lead 
to high erosion rates The masmed soiI Iosses clearly showed the influence of both 
slop. position and management. Rates of soil loss ranged from a man of 19 Mg ha" 
yil for the two compound farms on the upper slop positions. 7 Mg ha" yf' for the 
upper slope bush farms, and negligible soil redistribution values for the lower slope 
sites. 
The erosion rates obtained in this study are within the range suggested for the 
region (LA, 1995). There is only a little discrepancy between Lal's results and those of 
the present study, which suggest that his estimates have not unduly suffered from the 
use of relatively short-term studies. However, it is likely that both his estimates and 
those fiom the present study do not account suf£iciently for spatial variation in soil 
redistribution and so may not be very representative of the entire subregion. 
The results, however, give cause for concern in relation to sustained 
productivity. The rates for the compound farms are approximately 20 times greater than 
the rates of soil formation and four times greater than the estimated acceptable soil loss 
of 5 Mg M' yf' (Elwell, 1985). Using an erosion rate of 50-80 Mg M' yf', Elwell 
(1985) suggested that subsistence yields could be threatened within 30 years. Although 
the rates obtained here are considerably lower, they do suggest that subsistence yield 
may be thrtatencd before the middle of the next century. This is especially true for the 
shallow soils encountered in this region. La1 (1995) estimated an average yield 
reduction of about 14.5% for SubSaharan Africa and 15% for the whole of M c a  by 
the year 2020 assuming no change in land use and the current rate of soil erosion 
continues. Given that the present level of production is low, a further reduction would 
be disastrous in the face of increasing population growth. 
The organic matter content of a soil and erosion arc intimately linked (u 
1976b). Dccreascs in soil organic matter lead to deterioration of chemical, physical and 
biological propcrties of the so& which may lead to incnascd erosion rates. For 
example. as soil organic C decreases, macro-aggregation decreases and soil erodibility 
increases. A decnase in organic matter content of the soil also increases its 
susceptibility to formation of surface crusts, which fhther enhance the risk to soil 
erosion (Lal, 1976a). The use of the model to estimate the SOC losses due to erosion 
does indicate, however, that non-erosion Iosscs of SOC are as great or greater than the 
erosion-mduccd losses. Heacc the maintenance or restoration of SOC levels in these 
landscapes cannot solely rely on erosion mitigation. 
7.1.2 Soil properties that can be m W y  used as hikators of soil quality 
The approach used to evaIuate the state of the soils in this study was a 
combination of the traditional comparative approach proposed by Larson and Pierce 
(1994) and indigenous technical knowledge. It is comparative in the sense that the 
uncultivated site was use as a benchmark site against which the cultivated sites were 
compared. 
The soil properties investigated were inherent properties (soil horizonation, soil 
colour, Fe-oxide, magnetic susceptiiity, soil texture, bulk density and concretion 
content) and dynamic sol properties (SOC, ECEC, total N, total P, base saturation, pH 
and EC). There was a clear distinction between inherent soil properties and the 
dynamic soil properties in terms of soil quality changes under the different firming 
practices. The next sections concentrate on the pmperdes of greatest importance for 
soil quality evaluation in this region. 
7 U . l  Dtpth to concretion andpemnt cornlion 
The soils are naturally concretionary, with the amount and depth to concretions 
varying according to landscape position. The upland sites had high concretions. 
Although concretion content is landscape related, it could be used as an important 
indicator of soil quality in the study region. Among sites on the sam landscape 
position there were marked diffucnccs that could be related to management practices. 
Concretion content in excess of 40% o c c d  within 20 cm of the surface of sites 
STF1, LTF1, ABF1, CFI, STF3, and LTF2. 
The importance of concretions is a h  reaccted in the local system of soil 
classification and quality evaluation (Section 421.1). The Kusaasi m'be classifies a 
soil with Iow amounts of graveUconcmion as the best agricultural soil Concretion 
content is important in soil qyaby assessment because it aftects dynamic properties 
such as A-horizon thickaess and P availability. Concretions occur at depth and form 
plinthites, which arc brought closer to the surfact as a result of erosion. Plinthite was 
observed at both sites LTF2 and STF3, although the possibility exists that these may 
predate the cultivation of the landscape. 
Exposing and incorporating concretions into the surface soil interferes with 
various functions of the soil especially for upland sites. Concretions act as rock 
h p n t  or gravel to affect physical properties of soils in which they occur. 
Concretions by themselves, or as plinthites form an unconformity of textrrral change 
with depth, reduce soil volume, increase bulk density and reduce total porosity 
(Babalola and Lal, 1977; Sanchez, 1976; Eswaran et aL, 1990; Cassel and Lal, 1992). 
Imeased bulk density and soil strength leads to reduction in the volume of macropores 
and total porosity (CasseI and Lal, 1992) which in turn affects water and nutrient 
movement, plant uptake and mt developmnt (Eswaran et aL, 1990). For example 
Babalola and Lal(1977) observed root dmlopmnt of maize seedlings to be adversely 
affected by gravels when their mass exceeds 10-208. Unconformity of t e d  change 
with depth increases erosion hazard (Sanchez, 1976). Brakensick and Rawls (1994) 
reported that rock hgmnts reduce infiltration and thereby increase runoK As the 
topsoil erodes, more coacrction-loaded subsoil is incorporated. 
Concretions have chemical constraints associated with their high Fe content. 
Fe-oxides, hydroxides and oxyhydroxidcs that are the dominant minerals in concretions 
possess large specfic surface areas, which conmhte to the overall surface area and 
chcrrdcd nature of the soil (Schwtrmrann and Habillion, 1992). These properties 
p v i d E  sinks for inorganic and organic anions and cations. The best known effect of 
Fe-oxide is its a f h i q  towards P mention (Schwertmann and Herbillinn, 1992; 
M o b y e  and Hammnd, 1992). Tiessen et aL (1993) found that more than half of 
applied soIubk P fertilizer was sorbed by Fe concretions in soils of Northern Ghana 
This chemical consttaint may not be a problem due to the consistently high pH 
recorded at most of the sites. pH values ranged from 6.4 to 7.6, which is within the 
rauge noted for reduced adsorption, suggesting that P sorption of the soils is low. The 
tendency of Fe oxides to act as sinks for P is explained by their charge characteristics at 
different pH. As pH increases, the d a c e  charge of the oxides and clays become 
negative and hence there is less sorption of P than when the surface is positive (Barrow, 
1984). Fe and A1 oxides and clay minerals adsorb P mostly under acid conditions when 
the surface is positive. Abckoe (1996) found that introducing pH values into a multiple 
regression improved the prediction of P sorption for s o m  soil of Northern Ghana, 
which reinforced the importance of surface charge of the colloidal compIex on P 
sorption. Greenland (1973) warned of the undue emphasis put on the P-&ing capacity 
of the soils in Africa Repons show that West f i c a n  soils have low to medium P 
fixing capacities (Juo and Fox, 1977; Owusu-Be~oah and Acquaye, 1989; Manu et aL, 
1991). 
7.1.2.2. Soil org& carbon 
Soil organic C was very sensitive to rnanagernent, Generally SOC 
measurements within the study sites were relatively low compared to temperate regions. 
The most important observations were the Iow levels of SOC in the long-term fallows 
(LTF1 and L'IF2). As discussed earlier, these sites have been in fallow for a sufficient 
Iength of time for regeneration of vegetation and fertility to reach a peak. Also, the 
importance of socio-economic conditions of the fanner in soil quality maintenance was 
evident (for example, in the comparison of SOC levels at CF1 to those at CF2). The 
richer farmer at CF1 had rmre cat& and was able to maintain relatively higher organic 
matter levels on his farm using the droppings from his livestock. 
Soil organic carbon was generally low and concentrated in the d a c e  of the 
soil. About 6496 of the total SOC was concentrated in the d a c e  0-20 cm layer of 
srrrface soil, which is typicaI of tropical soils. For instance, Garcia-OIiva et aL (1995) 
found that 51% of the SOM, 4096 of soil potassium, 54% of the available phosphorus, 
and 53% of tht total N were in the 4-cm sarface layer of the deciduous forest soils they 
examined. This impiies that most of the essential nutrients are concentrated in the top 
fcw centimeters of soil. A loss of the scrdact orgaaic material has a negative impact on 
productivity of the soils. 
Both the upper slope compound Earms and bush farms recorded high losses in 
organic matter and soil N compared to the uacuItivated site. Most of the sites had lost 
more than half their original SOC. SOC was highIy positively correlated to total N and 
ECEC. SOC is the store for soil N and charge in thcsc sandy soils, and hence the high 
correlation between these three properries was expected. 
The contnition of SOC to soil productivity is very important and well 
understood. SOC is a major natural source of nutrients for plant growth especially in 
agricultural systems that do not rely on fatilirer inputs. The chemical and physical 
interactions of SOC with soil minerals improve structural characteristics of the soil. 
SOC also makes significant conmbutions to variable charge in tropical soils with low 
activity clays (Tisscn et aL, 1994). Biological properties of the soil are also influenced 
by the store of organic matter in the soil. 
An appreciable part of the observed Iosscs in SOC are believed not to be related 
to erosion. Cultivation increases the rate of nutrient cycling, which affects other soil 
processes such as SOC storage and structure (Warkentin, 1995). The labile pool of 
SOM, which is directly related to soil productivity, is the first component to be reduced 
(Hsieh, 1996). These changes in the relative pool dism'bution of SOC are accompanied 
by a decrease in the activity of enzyms invoIved in C, N and P cycling (Schdten et aL, 
1995). In tropical soils, the effect of caltivation is severe because both labile and stable 
SOC pools are subject to higher rates of decomposition than those of temperate soils 
(Hsieh, 1996). The result is a redaction in the nutrient supply for crop growth, the size 
of microbial biomass and C storage, aII of which reduce soil quality (Schdten et aL, 
1995). 
The Wowing system used in this region was not successfa1 in maintaining SOC 
levels. Recovery of SOC during the fallow phase depends on the rate of SOC buiId up, 
which in tarn depends on vegetation regrowth dming fallow periods. Vegetation 
regrowth is related to the state of the sail at the t h e  of fallow as well as distmbances 
dming the f;allow phase such as the kcpent bpsh fires that had affected site LTF1. This 
site had been in fallow for about 50 years or mre. It was expected to have recovered a 
substantial a m m t  of its nutrients, but the actual recovery was limited 
From an ecosystem perspective, the main function of the fallow phase is 
essentially the transfer of mineral nutrients fitom the soil into vegetation biomass. 
Because of the inevitable loss of mineral nutrients during the cropping phase, the total 
nutrient stock in the entire ecosystem during the incremental Mow cycles becomes 
progressively smaller than that of the original ecosystem The total amount of biomass 
in the secondary vegetation may take hundreds of years to reach the Levels comparable 
to the primary vegetation due to repeated cycles of slash and burn cultivation. 
7.1.2 Soil properties of hited vahe as indicators of soil qualifv 
The observed differences in the inherent properties such as soil colour, texture, 
and bulk density were related to slope position and drainage conditions rather than 
management practices. Although they played an important role in the establishment of 
similar pcdological-slope units in the study area, they arc of limited value in so2 quality 
evaluation. 
Fe-oxide content and magnetic susceptibility were aIso rehted to landscape 
position. The magnetic susceptibility measuremnts c o d  be used as an independent 
source to confirm the 13'Cs results insofar as both techniques indicated a lack of 
deposition of sedimnt derived h m  the uppcr slopes in the lower slope positions. As 
well, the magnetic susceptibility results indicate that they are useful as an indicator of 
impcrfkctly to poorly drained soils in pedological studies. 
EC, pH, and base saturation did not show any marked differences between 
management practices. The high pH and basc saturation values are probably due to the 
yearly dust influx associated with the long dry Hiumattan season. This suggestion is 
reinforced by the insensitivity of these properties to nosion as was observed in this 
study. The apparent insensitivity to erosion coukl be reIated to thier even disui'bation 
within the first three sampling depths. Even though pH values were not SeaSitive to 
management, the assessment of pH is very important for the cbemical processes that 
occur in the soil, especially for P dynamics. 
7 3  Potential for changing the land management system 
The management system can only be successfully changed within the socio- 
economic conditions of the farmers. The region is characterized by a lack of financial 
resources, s o d  services, and land nsources. Agricultural production is on a 
subsistence basis, which does not provide enough income to support all the financial 
obligations of the farmers or collateral for bank loans. Livestock is an important 
financial resource in times of financial stress. Poor marketing systems and storage 
facilities also weaken the financial situation of the farmers. In times of bumper harvests 
farmers do not have good storage facilities to store their produce for a better price. The 
traditional storage barns arc either too mal l  to contain large quantities or are heavily 
infested with storage pests. Farmers are often at the mtcy of middlemen who dictate 
the produce price. This is a major disincentive for increasing production. 
The lack of ekctricity or other sources of energy for cooking encourages 
deforestation with consequenas of accelerated land and environmental degradation 
(Nsiah-Gyabaah, 1996). Electricity is only supplied to the regional and district capitals. 
The villages depend on kerosene lamps and firewood for tight and fuel, respectively. 
Lack of eltctricity also discourages rural agro-industries, which is one major factor 
responsl'ble for d-to-urban migration. Most of the able-bodied young men travel 
down south to work in the cocoa farms and mines, leaving the women, children and old 
men behind as was seen in the population structure of the region. As a consequence, 
land management and soil conservation suffix because the people left behind are often 
not able to undertake conservation practices that are labour demanding. 
Formal education level is one of the lowest in the country. In this study, onIy 
25% of the respondents had any form of formal education. This 25% is mainly the 
younger respondents. The si-t relationship between age and education is a hope 
for thc fume, because the mre highly educated members of the population are most 
Wrely to adopt conservation measures. Also, with more education, the number of wives 
andchildrenpcrmaltwaslower. 
PopuIation of the region is increasing at the alarming rate of 3.2% per annum 
(Statistical Smices Deparuncnt, 1984). Between the years 1960 and 1984 the 
population of the region alrmst doubled without a corresponding increase in available 
resources and services. This increase in population puts pressure on the available 
resources mch as land holdings. This was indicated by a majority of respondents, who 
cited land pressure as a major reason for reduced fallow and increased cultivation 
cyclcs. Other consequences of population pressure were increased hgrnentation of 
land and the increased distance farmers have to travel to acquire farmland. Apart from 
the burden of long travel+ migrant farmers tend to bring with them cultivation practices 
that may not be sustainable in their new farming area (Wangia and Pram, 1994). Atso 
migrant h m m  tend to be less committed to the land they are Earming (Hudson, 1986; 
Saul, 1988). 
Land resources arc limited due to increasing population pressure. Land is 
communally owned and allocation is through the spiritual leader or family head. This 
system of land tenure is associated with an insecurity of tenure and land hgmcntatioa 
Insecurity of tenure discourages private investment in soil conservation in the following 
manner. First, the hner is not committed to the land. Second, without legal tenure 
farmlands cannot be used for coIlateral to raise bank loan to improve the soil (Nsiah- 
Gyabaah, 19%). Land hgmntation associated with the communal system of Iand 
ownetsh'i also makes it difficult to implement soil conservation projects, because most 
national conservation programs are more economical and practicable on large parcels of 
land (Wangia and Frato, 1994). 
The land tenure system appears to be one of the explanations for the attitude of 
farmers to resource use, conmation and long-term Iand improvement in the region. 
To nrotivate farmers to control soil erosion on their farms a d  to adopt sustainable 
practices, security of tenure mast be assured, Land title registry may be important 
legislation; however, this may be difficult since a majority of the farmus were satisfied 
with the cunent system In my view, caforcing land title may exacerbate the problem in 
several ways. For example, private ownuship may lead to land putchase by the urban 
rich, who may not be committed to Iand resource conservation. These urban rich may 
not be committed to farming and they wilI either rent out the land to the mrd poor or 
use them as hind labour to farm on these lands. This will lead to commoditization of 
the rural poor as a labour force on these lands. 
Locd agricultural support services currently offered to farmers include training 
and demonstration of improved practices, input supply and veterinary services and loan 
arrangements. The type of training offcred is, however, limited to agronomic practices 
such as planting in rows and fertilizer application and the use of improved seeds. Soil 
consemation practices are not emphasized in these packages. In m s t  developing 
counaies, input supply is an important function because of the financial situation of the 
farmers (Douglas, 1990). Inputs arc most often supplied on credit and payment is made 
in kind with agticulturaf produce. However, as part of the S tructuraI Adjusunent 
Rogram (SAP) initiated in 1989 with the assistance of the World Bank, fertilizer 
subsidies have been remved and sale of fermizer had been privatized. As a resuIt, 
fcttilizer prices have increased, leadhg to a decline in its use. Farmers no longer use 
fertilizrrs in the required quantity. 
73 Recommendations for the hrture 
The need to introduce more improved systems of land management cannot be 
over emphasized. Agronomic soil consemtion methods such as crop rotation with 
leguminous sptcics, intercropping with kgamts, cover cropping, composting, green- 
manuring and, more recently, agroforestry are available. The beneficial efftcts of these 
practices have been well demonstrated on rcscarch farms but their adoption has not 
been very fast. Conditions on research stations are often v n y  diffmnt h m  farmer's 
fieIds. Most research stations oaxpy the best farmlands and the basic infrastracttue is 
available for agricultural operations. 
There is the need for more basic research into those practices that focus on the 
underlying biophysical and socioeconomic process at lardscape-scale on farmer's 
&Ids. For example, indigenous trees for agroforestry and the interaction between these 
tree species and food craps need to be studied. For example, in the study area the shear 
butter tree is one of the common trce specie found on fkmer's fields. Improvemnt of 
the fallow system through the use of indigenous leguminous fallow species is another 
area of research. 
Conelation of indigenous technical knowledge with scientific studies is also 
required. This would go a long way to reduce the cost of future research, as field work 
could be reduced if farmers' knowledge becom a trusted source of information. 
7.33 Development needs 
Substantial indigenous technical knowledge exists. The locaI people are aware 
of their environment, their production risk and land degradation. They know that their 
land is degrading in quality and they seemed to have a positive commitment to resource 
conservation. However, they arc limited by their socioeconomic conditions. It is often 
argued that poverty and resource base abases have been caused largely by policies of 
the state and the gIobal economy. Therefore, the interrelated socioecono~c, 
ecological political, and historical factors with both internal and e x t d  dimensions 
that accoant for the environmental degradation must also be dealt with. In addition to 
the landscape-scale research, the quality of life of the rmaI people must be improved. 
k m e  land tenure is an important banier to development and as a contributory 
factor to ecoIogical degradation (Bonsu, 1981; Hudson, 1981; FAO, 1985; Wangia and 
Pram, 1994). Insecurity of tenme discourages private investment m rcsaurce 
collscrvation. Since the farmas do not hold legal tenure over the farmlands they have 
no collateral to raise a bank loan to improve the soil Land that is communally owned is 
often abused. Firtwood for example is harvested without due consideration to the harm 
that the individual's collecting habits have on the local environment, Apart h m  the 
insecurity of tenure, Iand fragmentation associated with traditional tennre is yet another 
major consttaint to soil conservation because major soil conservation programs are 
djfkdt  to impkment on small parcels of land (Wangia and F'rato, 1994). 
The most widely recommended solution to security of tenure is land title 
registration, which may not be fcasible in the study area. An alternative to land title 
registry is to look into ways of making soil conservation practices part of the farming 
system. The local extension agents could be strengthened through training so that they 
can mount education campaigns on soil conservation. The focus group should be the 
village chief, his elders and the spiritual leader. I believe that once the spiritual leader 
and the chief and elders are part of the development process, they will be committed. 
Soil conservation implementation could be made a condition for land allocation. This 
will be monitored and violation should lead to possl'bIe land confiscation or other 
appropriate sanction. 
Other, more general development needs for this region are: 
1) National policies directed at poverty deviation in rural areas should be 
vigorously pursued To improve the quality of life of the local people ,basic 
infhrnctur~ such as good water supply, health-care, electricity, roads and schools 
should be provkkd, A national rwal electrification program has also been initiated, with 
the target of supplying electricity to all rural areas by the year 2020. Electric supply 
will encourage the development of agro-industries and commercial centers. With 
improved quality of life, the younger gemtion will be attracted to remain in the rural 
areas. 
2) Improved transportation and storage systems are also very important for 
improving the quality of life in ruraI areas. Access to m k e t  and other 
centers rely heavily on a transportation network. With limited access to market, fixmas 
wiU not bc motivated to adopt consmation methods aimed at increasing productivity. 
3) Improving the level of formal education by encouraging greater enrollment 
and school attendance. Adult education programs should be an important component of 
the literacy program. Linked with education is the formation of farmer cooperatives. As 
a group, much more can be achieved, for instance, better access to credit and marketing. 
4) The current extension services appears to be adequate in their numbers and 
farmer contact, but it is lacking in the information they provide in terms of soil 
conservation. There is a need to train the extension services personnel so that they can 
provide the support needed. 
5) The use of natural gas and solar energy for fuel could solve the problem of 
deforestation associated with fuel wood collection and charcoal burning. The 
introduction of gas stoves into all rural areas, initiated in 1990 by the Energy Board, 
should be reviewed and more vigorously pursued. AvaiIabiIity of natural gas in all 
parts of the country is very important for the sustainability of the program. Currently, 
natural gas is only available in bigger commercial centers, which does not provide 
enough incentive to the ma1 dweller to switch to natural gas as an alternative source of 
household fueL Solar energy can be a very cheap alternate source of hel. This source 
is yet to be tapped probably because of lack of research and development. 
6) Special effort should be made to assist women because the women arc at a 
greater disadvantage in this society. Women are invoIvtd in all aspects of community 
life; housekeeping ad farming, food processing and transportation of fm produce to 
the house and to the market and commerce. They are the least educated members of the 
population; Iahd and labour arc not easily available to them They have very Limited 
resources to generate income, which is very much needed- 
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APPENDIX A 
Sl l l5  AND PROFILE DeSCRIPTION (1996 dm) 
UCI: Uncultintcd mite 
N m r  ban cultivated. Veptrtim u d a u t  tm cover md undagrowth of grass. h h r  a d  vines. It is an a mid slope 
@tial. Soil is generally vay dtep, dark, md louny. 
Ah I md non plastic Few coaactiw. 
7-13cm 1 5 YR 2l2 brown black sandy loun with grvds. W u k  to modaately strang. fine and mcdium 
A2 I single gnin. SIightly hub hiable to firm. d stighfly plastic Many oonactiau. 
13-30 an 1 5 YR 2f2 brown black h e  m d y  loam with g.vels. Wuk to moderrrely strmg, hie Md I 
ABc I medium single gnih Sightly I& kiable to 6nn md slightly plastic Abuadant amactim. 
30-62cm ( 5 YR 513 dull red bmwn fine s d y  low with gnvds. Modentely smng m e  subangular 
UC- C3 ( close to ant hills) 
I plrrtic. Conaetials lbrmhnt 
48-70 an ( 10 YR 616 d v t  with monlcs. Conactions dankmat 
0-11 an 
Ah 
11-24 an 
k2 
24-32 an 
ABtc 
3261 an 
Bcx I I 
uc- C4 
, ABtc 1- vay W l e  mdmplastic. fhaetia~s many. 
25-34 an 10 YR 616 Wgbt ycUow bnrwa sandy day 1- with p v e k  We, hnt and single 
Bta  stightty ly hud fina slightly ppfrstic Caacntimr hmdallt 
62-l28 em M * s r i v c m d r m i n M t  
5 YR 211 bmwn black fine sandy loam, no gravel. Weak, vay fk. fine granular. lame. very 
h b l c  and noa PI& Fnu d m s .  
5 YR 2tZ bmwn black wndy l m  few gnvels. Modcntcly stra~g, 6nc and medium sub- 
angular, slightly hud. hn md stightlyplutic Culuctiau m y .  
5 YR STJ dull rcd brwm srady clay lorm abundant gnvcb. Modurtely r m g .  bne and medium 
suttmnularbtacky. h a d  fimr md ulutic. Conaetims abundant 
Massiw nndQminrntlvcQlPetiau 
0-7 an 
Ah 
7-16 cm 
1633 an 
ABtc 
33-48 an 
Bltc 
5 YR 2/l bmwn black fine sudy loun, no grvel. W e  fine and medium granular, Imse, very 
fiablt md nan PI& CIIlactiw onmar. 
7.5 YR 212 bmwn black M d y  Ioun few gwds. Wuk to madartcly strung. tinc md medium 
rub-angular b l a b  Slightly hrrd h n  and slightly plastic Caacrctians many. 
75  YR 3j3 brown blrk sandy l m  with clearly distinct arnp d c  (7.5 YR 7Jf3 and 
abundsnt gnvtts. Modentely s-g, h e  md medium mgdu bloeky, hard. 6rm and plastic. 
Concrrtim mny. 
75  YRU3brown blrksmdy~ylormwithclearIydirtinctarngcrncnIe[75YR7/~and 
abundant gnvtls. MoQrrilcly strmg fine and medium m@r blocky, vay hard.vay firm and 
Ah 
8-17 1 75 YR 2/2 brown black smdy d r y  loam few gravels. Modartely stmng. amsc sub-angular I 
Bltc 
24-45 an ( 75 YR 313 dark brawn undy clay larm abimdmt gravels. Modaatcly strmg, coarse sub-mgular 
AS I sub-angular blodcy. slightly I&. [inn Md slighlly phtic. Few ccnuctiau 
24-35 an I 10 YR 3/4 duk brown rrrndv loun with dearly distinct aanw mottle 0.5 YR 716) and abundant 
uc- m 
0-7cm 
Ah 
7-24 cm 
10 YR ZIl b k k  sandy lorm. no gravel. W#k fine and vay fine gnnulrr. Imse, vay W l e  and 
n o n p ~ t i c .  Few (=oncrrtionr, 
I0 YR 112 brown black $lady loam few gnvels. Weak to moderately strmg, fine and medium 
A8tc 
35-47 cm 
B ~ t c  
ABc I mrmlrr blocky, slightly id. &I urd slightly plastic Crnactim & 
17-24 em 1 10 YR 516 ~ U o w  b r m  d y  day loun with gravels. Modurtcly s m g  fine and medium sub- 
~ o d c n c c l ~  strmg,-fine and medium &angular bl&, hard; 6nn and 
Ccnactionscommon 
10 YR 313 brown black sandy clay l m  with dearly distinct orange mottle (75 YR 618) and 
rblmdrnt gravels. Modcntely strmg. 6nc and medium rubangular blocky, very hardmry 6rm 
md plutic .Cmcrcticar many. 
Oacm 
Ah 
617 an 
UC- E4 
I 5 YR Y I brawn b i d  mdy tom, no  grow^ weak fine uui vay fine granular. loose. very 1 
10 YR 2t2 brown b k k  undy  lo^. no gravel. Weak, fine medium and c o ~ c  granular, Imse. 
vay friable rnd nan plastic. Canaetims cama~ 
10 YR 3H dark bream surdvcIav loam m navels. Madcnrelv s t rma fine and mame sub- 
- - 
~h I firble mi nm plutic. few ~mcrch'&. 
7-13 an 1 S YR 2/2 bmwn blr l t  fmc s d y  l a m  fcv gravels. Weak h e  md medium gnnular. slightly 
47-65 an B s  10 YR 313 brown black undy day IOM with clearly distinct QM~C mottle (75 YR 618) and 
.b\mdmt gravels. Moderately s m g ,  fine and mcdium sub-angular bloclry, vay hani.vay firm 
and plutic C4nerrtions rbrmbnt. A 
5YR2/rbmwnb~undylarmnognvtlr.WerLfineandmedill11l~,sli~tlyhsrd 
firm and slightly plastic. C4ncrttimr ab9adrat. 
LTF1- B2 ( Fran 2nd haiaDn -1s of Fe and Mn down to im mn unda lain) 
17-24 cm 
B~tc 
24-35 an 
Bttc 
35-62 c B s  
uc- F3 
- 
ABc I sliahtly hrd h md slightly piutic. Coneretioar m&. 
18-38 an 1 25 YR 316 datrkred brown sandyd.y. dmdmt pwk. Modentely stmag. 
5YR3r;!~dbnnvnsMdydrylormnogravels.Modaatelysbong.mtdiumandoo~e 
sub-angular blacky. hard, firm and plastic Conactims abundant. 
5 YR 416 d bnnvn sandy clay. Mahkly  strong, medium and couse sub-angular blodty, 
hud firm and plastic. Concrehions abondm~ 
Murive and Qminrntly conaetions. 
0-8cm 
Ah 
8-19 
, A2 
19-32 an 
Bttc 
3265 an 
&tc 
BI~C 1 ao~rsc sub-m&u blacky. had. h a n d p I u t i c  thaeticms abundan~ 
38-55 em By 1 M d v t  and a m a c t i ~ ~  daninm~t 1 
LTM - RI 
5YRYlbmMlblackfineslndylorm,aopvcl.W&fuLeandmadimgranrrlarwithpaes 
and rw&. Cmtirtmce is I m e ,  v a y  filbk Md nm plutic when dry, moist and wet 
mpcctinly. Vay ftw Cancrrtiam. 
75 YR 2l2 brown black sandy loam few gravels. Moderately strmg, m u r e  subangular, slightly 
. hard. firm and slightly plutic Few Collaetims. 
75 YR 313 brown black sandy d ry  Lorm with clearly distinct m g c  m d c  175 YR 716) and 
flnls. Moderately s m g .  h e  md mtdium subangular blocky, M, 6na d plastic. 
Chcrctials cQmnQI. 
7.5 YR 3/3 bmm black sandy clay loM with dearly distinct o ~ g c  mottle (10 YR 616) and 
gravcls. Maderatcly s m g .  6rt md medium sub-angular blaky, hard. 6rm and plastic. 
Cutuctian camman 
UC- F4 (0-18 fr#. 18-61 Fe ancreticm and d v e )  
Man 
Ah 
6-13 an 
A2 
13-18 cm 
ABtc 
18-59 
B I ~  
59-72 an B.s 
5 YR 2n brown black fine sandy loam. no gmwL Weak. Fine and d u r n  granular. loose. vcry 
frirbIc and nonplwitz Ftw amacticnr. 
5 YR 2fZ brown black fine w d y  LoPm 6ew gnvct. W& medium and coant granular, slightly 
hatd. firm Md slightly d u t i c  Few conattioas. 
5 YR 313 dsrlt nd brown fine lo~lyrmd few gmcls. Modaotely s-g. c o ~ e  mb-~gdar  
blocky. rlightly hard. tinn and slightly plastic. Caaactians cammca 
5 YR 4R 6ull nd brown sandy day with d d y  distinct bright yellow brawn mottle (72 YR 516) 
and rbund.nt gravels. ModcnteIy m g .  fine and medium angular bhcky, vay hard. very 6rm 
md plastic Concrctians *L 
Massive md conaetims darnhunt 
Lmg-term lplDm (LTFl) 
AfcadiPg to the chief ofthe village. lhb land hu bear fallowed fir 50 yun. haue d d e n d  
uncultivated aad used as a reference site. 
@7 em 5 YR 2L2 kown black fine rrndy loam, no pvcl, Wcrk. very fint and tine granular, loose. 
Ah fiiable and nm p h t i c  Many CmCfCtiau. 
7-16 ~m 1 5 YR 3/2 dark red brown sandy loun h d a n t  gnnlr. Very weair. h e  and vay fine single 
ABc I grain. slightly I-. very friable md lun plastic Gmmtiau many. 
16-24 an 
Man 
Ah 
613 an 
ABc 
1 3 4  an 
Brtc 
5YR~browabl.dtCirvsady~m~W&vay~mdfincgrarmlarisla9c, 
W I e  Pld son plastic m y  eonactials. 
5 ~ 3 ~ d u l r r s d b r o w n ~ ~ ~ g r r v t l r . V a y w u ~ . f i n t m d v a y h e ~ ~ ~  
Ioac. very WIe md am dutic. Canaetiau m y .  
25YR4/6dbnrwn~clryloM,wilh~gmckModaol~lysnarg, t i n e d  
m~diPmntb~ppl~bIodn.hrdkdplastic.Coaacths * 
41-50 an &x M u s i m C a n r r c t i D l u ~  
ABHl B4 ( rune as mrin pit) 
1 10YR2/l b l r c l t ~ ~ h w i t h p ~ ~ t r k , ~ ~ v a y h e g r u r u l r r , ~ o f f , f r i . b l e , n m 1  
L m -  D3 
Odem 
Ah 
6-13 an 
,ABc 
13-39 an 
Bite 
31-51 an B s  
lOYR~brownblrdrfiatlladyloun,mpvtl,St~irwePkvaytineandtint 
gnrmlu. 1- friable urd non plastic. h y  QJlLQCtiw. 
7 5  YR3/3 d u l r l u o w n s ~ ~ f k w ~ v t k .  VcrywcPL. hnt mdvayfinesinglegraih 
I m c  vay W l e  Md aon plastic. (=oacrctialS m y .  
25 YR 316 red brown uady cllry lorn with mage mottles (75 YR 616) and abundant gravcb. 
Modartely stmng, h s  and medium rubmggularblocky, had, firm and plastic. Canuetiau 
abrmdurt 
Massive. Cancrrtial~ dominrat. 
L r n -  W 
Wem 
Ah 
7-17 
ABt 
17-36 
, Btt 
3658 cm &x 
10 YR 2t2 brown black srndy larm. M p v d .  WuL, vuy fine and fine granular, Imse, fiable 
and naa plastic. Many eonactiaas. 
10 YR 4M brown sandy dry loam few gravels. Weak to moderately shong. tine and medium 
rub-angulu blocky. slightly hard. firm and slightly plastic. Canuctiau abundant. 
25 YR 4/3 red brown sandy day, abmdmt ~ v c k  Maderately strong. tine medium and m e  
sub-angular blocky. hard finn and plastic Canaetiaw abundant. 
Massive. Daninmrtty wnuctiu~~ 
LTFl- D5 
Mcm 
Ah 
3-13 an 
ABtc 
13-38 an 
, Bltc 
38-65 an Bzx 
LO YR 212 brown black fine sandy [oun. no p v c L  Weak, my fine md fine granular, loose. 
M l e  and ncm plarti~ bbw d a u ,  
10 YR 3/3 dark brown d y  Ioam many gnvels. Weak to m a h t ~ l y  s m g ,  fine and medium 
sub-angular blocky. slightly hard. h ud slightly plutic. Conaetim abundant. 
7.5 YR 414 brown sandy dry lam. mbundant ~~. Modtrotcly shong. 6ac medium angular 
blacky. had. 6rm md plastic. Cmcretioar abrmdmt. 
Mwive. h t i m  daninsnt. 
APC 
5-14 cm I 10YR4/2 gny ytllow bmm fine -dry [am with abundant gravel. Weak to modcmtcly 
19-38 
Bl tc 
38-56 an 
Bltc 
5678 cm B s  
Ibundurt. 
10YR314 bark bmvn srady day with gnvel. Maduucly smg.  fine and d u r n  single grain, 
slightly hnrd, finn. plastic d sti*. Concrrhs ahdant. 
10YR5/4 dull yellow bmwn tlady day with ycUowia mange mottles md gravel. Moderately 
smmg. 6nc and d m  single & hnb vuy firm. plastic and sticky. Canactiau drminaat 
Murive. Ccncrrtiars drmin.nt. 
ABt 
14-29 cm I I O W  dull yellow brown fine &day, no g.vcL MukratcIy saong. fine md medium I 
ABc 
14-28 an 
, Brtc 
28-50 an Bg 
strcmg. fkc md medium mb-angular blocLy. Slightly hard, friable to 6rm , slightly plastic md 
slightly Sti*. Concrrtim lbrmdrnt 
5YR3l3 dark rtd brown smiy clay with pawl. Moderately smmg. vay fine and fine single 
grain. Hard, Em. plastic and $ti*. h a c h s  rbrmdant. 
Mwive. Crnactians domiruuu. 
ABF#lc3 
ABFnl C4 
G5 an 
ARC 
5-11 an 
ABc 
h 
11-24 an 
Bttc 
24-70 cm Bs 
10YR3/1 brown black sandy loam no g m l .  Weak, h e  to vay fine granular. Soft, kiable, tm 
plastic. FtandMnCmcretiaucanmon, 
10YR3/3 dull bmwn sandy* Ioam with same gravcL Weak to mcdcratcIy s m g .  fine and 
medium single gnin. Soft to slightly hrrd kiablc to 6rm . slightly plastic, slightly sticky. 
~ t i a l s  marly. 
ZSYR dull red brown clay Iolm with p v e L  Makntely smmg. tine and medium single grain, 
hd,6rmmdglas t i~ .CLI l lPCt iQU~rc~t  
MIMimCaraetialaQminplt 
ABHl D2 ( clme to ant hills) 
Man 
Apc 
613 an 
ABc 
1344 an 
Bc 
lOYR undy loam with grad. Vay weak, fine to medium muIar. Soft. friable md non 
plratic . Conrrrtiau ammon. 
11 YR fine randy larm with gravel. W y  mg, fint Md medium granular. Slightly hard 
stixhtly 6rm md nut vbtie. Conaetiala many. 
11 YR 6nc smdy laam with gmcL Modcnttly m g ,  h e  md medium granuiar. Slightly hard, 
slightly firm and nm plantic Cmcntims m y .  
ABW D3 (like a valley boltan roil)] 
CL5 an 
Am 
5-13 an 
, AB 
1340 cm 
Blt 
M c m  
1OYR fiae s d y b  no -1. Slmag, tint gmutu. SaR h b l c  and tm-plastic. Ccaaetiau 
mmyy. 
IOYR srndy loam no pve1. Smg, fmc Ibd mbmgulu bl*. Slightly bad.  Ginn. slightly 
Pl~tiC. CmCtctirns IlUny. 
IOYRubdycln,~aognvd.S~,~tovayfirvtsin~egnin,Hud.htovay~~ 
plastic md sticky. Cmerrtioas abundant, 
LOYR day. no amel. Strmg. my h e  singIe grain. Very hard, very 6nn. plastic and sticky. 
1 plutic mdstickycky Cmaetiau rbundmt. 
1 lOYRlll brown ppy, no grvcl. Makraccly s m g ,  fine and medium single grain Hard, firm. 
A h  I grain. Loore, Mable. nm plutic and sticky. very few murctitms. 
17-37 cm I SYR3f3 dult nd brown sandy day l a m  with mange m d u  ('75 YR6/8) no gnvel. Weak. fine 
ABPZ:Adive blrrhhrnlrZ 
'This site has ban in cultivacim f a  the last 7 years but has nat ban cultivated this p, probably due to 
the lllllCIiab1e raiddl p.aan this yw. Hence could be taken u an active bush firm. Crop cultivated namally arc. 
millet. and cowpea. Cllrreat vegctatim is grasses and few rhrubs. It is located in a Iowa slope positim. and shows 
evidmce of water-logging. Ihe soil is garerolly s* clay and i m ~ c c t l y  bi l led.  
ABW2 B2 
ABW 33 
lBlglC 
A B M  C3 
M c m  
Ap 
8-17 an 
- and medium sub-angular bl*. slightly hard, &. slightly &tic and &I& sticky. Very I 
5 Y W  brown black fine sandy loam, no gravel. Weak, fine and medium grarmlar. Soft. friable, 
mm plastic and non sticky. Very few emactiam. 
5YR2/3 vcry dark ml brown h c  sandy loun with no gravel. Weak, h c  and medium single 
Few CDlQCtim. 
SYR 4/2 dark brown sandy clay. Modcntcly stmng, finc d medium angular b ldy .  Hard very 
h n ,  plastic and sticky. Very few cawrttiau 
. 
SYRW brown black fine sandy loun no gavel. Wuk. h e  and mcdium granular. Soft. hiable. 
nm plutic d mm sticky. Vew fm cametiam. 
5yR2n~darkrdbravn.sandyloamwithfcwgravc1. WcrL,hneandmcdimn~u. 
Slightly hard. friablc, non dartic and nm sticky. Mottles Vcry few conaetim present- 
SYR313 d d  nd bmam fine d loam with sane gravel. M e l y  strong, fine and medium 
single grain Hard very finn . plastic and sticky. Males Vcry few caractions. 
5YR4/2 gray brown sandy day with gravel. Modaately strong. fine and medium single grain. 
Hard, vcry h. dastic and sticky. Mottla. Few Cancntiau 
75 YR2n bmwnblackfine#ndylom+~~prvcL Wuk,heandvayhegnrmlu,Soft. 
fiable . nm plastic and nm sticky. Few cmactiau. 
75YR3/4~brownfinc~drylorm,aognveLWuk,tineandmedimngr~nd~.Mto 
slightly hud, friable to firm, slightly plastic and nm sticky. h ides .  Few canactiaw. 
75YR4f.3 brown suuiy day loam, no gravcL Modcntcly s m g  tine and medium sub-angular 
blocky. Hard. firm. slitzhtly plastic and slightly plastic Few conactiau. Mottles. 
75YR Sf3 don Qavn wdydly, m gravel. Madauely strong fine, medium to coarse angular 
bl-. Hard. vcry firm, du t i c  and ~lastic. Carrcriau commas. 
. . 
SYWT drown black sandy clay larm m gravel. WuL. bat and medium granular Slightly hard. 
- - 
hb1c slightly plastic and sIi&tCy s t i cb  Vay liw camfiau. 
75 YR4f3 bmwn sandy CW with mange d e r  CISYR6/8) no ~ m c l .  Weak to maiaatety I 
stnmg. lint and mcdiui nrb-mgulu bia~ky. HA, m~t ,-etasic and sticicy. ~ t w  
Cartcti~u. 
75YR5I4 daII beown day. Modartely s tmg fine md medium angular blacky- Very hard, very 
IimwadplMic.Cancrrtioarammoa. - 
ABFR C4 
Man ~brownblrdrhsrndylamaopvcl.W&baadvcry~gnnular.Sokkiable, 
AR non plutic and a m  sticky. NO CLllQetiau. 
617 an ~drorwnblrdr~d.ylamaogfinl.W#L.tintrubm~sli~yhuA~le, 
ABt sliphtly pht ic  and slightly sticky. No canactimr 
17-34 cm 7 5  YR4n broaa sandy clay with mnp mottles O m )  no pwlr. WeJc to modaatcly 
Btt stmng, he d medium rubangular blocky. Hard, W k  plastic and sticky. Very fcar 
34-72 cm 7-14 dull brows clay. Moderately strmg fine and d u m  urgolar blocky. Very had. my 
Blgt firm. plastic rad plastic Cmortiau wry few. 
- 
A B W M  
O-SanAp 10YR~sandylo~lnogravcL WcaL,tinetoveryfine~ar.Saf4 SoRle.nonplastic~d 
nal &dry. Few ancretials 
5-16 AB lOYR h e  sandy l a m  no gravel. Weak. fine to my fine granular. Sok m l e .  ncm plastic and 
nal sticky. Few mncretiam 
1638 cm lOYR d y  d.y IOM. m gravel. weak, fiat sub-an& slightly hard. friable, slightly plastic 
Blt md sIightly sticky. No amaet ia~~.  
38-64 cm B2t 73YR sandy day with a~ge m d e s  (7.8YR6/8). Weak, h e  subangular. Hard, km. plastic 
and sticky. Few ammetions 
SYR412gny brown chy with amp mon(es (7.8YRW). Weak, h e  subangular. Hud, finn. 
plastic rad sticky. Few rmactials 
Man lOYR vay tint sandy loun. no grad. Weak, line and very ~JIC granular. soft. friable. ncn 
AP plastic and mm sti*. Fcw anactiau 
619 an IOYR sandy dry lorm. Weak to modentcly m g ,  fine wb-mguIar. slightly hard. h n  and 
ABt plastic. Few concretiau 
19-34 an I o n  Mndy clay tolm with sane gravel. Modautly stmg md medium angular, slightly hard, 
Blt h . pf astic m d  sticky. Few cmfntians. 
; 34-58 an 5YRM gray btorm surdy dry. sane pavet. Stmag. medium and amrsc angular blocky, had. 
1 B,E 6nn. pht ic  ad sticky. Few conactia~. 
58-73 an SYRW gray hmn day. Stmag, medium and carse angular blucky smcmc, vay bard, very 
Bmc firm, p k k  md sticky. Crmeretimr  comma^ 
Adivtbprhfum#3 
MEUct inmaq@ with cowpea, near the 50 yur f r l l . 0~ .  h nlatiaa to the 50 )w fallow. it is in a Iowa 
s lop pasitia~TRc soil is very scmdy d deep gpcirlly lower down the ~ C Q C  towtrds the nath. Cultivation u by 
Wodr plcmgh, with no fertiliPr a qpchcmicrlscmicrls Weeding is dme rrrmtully. It lus been in cultivation far the past 
Modartcly strmg, h e  and medium mgulu. Hard, firm, plutic and rtidry . Fe and Mn 
amcretlaa m y .  
10 YR4R gny yc110w brown sandy chy with omge d u .  7 5  YR 618 and abundant gravel. 
Modartely strmg, tinc and mdium myirr. Hard, 6rm. plutic and sticky. fe and Mn 
andm abundrnt 
SYR3/brown black Fine sandy laPm no gravel with vay w& vay 6nc granular- L axe. h b l e  
udnonplprti~andnm~ticky~FtWeoaerctiQU. 
rYR3TJ~llnybrownfint~dryb~o~p1lvclWuLto~ystrmg.fintand 
medium granular. SoR slightly hnn and slightly plastic md rticlty. Few a i a e t h s .  
rYR 4/2 eny brown sandy d.y with g m L  Modartely rtrmg. fine md medium rub-angulu 
Bltc I b l ~ .  ti&& hud to &I, firm. &tic d dekv CUIUC~~QU. 
3245 cm I SYRSR m y  bmwn day with dark red Lwwn mottled 25 YR3/6. Strong to medium angular. 
- .  
AB~C I 6inn. rliatly plastic slightly sticky.&aetim m y .  
15-34 an I lOYR3/4 dark brown undydly with mop mottles 75YR618. -1. Weak to d a r t r l y  
- - I HUCL vay firm. plastic-anti stidr~. m t i o n t  m y  I 
ABH3 84 
Ble  I stroag. fine and medium mb-mgda btorky, had, tirm, plutic urd sticLy. Canactim mmy. 
34-70 an 
0-6cm 
Ap 
6-17 an 
ABt 
17-38 an 
Blrc 
38-66 an 
B p  
7 5  YR Sandy day loam. no gravct W& fine to medium gmdar. soft. friable and nm 
plutic. Fear amcntitns 
7 5  YR d y  day loam. no graveL Weak to modentely stmg, fint nnd nudim granular. 
. Slightly hurl. h, and plutic. Few ccmaetitnr. 
75  YR clay loam no gavel. Madaately s m g .  coarse md medim granular. Hard firm and 
plastic. C o n ~ c t i a ~  mmy. 
75 YR clay l o ~ l  no gnvd Modaatcly s m g ,  anne and medium granuhr. Had firm and 
dutic. Cu~~ctims abundant. 
ABma 
0-7 cm 
Av 
7-16 
ABtc 
16-28 cm 
Bttc 
28-60 an &x 
5 YR 2/2 bine sandy loam no gravel. Weak. h e .  very fine pnular. hiable, non plastic 
and non sticky. Many concretiam. 
m/2 fine sandy clay with gravel. Wak, finc and medium pndar. Soft to stightly W. 
slightly plastic urd slightly sticky. CoMctiarr mmy. 
5YR 4/2 sandy day with ahnuhat gnvcf. Modmtcly strag, medium to vay tine sub-angular. 
Had, firm. plastic and sticky. CoaQetiaar abundant. 
h i v e .  Caaactiam Qninrnt. 
ABF#3 C3 
0-7 cm 
AD 
7-U cm 
lOYT(2R~blreLfimsrndylormao~.WuL.finevayfineIgmaIu.~6rirble 
lad nm ulrrtic ad n a ~  sticky. Few calaeticns. 
tOYR3rZ brawn blrir sandy clay hat, gnvcl. We& fine and medim d u .  Slightly hud, 
1 B l s  I s m g .  h e  md medium sub mgulac blodry. Hard. fimr, plastic and sticky. Canmticn crmmaa. I 
ABW M 
Oaan 
Aa 
618 an 
ABtc I mulu blocb.. Slightly hrrd sli&l~plrrtic and slightly sticky. Very few oncrctians. 
13-64 an 1 7 5  YR 4rJ bmam srndy dry with gnvcl. WeJr to modartcly strong. h e  and medium nib I 
lo= blvk undy h U L  n0 VL vay weak, v ~ r y  he Ipurular. So& hiable. non 
dastic md rum sticky. Few amations 
lo= bnrwn black sandy d.y loam. no grvcl. Wak fine granular. Slightly bard. firm, 
ABM3 W 
1 angular blocky. H&, fimr. piastic md sticky. ~ e w  conaetians.. I 
Man 
A0 
613  an 
STFI. FaUwed bush farm F d d  fa4 ycus. Cultiwtcd with bullock and crop include millet, cowpea and 
sarghum. No fatiliPr was used. It is m a slightly high gmmd. Vay pvcUy and canactimq. Cumnt wgctltim 
is mas. 
7syR2Rbmwnblrkheundd.yao~LWerL.fineradmediumpuIar.Sokfri.bh. 
nm pht ic  rad aon sticky. vay few coacretimr 
7 5  YR3/4 dark brown sandy day loan, no 8.d. Weak to moderately s m g .  line and medium 
Apc I friable md nonplastic. Catacticas canmon. 
7-19 an 
B ~ t c  ModartcIy stmag. medium md ~ U K  6mgulpr Slightly h i ,  firm. slightly plastic and 
slightly sticky. Ccncretials *t
3145 an BS k i n .  Conaction Qlllinrnt. 
-1 B3 
C 0-11 I 
B ~ t c  
40-58 a n  Bsc 
- 
5YRW gray bmm lint s d y c h y .  M*Y m g  - subangular blaelry. very hi. 
vavhnmd~I~tic.Cmeretionr lbrmdrnt 
58-78 BS Mrui~t.Concrctiaadominrnt 
S"ll31 B4 
I  an I ~ O Y R  312 bmwn black tine muiyc~ay with ~ W I .  weak, tiat and medium gnnular. toone, 1 
m1 a 
Man 
Apt 
6 1 6 a n  
ABc 
lOYR314dnrkrcdbrovn. 6aemdyIOlllL Wc4fintmdvcryfinegranulac. Iloose. very 
firble md nan-plastic. Conaetionr may 
lOYRSI4 dark rcd bmwn, h e  rrndy tolm with gmI. WaL ta madcrately strmg fine and 
medium gnnlllu. SaB to &fly hrtd, !h sligh!ly plastic md slightly sticky. Canaetions 
7-16 an 
ABt 
AEC 
11-28 cm Bttc 5YR4/6 red brown sandy day lorm wilh bdghtrcddish brown mottle (2SYR 518) and abundant 
10 YR 414 brown fine s d y  with gnvcL Modcnte to stmg medium md came sub- 
.n&u blodEy. Slirhtfy hud to Id, 6nn slighrly plustic and slightly sticky. Gmaeticms 
1623 an 
, Bttc 
2340 an B s  
Ibrmdmt. 
10YR516 ycllow brown b sandy day Iomn with gravel. MalerPte to s m g  medium mene 
sub-angular blocky. Slightly hrrd to hard, firm md sliphtly phtic  Crmcrcticas hmdant. 
&iw. Conactiol drminmt, 
m 1  C4 - 
0-7 an 
ABpc 
7-22 an 
, BIC 
,22-36 an Bfi 
lOYR3/3dutbmwn~smdyloamwithgnvel,Wcrktincandvuybgranul~r,sofi. 
fxirble, m p l d c  md rurr stickyclry ometions mmy. 
1OYR5/3bmwnfincsrndyLomnplithaa~gcmonlaandgtovel.W&heandvay6iat 
@u, stightly had, hn. w y  plastic tnb slightty sticky. Cbnactiaas abrmdPn~ 
Massive and dominantly cmacth 
!m#l D2 (Same as pit) 
0-7 an 
ABpc 
7-17 an 
, BIC 
17-45 an B.u 
lOYR 2/3 bmwn black fine s d y  lorm with gravel. Weak. q fine and h e  p u l a r ,  soh. 
fn'ablc and m plastic Gncmiats oanmoh 
lOYR 414 brown 6nc smdy cIay Icun with fhint mottles bright brown (75 YR6I6) and -1. 
Weak. fine and arane submgdu bIccky. slightly hard. finn and plutic. Ccmmtims canman. 
10 YR 5R m y  yellow brown sandy clay with abundant wnmtian 
S M 1  D3 
0-9an 
Apc 
9-21 
ABc 
, 21-37 cm B~tc  
37-62 an &x 
lOYR2j3 brownbl&bundylolm~hgrvcl.Werk.vaytiaemd~lprnulu.Lmsc 
W l c  and nm plastic. Cumtiam abundant. 
10YR 416 brown fine sandy day toam with faint mottles aangc (75 YR618) and gravel. Weak 
fine and come mbanpIar bhky. slightly hard, finn and slightly plastic. Ccaactiau 
*L 
10 YR 516 wUow brown. sandy clay. Cmaetiau dominant 
Mauivc. Conartians ddnmc 
m 1  m
0-7 an 
APC 
7-13 
ABtc 
13-38 cm Bttc 
3 8 4  an BP 
lOYR 314 dark brown fine sandy 101111. Weak fine and medim granular, soh Mable and non 
plastic. calaetiau common. 
1OYR 514 dull pUow kotwn fine sandy clay laam with distinct dull nd brown d e s  (2.5 
YRSD) and grmvct. Wealr. fTnc ad oarsc s u k g u h  biocky. slightly hard, h and slightly 
plastic. CmQcti0115 abundant. 
10 YR St2gny pUow bmwn. mdycily, Conaet im dominant 
Massive. Canaetan daninan~ 
ABu: 
14-34 an  
Bttc 
34-5 1 a n  Bln 
Slightly hard. &able to 6m1. slightly plastic. CmaetioaP abundant 
2SYR3t2 dark nd brown finc sandy day [cam with abundant gravel. Moderately s m g .  tine 
and medium sinple grain. SLigbtly hard to hud firm ad slightly plastic Cmaetians abrmdant, 
M u s i m C o n a c t i a n r ~  
Odcm 
APC 
613 an 
ABc 
13-27 an  
Bttc 
21-35anBs 
- 
ABlr I ~dn.  hrrd to &I, b tnd slightly Gastic. ~aacrcti& .b~n-d.nt. 
29-53 an 1 25 YR4/4 medim srndy day with lbrmdmi ~ w L  Modcntcly strmg, h e  md medium single 
1OYR2/l h e  undy loam with few pad. We& 611C and vuy tine granular. soft kiablc. non 
plastic md non st iw. CmQctiON maw* 
10YR2/2 loamy tine sand with g n d  We&, fine rad medimn grannlar. Slightly hard, &able. 
slightly plasticmi sticky. C m d m s  abundant 
75YR sandy clay loam with abundant gnvel. Modartcly strong, fine and medium single grain. 
Sli&tly hard, firm and slightly plastic. Ccacrcti(~~~ abundant. 
Musive 
cF#I D2 
Bd!tc 1 gnih rliphtly hard to to tinn a d  sIighUyplastic. Coacrrti01u abundant 
53-96 an B s  1 25 YR 416 Massive. I 
0-7 an  
APc 
7-16 
ABc 
1625 cm Bltc 
2542cmBzx 
I 
cwrc2WpImd) 
75 YWZ b m  black sandy loam with fcw gravel. Weak, fine and medium granulnr. soR vuy 
friable. non plastic and nan sticky. Cum&- many. 
75 YR2/3 very dark brown saruly lorm with pvel. Weak. fine md medium granular. Soft. 
kiable. slightly plastic Carwrrtiau abundant. 
5YR3/4 s a y  cioy Ioun (2.5 YR S/6) and &andant gravcL Malcratcly strong. medium and 
c o ~ e  angular blacky. Sli@Uy h a d  firm md slighfly plastic. Ccnactipu abundant. Bx is 
massive 
0-7 an  
APC 
7-16 
ABc 
1637 an  
B,tc 
37-65 an  Bzx 
TYR2/2brownblackfintsadylounwithfewgnVet Wcak.fincandveryfintgranulrr,so~ 
friable. non plastic md rum sticky. Coacrctioar abnndPnt 
5YR 2/3 vay duk red bmMl s d y  loam with pwL Vay we& fine and medium single grain 
sliahtly hrrd friable to fnn, slightiy plastic Chuetiaas abundant 
MIU/2 duk red brown finc qadv day with abundant gravel. Moduately smmg. medium and 
coarse sub-angular blodry. Sligblty h a d  to hud 6inn and slightly plastic Conac t i a~  abundant. 
Massive. Cauxctians dominant 
CF#l C3( Upland. very shallow. hard pan dose to surface) 
m 1  m 
0-5 an 
& 
5-11 an Abc 
0-7 cm 
Apt 
7-15 an 
Blc 
15-29 
73YR3/2 brown bladt fine sandy Iopm with few gravel. Wuk, h e  and very h e  granular. soft. 
friable. non plastic and m sticks C4acrrtions abundant 
2.SYR 3t2 dark red brown sandy loam with gnvel. Weak, fine and medium granular, slightly 
25YR2/1 wry tint suuly lovm with k w  *I. Weak. h e  md very tine g m ~ ~ I a r ,  soft. friable. 
ncnplrstic and non s t i ch  Chmcths  many. 
22iYR 3t2 fine sandy lam with pave!. Wak, tint uld medium granlar. Slightly hard. Friable 
to 6rm. slightly plastic. h h s  abundant. 
-14 medium sandy I a m  with k d m t  m~eL Modccrtcly s m g .  fine md medium single 
B ~ t c  
24-62 em 
&tc 
- grain. Sbghtly hard tn hud. Cirm mi s@tIy vtrstic. CUIUR~~CXVI m y  
5YR4R pay bmwn undy tOrm w i h  rbrmdPnt pawl. Mulartcly strong, medium single 
Cmsistam is slightly hard ta h d ,  firm rad slightly plutic. Cmaetims abundant. 
mC3 [dose to agravt) 
0-1 lem 
AP 
11-17 an 
ARC 
17-34 an BIC 
CFmW 
CF#2 B4 
75 YR 314 dark brown lolmy 6 r ~  d with few p w l .  V y  wak, tine and gnrmlat, soft, 
hiablc, naI p1m-c and rndnar sticky. Canactials ammaL 
75YR 416 bmwn black Iouny 6im d with few gravel. Wed. fine subangular. StighUy 
hud hiable to h. sLigMy ulrrtic. U ~ l l r  canmon. 
7 j Y R  5/3 brown black louay fine sad with dull cranp manla with and gravel. MadentcIy 
s ~ g  medim sub-angular. Slightly hud, khblc to h. slightly plastic. Curaetiau 
&7an 
4 
7-17 an 
ABc 
17-36 em 
, Blc 
0-19 an 
AP 
1943 an 
Blc 
4255cm B@c 
5YR2/2bmwn1ormyfinedmgrvct Vuyarerlr.hncmdvnyfmegrmular.Saft.friablc. 
n o n p l y t i c m d ~ m * ~ ~ ~ a x n m O n .  
SYR 313 brown black lormy und no pad. W& fine vay tinc single gnin. SaR my fiable , 
aonplutic. Cbnnetimr camavn 
75YR413 brownlarmydmgravel. WuL. tiaesingltgrrrin,roft, wryfriable. audnm 
plastic. Cmcrrtim nrmnat 
75 YR 3/3 bmwn bhck loamy very 6nc sand with no gravel. Very weak, 6x1~ and medium 
granular. Sdt.   able noa plastic and pan dcky. Canmt im unnmon. 
75YR 4/3 bruwn bid louny 6nc und with no -1. Stmcturc is modtratcly s t m g  medium 
submgulu. Slightly bPrd -1e to hn. slightly plastic, Concrctioa~ many 
7SYR 4/3 bmtvn blrclr loamy 6nc sand with M @nl. S h u c l u ~ ~  is modaatcly s-g mcdium 
subangulrc. Slightly hard, friable to firm. slightly plastic. M d c s  and abundant conaetions. 
3658 em 
CF#2 CZ ( same as main pit. chisel hole is 56 an deep) 
0-16Em 
& 
16-37 CUI 
ABc 
3741 cm 
B~tc 
61-104cm Bzx 
5 YR 314 dark brown lmny slnd with no gravcl. Vay weak line and granular. Soft, 6iable. 
. nrn plastic and nan sticky* ConcMirms canmoa. 
5YR 416 brown blsdr loamy finc surd with a0 gravel. Weak. mcdium granular. Slightly hard, 
hiable to hn. slightly plastic. Canattia~~ m y .  
73YR 413 brown black loomy fint slnd with yellwish m g e  mottles with and p w l .  
Moderately strmg medium sub-mpk. Slightly hid, friable to firm. slightly plastic. 
cmercrionsabandant. 
- Massive md danin~tly cmachs 
3&56 cm &c 
SITE AND PROFILe DESCRIPTION (l997 sites) 
Carcrcti~ll~ammon 
75YR 514 dull bmwu sandy day with bright mi brown amp mottles ( L 4 W f l )  with and 
gravel. Mcdmtcly s m g  msdium angular blodry. Very bard. wry h and plutic. 
Ccnactio~mmy 
C W  w 
0-1 lan 
Am 
11-22 an 
CF#2 D3 
5YRZ/2vuydprLndbrownlonmytincsandnagravtl. Veryweak.fincandgranuIarBTsoft. 
m l e .  non pllutic and naa sticky* calactials ammca 
5YR 3/3 dark raldish brown l m y  sand with few gnnl. St- is medium coarse single 
N-: Dw to a mmmunicatims mix-up in the field, horimns at sites SIT2, ABF4. ABF4, ABFS. ABF6. Md ABF7 
were described in 10 an increments ntha rhan by natural haizDn barmdaria. 
sm 
b r flmd p h  with signs o l s w a u l  wam logging. Was cultivated to ria. abandami f a  bid pests. 
Man 
Ap 
7 -17 an 
k t  
STFX 1A 
0-10 cm 
, A1 
la20 em 
, Az 
u1-30an 
, AB 
3040an 
Bt 
m IB 
0-10 an 
A1 
lb20 cm 
b 
20.30cm 
AB 
M a n  
Bt 
F B W  1C 
0-10 an 
At 
1CMO em 
A0 
20-30an 
AB 
3040 an 
Bt 
STM 2 .  
75YR2nbrownloamyfiaeIoldnolpmLWcrlr,tineandvayfinegmulu.~fri.ble.non 
plastic and ncm sticky. t h a d m s  ea~maa 
75YR 314 dark bmwn srurdy day laam no gnvcl, Weak to modauley strmg. line ud medium 
gmdar. Slightly hard, h . slightly plastic G a c r c h m ~ y  
10YRq1 Brown fine sandy loan- We& tint gndar, soft Wdlc and non plastic. No 
gnvel. Vay few earactionr. 
10YR5/1 Grey d y  dry loam. Wulr fine pntlu. soft Mdle and slightly plastic. No 
gravel Vay few QOllQCtim 
lOW/4 Light gcy gritty clay loun. weak submylu. slightly 6rm ~IKI slightlyplastic 
Few ca~aetials 
10YR!i/4 Light lpey dry loun with bmwnish yellow mattlet md affuicaal mang~ere 
strinr. Hard, lubmgulu. plrrtl*~. C a ~ ~ ~ ~ t i o n s  ammton. 
10YR6n Brown fiae sandy lorn Weak, hne gmdu. soft hiable and am plastic No 
-1. Vay fm cum~hls. 
IOYRS/l Grcy silty hat day, Weak tine pmIar,  soft W l e  md slightly plrstic. No 
gnvcl Vay few anact im 
10YR514 Light gcy gfitty clay I a n ,  weak Nbmylrt, slightly 6rm aud slightly plastic. 
V a y k w  amacticns 
IOYR514 Ligbt gnydryloam with bmwnish yeIlow d e s  md -id manganese 
stains. Hub sulmgdu. pbtic. Few Qmcrrticm 
lOYR6/1 Bmvn 6nc randy toam. We& fine grutular. s a f t  friable md nca p k t i c  No 
~ ~ ~ ~ I I I o c L R ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ] I u  
lOYR5llGreysiIty6ncclryIotm. Wcrlt6ncgnrml.r.sdtkiablemds~ttypMrNo 
g n v c l h o ~ l l ~ c t i a l  
10YR514 Light gcy gdtty day lam, d submgular. slightly finn and sligfuly plastic. 
FewCQlQCticns 
10YRSI4 Light grrycIay Ioam with brownish yellow d e s  pnd occasional manganese 
stains. Hard, mbm&. pMc.  Caaactiau ammcc~ 
17-36 an 
Bitc 
3656 an 
B2sc 
7JYR 413 bmwn undy dry with p v d ,  Modauely stmag, Snt and mcdium rub-anguh blccky. 
hard, tinn, plastic. Canacticns abunbnt. 
7- 5L3 dull brown sandy day with bright red brown aanp mottles (24W/8) with and 
gravel, Moderately stmag medium angulu bloclry, vny hard. very fina and plastic. Concrctim 
&lo an 
At 
10-20 an 
A2 
~ M O C ~  
AB 
3040cm 
Bt 
1 Btc I 
10YR6/l Brown silty fine sandy lolm Weak, SiK p d ~ r .  soft kiable ad nm plastic. No 
gravel Vcn fcar anarrimr. 
iomn ~rydty&ytormsrithpuoarirhbrown~.WuLtine~ul~.~ 
Mable md slightly plastic. No m L  Cancredoar fm 
10YR514 tight grq chy l o ~ m  with bmwnish yellow d u  we& ~bangular, slightly finn 
ud slightly plpstic Few cla~erionr 
10YR5/4 Light grq day loam with bmwnirh pIIow mottles and occasional manganese 
stains. Hard, suban-. ptrrtic Ccnartim cmunon. 
STFm 3A 
0-10 an 
At 
10-20 an 
A2 
20-30an 
AB 
3(]-40an 
Bt 
ST#II2 2c 
10YR6/1 Bmwn sandy bun. Wcplr. fiac granular, soft friable and nrm plastic. No p w l  
Few maetiau. 
10YR5/1 Grey sandy dry with yellowish kown m d e s .  Weak fine granular. soft kiablc 
and slightly plastic. No p v c l  Few cameti- 
lOYR5/4 tight sandy day I- with bmwnirh yeUw ~ t l e s  weak subangular, 
slightly firm and slightly plastic. Cmcrrtiam canma. 
l o w 4  Light lpcy dry l o w  with bmaairh yellow mo(tles and occasional m g ~ e s e  
stains. Hard, sub-. plastic. ~~ ammwn 
0-10 cm 
At 
10-20 an 
A2 
20-30an 
ABc 
M c m  
Btc 
10YR6/l Brown silty h e  sandy lam. Weak, 6ne granular. soft kiable and nm plastic. No 
gravel. Few ccmcdm. 
10YR511 Grey smdydry with ycUawirh bmwn mottles. Weak fine granular. soft &iable 
and slightly plastic. GravtIs urdobaction canmcm. 
10YR514 tight grey sandy day Lorm with bmwnirh pllow mottles weak subangular. 
slightly 6rm and slightlyplanic. Cmae t im  md gravels many. 
10YW4 Light gey clay loam with bmwnish yellow rnattlu Md occarimal mangancsc 
stains. Hard. rubmgguh, plastic. Coacretims mamy 
STNn 3B 
0-10 an 
, AI 
10-20 cm 
4 
20-30an 
, ABc 
M c m  
Btc 
lOYR6/l Brown Sandy loam W& finc p d a r .  s a f t  kiable and ~n plastic. No gravel 
Few wncxctiau. 
10YR5/l Grey d y  dry with yeU& brawn d e s .  Weak tihe p u l a r  , soft kiable 
and sligbtty pirctic No gsawl. Conaetim comm~n. 
10W/4 Light grey gitryclay l a m  with M h  yellow d e s  we& submgdar, slightIy 
firm and slightIy plutic. M r m y c ~ ~ ~ c t i a ~ s  
10YR5/4 tight gcy dry ban wilh bmwnbh @ow mattla and occasional manganese 
stains. Hud mbmpuIar. plrrtic b y  conaetiau 
s'm2 3C 
0-10 an 
AI 
10-20 cm 
& 
10YR6/l Brown line rudy Iorm. Weak, fine grumlar. soft kiable and non plastic No 
~ C o n c r r c i a l s ~  
10YRS/ lGny6nemdydrj Iamtv i th~bmwndaQ Wcakfme@ar.soft 
kiablc md slightly p h t k  GmdS md amacrion allmaL 
20-30aa 
lcanmal. 
19-38 cm 1 10YR3/4 bulc kaam undy dry  with gavel. Moduuely s m g ,  finc and medium blocly, I 
L*- I A  
- 
Al 1 friable. 1m-p1udc and non sticky. Few c a m d o m  
5-14 CKI 
IMcm 
A1 
7-15 cm 
ABc 
LS-34 an 
Bltc 
3 e 4 4 ~ m l % , ~  
i428 m I WR3/3 dark red h m  undy day with gnnt. Madartely m g ,  nry fk md finc blow. 
7.5 Y R 2 ! 2 h m b M ! h s d y  larmwithgrvd. Weak. fincmdnry6m granular. sob, 
hble,nmpl*sticMdnmstkky-Fmeonrrrtir*u 
75YR2/rbmwnblwkbunyfintundrvirhp~L Wukmoderatclylincgmuthc,satt.vay 
fihblc. nm phtic and m4&. Canaetiau common. 
7JYR414 srndy clay loun with m g e  mottles (7-8) with abundant grawl. Modauely 
stroag mcdium marrt bIocky with rery fim a d  fine mots, paa and channels. Fc and Mn 
u m a e t i ~ ~ * t .  
Mrui~t~CortEIcti~~drminrn~ 
L m -  IB 
0-5 an 
& 
5-11 an 
A0c 
11-24 an 
@7 em 
A1 
7-Ism 
ABc 
15-26 an 
B# 
2845 em 
B* 
45-71 crn Ba 
10YR3n b w ~ ~ b k k ~ ~ a r m n o g m ~ ~  wa~thcrnvayfinc gtumlu. S ~ R  rnlt.nm 
plutic AbrmdmtCmerctims. 
~ ~ ~ d u l l b r o a m ~ ~ ~ ( a r m ~ l o r m p v e L W t a L b ~ l y s b m ~ ~ e d  
medium blockyocky Sa[t to slightly hn4 fihbIc b fitm . di@tLy plastic, slightly sticky. 0 -' 
rbundrat 
2SYRdPIldbmwndr~lormwithgmLModeralicIv~trmg.~mdmcdiumblocty. h d  
1OYWZ brown black sandy day loun with p t L  Weak, finc md very h e  granular. soft. vcry 
firble. rmn phtic and nm-sticky . Ccnaericas a m m ~ n  
10YR3D dak brown b y  b c  sand with p w L  Weak to lnodcratcly s-g. axm single 
grain.Lmae,fiiable.nonplrrticand~nstidty.Concrctiansrbundan~ 
1OYR4/4 brown sandy dry loam with amgc mottles (75YR716) md abundant p w l .  Weak to 
moderately srrmg fine to medium mb-nngulu bloely. hud fhm, stigbtly pktic and slightly 
sticky. Cmerrtioru abundant. - 
IOYRSn sandy day no gravel. Modaalcly strcag medium aud c o u ~  blcely. Hard, very tirm, 
pi& ~d stiw. Carcretim d r m i n ~ t  
Mhw. Carereticas d o m h ~ t .  
L r n -  1C 
0-7 an 
Al 
7-19 
ABt 
fOYR2/l black fine nady Iolm with gravel. Weak finc and vay h e  granular. S& liiablc. nm 
plastic Md nan sticky. Few emeretiaaa 
10YR2)2 hm blrdt sudy day 1- with p a d  W a k  lo modartely s w g ,  h e  and 
medim blodry. Saft slightly hrrd to firm. lightly phtic md stightly sticky. (huctians 
L.u-A JC. 
M a n  
 
6-14 cm 
ABt 
14-29 
Bttc 
2941 an 
, Blk 
1 41-70 an BSC 
LTFZ- 3A 
79YR2RbroambWEint~loun,no~.Wuk,fiacmdvuy6iat~ul9r.Solt. 
fiable. q l u t i c .  Few amcrrtioas. 
7-R dark bwm fine sandy day 101113, no gravel. Weak. h e  and medium granular. 
Slightly M, tins . slightly plastic and sligbdy sticky. Cmaetims canman. 
10YR4n dull ~ U a w  brown h e  d y  day. no gravel. Modartcly s w g ,  fine and medium 
blockyodry Dry. firm urd plastic. ConcrrCiaas canmm. 
1OYRlll brown gray, na p v e L  Modastely s m g .  Sne and medium blocly. Hard. fink plastic 
md sticky. Gmactials * t .  
MwivtCondalsdominrnL 
M c m  
AR 
6-13 an 
AB 
1 W c m  
Btxc 
lOYR sandy loun with gravel. Vaywcak, fine to medimn granular. Soft. friable and. non 
plastic. culcrctials Ftw, 
11 YR 6nc sandy Lolm with pel. Modcntely strong. fine and medium granular. Slightly hrPd 
slightly finn and nm plastic Ccoerrticnr cmmton. J 
11 YR fine sandy loM with gnvcL ModawIy stmrg. tine and medium granular. Slightly hard. 
slightly finn and run plastic Uassiyt urd abrmdrnt conactials 
- 
0-7 an 
Ac 
7-15 cm 
ABc 
15-34 an 
BIE 
L m -  3B 
73 YR 2/2 brown black fine Wsy taam with gnvd. W& fine and vcry 6inc granular. soft, 
friable. nm plastic and nm sticky. Ahmduu cameticon. 
7JYR 2i2 bmwn black lowy fine sand with gmcL We& makatcly finc granular. soft, vay 
hi&. wn plastic utd aon4'cky. *t concrrtronr. 
75YR414 d y  clay ham with m g c  mdtlcs (7,!iYR6/8) with rbundrnt gravel. Moderately 
rtrcmg mcdim f a ~ c  b l e  with very6pt d fine mas, pacs and channels. Concrcticms 
. 
0-7 cm 
A1 
7-19 an 
ABtc 
0-5 cm 
APC 
5-13 an 
ABc 
13-40 cm 
' Bltc 
40-65em 
B* 
- 
10YR2/l blackfinccsldyIormwith~.WcrL.6ncaudvay6ncgnrmlar. Soh, kiable.nm 
plastic rad nm sticky. Coaa#ian ammua 
10YR2/2 h blrk slady cIay Imm with pvd. Wait to matentely strong. h e  and 
&mu bl-. Soft slightIy hud to Qm, ligbUy p l d c  and slightly sticky- Conaetiars 
ahundant 
lOYR fine sandy lorm no gml, Strmg, h e  pd~. Soft. friable md nm-plastic Abmdm~ 
cmaetionr. 
lOYR sandy Iwm. gravel. Stmrg, f i e  and sub-angular bloJry. Slightly hard. firm. slightly 
plastic. Abundant anattiohs, 
lOYR sandy dry, p v e L  Smg. fine to very h e  b ~ l o c l r v .  Hard, finn to very h and plastic 
md sti*. Conc~criau daninurt. 
IOYR day, M pawl. Strmg, vay fiat blodcy. Vqhard ,  vay h, plastic and stiely. 
Crncntial$ d4mhmL 
r m  .lm 
sl'F#4CZ 
0.5 an 10YR311 brown black undy h m  no gra~~ l .  Werlr. h e  to vay fine granular. Soft. Mable. m 
Apc pLutic. k uni Mn Ccmaetimr many. 
5-11 em 10YR3/3 M brown sandy clay loam with scmt p d  Weak to modaately stroag, h e  and 
ABc medium blccky. Soft to slightly hruA fi&k to firm , s l i m y  phtic, slightly sticky. Concretians 
ABc 
14-28 cm 
Bltc 
28-50 cm B g c  
1 abrmdant. 
1 1 -24 an ( UYR dull red brawn clay loun with gravel. Modcrarely stroag, [iae and medium blocky, hard. 
strmg, h e  and d u r n  &m@r bIocky. Sligbtly hard. fiabIc to firm. slightly plastic and 
siightly sticky. Caaaetim amman. 
TYR3f3 dark red brown undy clay with p v c L  Modcntcly sbang, vrry h e  md h e  bIodry. 
Hud hn. plastic adstidry. Umaetio~ alnmd~~t 
Massive. C o n d m r  daninmt. 
M B2 
M an 10- black sandy loam with gravel. weak, h e  to very p u ~ n r .  SOR . ~ a ~ c  ' 
CLP 
6-16 em 
ABtc 
1641 cm 
, Elk  
4164 cm Bp 
and nm plrstir Conqetiam canmm. 
lOYR3/3 datk kown d y  clay lmm with pwl. Weak to makrately strmg. 6nc md medium 
p d a r .  Slightly hard, hrm md sLi@Iy plutic. Connetiau many. 
25YR3/4 dark red brown surdy clay wilh pawl. Modartcly m g .  hnc and medium blodry, 
w. VUY h, plastic and sticky. ~ o n c r e t i ~  abmht. 
Massive. Conactioar Qariarnt. 
A B W  A1 1 0-10 an 1 5 YR 514 Grey black loamy mrse s u d  W& single pin, nm plastic and nm sticky. Very few 
AP I camctials. 
10-20 an I 5YR 4/3 Grcy bmam amme uady lam. We& nm pirrtic and nm-rticky. Vcry few conactiam 
ABFM B1 
--- 
A B W  Cl 
I 5 YR 514 Grey black loamy come s l n d  Weak, single grain. non plastic and non sticky. 1 
dl0 cm 
AP 
10-20 an 
A2 
20-34 an 
B 
Ap I Very fcw mnuctimr, 
10-20 an 1 5YR 4/3 Grcy bmam annc sandy lam. weak, nar plastic md non-stidcy. vcry few amattials 
5 YR 514 Grcy blnck louny ooare saud. Wcrlr. single grsia. nan plastic and non stidry. 
vay few amuetiats. 
5YR 4/3 Grcy brown oDane d y  Ican. we& llan plastic ad nan-sti*. Vcry few amactias 
. SYR414 Yellowish brown ~oane Jandy clay loam with mange mottles CIJYR618) few mveL 
Modaitcly s m n g  mtdirrm colrse brnfrv. Very few amactials 
A B W  A2 
A B W  B2 1 0-10 an 1 5 YR 514 ~ r r y  b i d  ~ m y  c o ~ e  rand. weak, single pin, non plastic and nm sticky. 3 
040 an 
AP 
10-20 an 
At 
20-30 an 
B 
AP l very few CmQCtiaIs. 
10-20 an I 5YR 413 brown c~ane rady lolm. Wuk. n a ~  @tic md --sticky. Very few cmuetimr 
5 YR 514 Grry black louny awrsc sand. W e 4  sin& gnih non plastic md nan sticky. 
very few amuetials. 
m 4 n ~ r r y b r o w n o o ~ t l a n d y ~ 0 r m . ~ u k . ~ o n ~ i ~ t i ~ m d ~ t i ~ v ~ f ~ ~ t i ~ l u  ' 
SYR4I4 Yellow grey coarse Ilndy loam with amp md brown d e s  (7JYR6/8) fcw gravet. 
Granular. nan plastic nnd nm sticky. Vuy few amactions 
A2 I 
20-30 an I SYR4I4 Yellowish bmwn e ~ p ~  s d y  chyk*m with OM= d a  05YR6/8) few s a d  I 
A2 
20-30 cm 
B 
AD 
10-20 an I 5YR 4/3 Grey bmwn m e  smdy Iomt W& non plastic md ll~~-sticky. Very few ~lllactiaas 
SYR4/4 Yellow p y  mrnc uady day l a m  with a g e  and bmwn mottles (75YR6/8) few 
gravel. Maderarefy s m g  mbmmh. pbtic and ticky. Vay few canactians 
A2 
20-34 cm 
Br 
SYR4M Yellowish bmwn came saedy day loam with arngc mottles (73YR6/8) few gravel. 
M o Q n t c l y ~ g m c d i m n o ~ l s ~ ~ . V a ~ f m e o a a # i o n s  
Ap 
10-20 an I 5YR 413 Grey bream came d y  hu t .  WuL. noa plastic and ncn-sticky. Vtry few coaaetiau 
AP I 
10-20 cm I 5YR 4/3 Black d y  loam. W& nmptutic md w-stiEky. Many caractiam I 
AP I 
1b20 an I SYR 413 Bid smdy loarn. Weak nat  plastic and aan-stidry. Many -ti= I 
A B W  El 
A B W  A2 
1 5 YR514 Blacksandy Ioam. Wcaksingk gnin, natpluticandnan sticky. 0-10 an many. 
0.10 an 
AP 
10-20 em 
APc I 
10-20 an I 5YR4/3 Black sandy Icam. we&, son plutic md m-sticky. Abundant rmactiau I 
5 YR 5/4 Black loamy sand WuL, single gaih lloa plastic and non sticky- 
Concrrtions ammoh 
5YR 41J Brown day 1 m .  Slightly plastic and sticky. Wdrh stains, saprolite in nature. 
A B M  Q 
0.10 an 1 5 YR 5/4 Black Iouny Mb W& single gnin. nm plastic and ~n sticky. Chuetim many. ( 
Apt 
1@20 an 
A2c 
D30 cm 
0c 
5YRw Brrmncllyloem. Sligwyplsrtic d stidry.  Whitirhmim, 10pmlia innam. h y  
crxlartimr 
5YR4/4 GreybrPwnsandychy iounwith-du (75YR6/8) few pvcl.Modaahly 
s m g  medium eorne biekv. h y  annctiolu. 
ABHK A3 
0-10 cm 
AD 
10-20 an 
SYR5/4BMla~my& WaL.~egrianaapIuticmdnansticky. 
Few coll~ctims. 
m 4 / 3  Brown day loam SlightIy plutiEad stidry. Whitishstahs. saplite in nanut. 
B I rtmag medium coarse blockyocLV Cmcrrtions camm~ 1 
ABFlYJ 83 1 0-10 cm 1 5 YR 514 Blsdr loamy rand Wcrk, single grPia non plastic and non sticky. 1 
Ap I Few ccacntias. 
10-20 em / 5YR 413 Blown day l o m ~  Slightly plastic md sticky. Whitish . srprolitc in nanue. Few I 
ABFWSC3 
1 5 YR St4 B l r k  loamy sand. We& single p i n ,  IIUI plastic mdnan sticky. Few ooaactim. 1 
b I 
lcr2ocm I 5YR 4/3 Brown clay loam Slightly plartic md sticky. Whitish stains, sapmlite in name. Few 1 
A2 I 
D30an I SYR414 Black clay loun with whib ruins, few gravel. Modauely s m g  medium coane blodry, 
a10 an 
AP 
5 YR 514 Brown black sandy loam. Weak, single grain, non plastic and nan sticky. Very few 
conactim. 
I 610 an 1 5 YR 514 Brown black d y  loun. Wult. single grain. non p h t i c  md non sticky- Cancretimr I 
10-20 an 1 5YR 4P Black clay loam. Slightly tirm, plastic m-sticky. Vay few amactims 
1 vay few ~ ~ t t i a ~ s  I 
A B M B I  
Ag lclmmon 
10-20 cm I 5YR 413 Black day laam. Slightly firm. plastic rm-sticky. Caraetiau amm. I 
0-10 an 
AP 
10-20 an 
5YR414 Black clay loun with white shim, few gravd. Madmrcly strang medium a>me blodFy. 
Concrrtian 
5 YR 514 Brown black sandy loam. We& single non plastic and nm sticky. 
Vay few amactions. 
5YR 4/3 Black clay loam. Slightly finn. plastic m-sticky. Vay few c o n d m s  
ABFU6 A2 
0-10 an 
Ap 
lD.20 an 
A2 
20-30 an 
B 
S YR 514 B m  black wdy loun. We&. sin& pin. non plutic and lum s t i e .  
Vay few cu~c~etions. 
5YR4f3 B b k  t h y  laam Sligbtly firm, plmtic nca-sticLy. Very few c a r c r r t i a ~  
5YR4/4 Black day loam with white stains, f w  gravel. Moderately s t r a g  mcdimn c a ~ t  blodry. 
Vcrv few d o n s  
A B W  B2 
0-10 an 
A0 
10-20 an 
A2 
20.30 an 
B 
5YR5/4BrownblockundyIoraWcrk,~egrPiaaonpIuticrndnarrticLycLy 
F m  am~rctials. 
!iYR4/3 Black d r y  1- Slightly firm, plastic nm-sticky. Conaeric~~ cammoll. 
mZ4/4 Black day loun with white st8ins. tm grid. Makmcly stmag medipm coanc blodry. 
Canactions oommon, 
ABM A3 
0-10 an 
AP 
10-20 cm 
A2 
20-30 an 
B 
A B M  B3 
A2 I 
20-30 an I 5YR414 Black clay loam with white stains. few gravel. Modartely strong medium coanc blodcy. 
5 YR 514 Bmm black sandy lam. Weak, single iqib non plastic aad urn sticky. 
Cnurctialscomnon, 
5YR 4/3 Black day loam. Slightly firm. plastic nm-sticky. C4nnetions many. 
5YR4/4 Black clay loam with white stains, few gavel. Modaotcly s m g  medium m e  blodcy. 
Canactiaar many. 
0-10 an 
AP 
10-20 an 
A2 
%30 an 
B 
A B W  C3 
5 YR 514 Brown black sandy loam. We& single gmin, non plastic aad nm sticky. 
Few Canactials. 
5YR4/3 Black day loam. Slightly firm. plastic --sticky. Few rmactians 
5YR414 Black clay loam with white stains. few gravel. Modaately stmag medium caMe blow. 
Few conactians 
0-10 cm 
AP 
10-20 an 
5 YR 514 Brown black washed sand. Weak, single grain, non plastic and noa sticky. 
calmtials  ammaL 
5YR4/3 Black clay loam. Slightly &m. plastic m-sticky. huetiaw common. 
ABF? 
Actiw bush farmrlt Qosc to the valley, conactimary and s w ,  with a stme line. Slprolite dose lo surface 
ABH7 A1 
0-10 an 
AP 
10-20 cm 
A2c 
20-30 an 
Bc 
- 5 YR 514 Grey black loamy cwse saud. Weak, single grain. arn plastic and ncm sticky. 
Conactialscanmcn. 
5YR 4/3 Grey brown cowst randy Ioun. W d ,  nm plastic md non-sticky. Many cm~cctim urd 
sand s t am 
SYR4/4 Yellowish brown ~orrrc saady clay loam Muicracely smng medium aranc blofky. 
Abundant cmaetias. 
ABFW B1 I 
0-10 an 
AP 
10-20 an 
A2 
20-30 an 
B 
5 YR 514 Brown F~K sandy IOM. WUIC single grain, son plastic and non sticky. Conaetirns 
OOmmQl 
5YR 4t3 Grry bmwn m e  srndy I o ~ 1  W&, nan plastic urd m-sticky. Caraetials can ma^ 
Picccs o f d  stont in mdacd saprolite. 
m 4 / 4  Yellowish brown COMC sandy clay loam. Malcntcly strmg medium coarse blocky. 
Cmcdcns caumon. Picog o i s d  stmt in powdad uprolitc. 
ABW C1 
0-10 an 
Ap 
10-20 an 
A2c 
20-30 an 
. Bc 
5 YR 514 B m  Fne sandy IOM. Wcalr; single grain, nm plastic and non sticky. Cametims 
camnm. 
5YR 413 Grey brown cousc s a d y  l o m ~  W& non pkt ic  urd nm-rtickydty Canmtians oolmmcm. 
Picccs afsuul stone in powdered saprolik 
5YR4/4 Yellowish brown corne undy day IOM. Modaakly stmag medium coarse blocky. Many 
QQlQetiaarmdRicccsoidaymd~sta~inpowdacdsrprolitc. 
ABW A2 
0-10 an 
A0 
10-20 an 
A2c 
2&30 ~m 
Bc 
5 YR 514 Bmwn Fine mdy loam. W& single pin ,  non plastic and m n  sticky. 
Caanctims clmmPa. 
5YR 4 0  G r q  brawn COMC srndy loam. Weak, nar plastic and lyl-. Many OOllcrrtiau and 
picagaf clay m d ~ s ~ i n p o w d a e d u p m l i t e *  
SYR414 Y e M  bmwu sandy clay losm. Makatdy strcmg medium agnt bIoClly. 
Abrmdrnt amreti- a d  p i e  ofday and sand stmt m pcwdmd s d t c  
ABW 82 
5 YR 514 Brown Fine sandy lam. Weak, single grrin, nm piutic md non sticky. 
Cmcrch-i~ls mmmm. 
ABwa 
0-10 an 
AP 
10-20 an 
, A2 
20-30 an 
B 
Au 
10-18an 1 Gritty rmdy loam. Wk line pamh,  single gains. Few h e  roots. Ncn plastic and nan- 1 
5 YR5t4Bmwa Fm sandy loan. WaL. single p i n ,  nan plastic and nm sticky. 
Few amcrrtiau. 
5YR 413 Grey brown c o ~ e  undy loam. Wak, ncm pIastic and nan-sticky. Many ~ollerrtiaas and 
picccf ofday mdsandstale inpowdaeduprdite. 
rYR4/4 Yellowish bmwn corne sandy chy loam. Modartely s m g  medium coane biccky. 
Abundant amcretim and pieces d d a y  md wd stme in powdaed saprditc 
L 
ABW A3 - 
A B W  c3 
A2 
2MO aa 1 5YR4/4 Yellowish clay h m  with mngc mules 03YR6t8). Finn and medium submgular 
0-10 cm 
AP 
10-20 an 
A2 
20-30 an 
Bc 
0-10 cm 
& 
10-20 an 
A2 
20-30an 
Bc 
5 YR514 Brown Fm sandy Iorm. W e 4  single pin,  non plutic and n m  stidry. 
Fear amcretials. 
5YR4/3Greybrownco~edyloam. WtJE,rnpluticandnon-stidrj.FiwcQIQeti~~and 
Pieces of day aad sand stone in mudad nprolitt. 
m 4 / 4  Yellowish brown couse sandy cIay loam. Moderately strong medium come blocky. Many 
cameticas md picas of clay md sand stone in powdaed saprolite. 
5 YR 5/4 Bmwa Fuu sandy l aua  We& cinglt grain, mm plastic and nan sticfry. 
Canactio~ ammar. A 
5YR 4/3 Grey brown washed sandy lum. Wed. nm platic Md m-~ticky. Abundant conattiow 
m d q u r r t z g . v c l r m d s ~  
5YR4/4 YcUowirb brown c o ~ c  s d y  day, Mduately strong d i u m  coarse bloeLy. Abundant 
eonactions md picas ofclay mi slnd stme inpowdaul uprolitt. 
A B M  B3 
@lo an 
Ap 
10-20 cm 
A2 
20-30m 
Bc 
5 YR 514 Bmwn Fie sandy loam Werlr. ringte grain, nm plastic and non sticky. 
Mrny cmactiuu. 
5YR 4l3 Gxcy bmwn mane srndy l o r a  Wulr; non plastic md nm-sticky. Abundant conaetiau 
ud d d a y  and sand stme in pawdend saprolitc- A 
5YR414 Yellowish brown ccure slady clry. Modaately m g  medium coane blocly. Abundant 
conactirnr a d  pieces of clay md saud stme in powdacd s4pmlite. 
I B, I b m ,  sticky utd plastic. VUY few earcrrtims. 1 
CRF B1 
0-10 em 
AP 
10-20cm 
A2 
20-30 cm 
Bt 
CRF Cl 
5 YR 514 Gry black clay lonm. Firm and medium m b m g d ~  blodFy, slightly sticky and plastic 
V a y h  rmactiolls. 
SYR 4/3 Grey brown clay loam. Firm and medium subangular blocky, slightly sticky and plartic. 
Vcry fcw maactia~s. 
5YR414 Ydowhh clay loam with m g e  moalw Om6/8) .  Firm and medium rub-lmgulru 
blncky. sticky and plastic. Very few cametiam. 
h 
0-10 01 
Ap 
10-20 on 
A2 
20-3Q an 
& 
5 YR 514 Gny black clay lam. Firm md medium ntb-mgular blocky. slightly stieky and plartif 
vay fcw ernaetim. 
5YR 4/3 Orey brown clay loam, Finn and medium sub-an* blocly. slightly s t i d r y  and plutic, 
very fcw mnactials. 
5YR414 Yellowish clay lmm with m g c  mottler (7 JYR618). Finn and medium subangular 
bt.cLv, stielry and plastic. Very few coarrrtioru. 
CFR A2 
0-10 an 
AP 
10-20 an 
A2 
u)-30 an 
Bt 
5 YR 514 Orey black clay loam. Finn and medium subangular b l q ,  slightly stieLy and plastic. 
vay few cumetioas. 
5YR 4/3 Grcy bmam clay loam, Firm md d m  sub-angular blocky. slightly sticky and plutic. 
Very rCar cmcrctials. 
5YR414 Ydhish clay loun with mngc d m  (73YR618). Finn and medium subangular 
bloety. sticky and plastic. Very few caractiass. 
CRF B2 
0-10 cm 
Ap 
10-20 cm 
A2 
20-30 an 
& 
5 YR 514 Grey black clay Ioum F i  and medium subangular bloclly, slightly stidcy and plrrtic- 
Very few concretions. 
5YR 4/3 Cny brown clay loam. Em and medium subangular blodsy, sli&dy sticky and plnstic- 
Vay fcw COMC~~QIJ. 
SYR4/4 YeUowish clay loun with m g e  d u  (7SYR618). Fitm and medium sub-angular 
b l d y .  sticky and plastic. Vay few smactions. 
ma 
610 an 
AU 
10-20 an 
, A2 
2&30 cm 
& 
5 YR 514 Grey black clay lmm. Finn and m c d i m  submgular blocly. slightly sticky d plutic. 
Vay few concntim. 
SYR 413 Grey brown clay laun. Finn and medium submgular blocky, slightly sticky and plastic. 
Very few cmrrrtiau. 
5YR4/4 YeUowish clay loun with mnge mda (75YR618). Firm and medium sub-angular 
blocky. sticky Pad pIrrticC Vcry ftw amactions. 
CRF A3 
0-10 em 
M 
10-20 an 
A2 
2 M O  an 
& 
5 YR 514 Grey black clay loam. Firm lad medium submgulu blocky, slightly sticky md plrstic. 
very fcw amrrrtiau. 
5YR 4/3 Grey bmwn day l o r a  Finn md medium mbanguk blofky, slightly sticky and plajtic. 
Vayfkwconactimt. 
5YR414 Yellowish clay loam with map maules (7JYR618). F i i  rnd medium sub-mgPlu 
btdw. sticky and plastic. V a y  fear cmaetim- 
I 
CRF B3 
0-10 cm 
AP 
1&20 an 
A2 
20-30 an 
Bt 
5 YR 514 Grey black flry loam. h md medium sub-angular bl-, siightly sticky md plutic. 
vay faw d a m .  
5YR 4/3 Oly brown dry 1- Firm md medium rub.angullf blocky. slightly stidry md plasti~. 
Very fcw amcrctim. 
!iYR4/4 Yellowish day Iomn with crange d e s  (7m618) .  Finn md medium rub-mgulat 
_ blaky, sticky d p M c  Vciy fetv oancrctim. 
CRFC3 
0-10 an 
AP 
1W.O cm 
5 YR 514 G r q  bIack day l o m ~  Firm md medium suburgular blodry. slightly sticky md plastic 
vuy fkw COllPCtimsms 
5YR 4/3 Grey brown thy romL Fum md &um m b r n ~ u  blaky. slightly sticky and plastic. 

Appendix B 
Plant species encountered at tk Uncultivated site 
Number of Relative Relative 
individual Density fkequency density 
Lice lorm plmts Fteqwcy (#of (%I (96) 
pts/d)  
woo& w e ~ ~ ~ s h t u b s  
Acacia gournemid 8 11 0.44 11 22 
Pterocmpus eri. 7 17 0.39 17 20 
Buryrospernm para 7 17 0.39 17 20 
Sterospernum run. 4 11 0.22 11 11 
Combrenun glu 2 5 0.11 5 6 
Acacia alb. 2 t 1 0.11 11 6 
Terminalia mi. 2 1 1 0.11 11 6 
TemrrmnaIia mollis 1 5 0.05 5 3 
Combrenun gar 1 5 0.05 5 3 
Anom senegalenses. 1 5 0.05 5 3 
Herbs 
Hibiscus Vitilittis 34 33 1.89 18 30 
Borretio scarba 32 22 1.78 12 28 
Demodim sp. 9 11 0.5 6 8 
Aspillia sp. 8 17 0.44 10 7 
Tephrosia elegance 6 1 1  0.44 6 5 
Thisium viridi 4 5 0.22 3 3 
Synedrella nodflora 3 33 0. I7 6 3 
Anchiosus sp. 3 11 0.17 6 3 
Angiossis leicarpus 2 5 0.1 1 3 2 
Indigofera puchra 2 11 0.1 1 6 2 
Philantha sab. 2 5 0.1 1 3 2 
Stylosanthus hypo. 1 5 0.05 3 1 
Cyphostana cyn. 1 5 0.05 3 1 
Dioscorea lecardii 1 11 0.05 3 1 
Cassia mtmsiodk 1 5 0.05 3 1 
Cuculigo pilosa 1 5 0.05 3 1 
Tridax procubens 1 5 0.05 3 1 
Vinna pubesens I 5 0.05 3 1 
GMSSCS 
Heteropogon consornu 49 28 272 21 30 
Angropogon goyanus 38 28 2.11 21 23 
Ronboelia m l .  22 17 1.22 13 13 
Seteriu 19 22 1.05 16 12 
Brachima j-ta 15 17 0.83 13 9 
Anbropogon schirensis I0 5 055 4 6 
Hyprnhiniurujh 8 5 0.44 4 5 
cvpm sp. 4 11 0.22 8 9 
Number of Relative Rdative 
individual Density fkequency density 
Life form plants Frequency (#of (96) (96) 
p t s / d )  
Woody wees/shmbs 
Pterocarpus eri. 8 I5 0.4 17 26 
Acacia gownemis 6 15 0.3 17 19 
Anona senegalenses. 5 5 0.25 5 16 
Buryrospernm para 3 15 0.15 17 10 
Tenninulia mollis 3 10 0.15 11 10 
Snyhnos spinosa 3 15 0.15 17 10 
Sterospernwn tern. 1 5 0.05 5 3 
Mayterus senegalem 1 5 0.05 5 3 
Entado abysin 1 5 0.05 5 3 
Herbs 
Indigofera puchra 10 30 0.5 40 48 
Commeli~ erectra 6 25 0.3 33 28 
Euphobia sp. 2 5 0.1 7 9 
Cochlocpernum sp 2 10 0.1 7 5 
Tephrosia ele~ance 1 5 0.05 7 5 
Grasres 
Heteropogon contom 49 28 272 21 30 
Angropogon gayaw 38 28 21 1 21 23 
Rottboelia m l .  22 17 1.22 13 13 
Seteria 19 22 1.05 16 12 
Brachiara jubata 15 17 0.83 13 9 
Andropogon schirensis 10 5 055 4 6 
Hyperrhinia M a  8 5 0.44 4 5 
Cypew sp. 4 I1 0.22 8 9 
Number of Relative Relative 
individual Density Ikquency density 
Lik Ibrm plants f i e q ~  (#of (46) (%I 
ptsid) 
Woodj( wecs/shrubs 
Combrem gasalense 3 20 0.3 30 38 
Acacia gownensis 1 10 0.1 14 13 
Anom senegalenses. I 10 0. I 14 13 
Butyrospernum para. I 10 0.1 14 13 
Terminalia mi. 1 10 0.1 14 13 
Srerospernum rem. 1 10 0.1 14 13 
Herbs 
Barreria scuba 39 13 3.9 56 59 
Tephrosia eleganse 25 8 25  35 38 
Euphobia sp. 1 1 1 4 15 
Cassia minosa 1 1 1 4 15 
Grasses 
Andropogan shirenses 37 60 3.7 40 0.46 
Eragrostis curalin 24 30 2.4 20 0.30 
Angropogon gayanus 11 SO 1.1 33 0.14 
Ronboelia m l .  8 10 0.8 7 0.10 
Nrunber of Relative Relative 
individual Density fkequenq density 
Life brm plants Frequency (#of (96) 
pts/d) 
woo@ w e e s / s ~ s  
Combrenun gasalense 1 10 0.1 25 25 
Acacia gownensis 1 I0 0.1 25 25 
Ano M senegaIensesCS 1 10 0.1 25 25 
Stylochnos spinosa 1 I0 0.1 25 25 
Terminalia mi. I 10 0.1 25 25 
Herbs 
Tephrma eleganse 32 40 3.2 3 1 57 
Tridax procwnbense 21 60 2.1 46 37 
Indr'gofc~a pdcha 2 20 0.2 15 4 
Borrmb scuba 1 I0 0.1 8 2 
Gmses 
Andropogan shirenses 37 60 3.7 40 0.46 
Eragrostis curalin 24 30 2.4 20 0.30 
Angropogon gayanus 11 50 1.1 33 0. I4 
Rottboelia d. 8 10 0.8 7 0.10 
Number of Relative Relative 
individual Density ftequency density 
Lik hrm @& Frequency (#of (96) (%) 
pts/mZ) 
Woody ueeslshmbs 
Herbs 
Stylochicum hypogea 10 60 20 20 29 
CIoeme viscosa 7 40 1.4 13 2 1 
Cassia minosiodes 5 40 1.0 13 15 
Borreria scuba 4 40 0.8 7 12 
Hibiscus sp. 3 60 0.2 7 9 
Phillanthus subratus I 20 0.2 7 3 
Biophylum petroz. I 20 0.2 7 3 
CucMlis mello 1 20 0.2 7 3 
Cuculigo pilosa 1 20 0.2 7 3 
Vigna pubugin 1 20 0.2 7 3 
Grasses 
Paspallurn sp 51 100 10.2 56 82 
Brachiria sngmrur 6 40 1.2 22 10 
Ronboelia end. 4 20 0.8 11 6 
Andropogan g o y a w  1 20 0.2 1 1  2 
Nuder of Rellive Relative 
individual MQ lkqwncy density 
Life Ibrm plants Frequency (#of - (46 
Herbs 
Tephrosia elcgmce 23 60 4.6 43 72 
T . p r o c u n r b u r r e  7 60 0.4 43 22 
Cassia mimrmossis 3 20 0.4 13 6 
Gmses 
Brachiria sngmanrr 32 100 6.4 36 39 
Digitaria 30 100 6.0 36 37 
Daqylotum aegypton 19 60 3.8 21 23 
Eragrosrfs ciun. 1 20 0.2 7 1 
L Sex: Male male- 
2. Place of Birth 
3. Family's place of tirigin (region) 
4. ~ocal Gomnrnen~ area Village T n i  group 
5. Age (Please tick) 
a)25aless  
b) 26-35 
C) 36-45 
d) 46-55 
e) 56-65 
966camtlre 
6) Level of f m a l  education Please tick) 
a) illiterate 
b )  primary d m 1  
C) secondary school 
6) post-=darysch~l 
e )  others (specify) 
7. Marital status (Please tick) 
a) married 
b) never married 
c) divDCCCd 
d) widowed 
IF male, number of wife 
IF female, rank within marriage (if in polygamous marriage).-~ 
8. Number of children alive 
9. How many people Live altogether in your household 
10. Persars who are away mpaarily down south working 
11. Is Farming your ma& accupation? (Please tick) 
a) Yes 
b) No 
12. How many years have you been farming? 
13. What do you consider your main agriculturaI activity? (Please tick) 
a) Crop  prod^^ b) Livestock production 
14. Has this always btcn your ma& activity (Plcasc tick) 
a) Yes b) No 
IF No, explain 
15. What aops do yau pIant 2 (Please list in ardcr daaeage) 
16. Which kind and number danirnals beIong to the household? 
a) cow C) d) @try 
b) &eep d) pig f) ImlIock 
17. Do you have any off-farm employment? Yes No 
1. How do you get land for farming? (Please tick) 
a) community/ family inheritance 
b) government 
C) fent 
dl ahas (specify) 
2. Is it easy fa every one in the community to acquire iand lor W i n g ?  (Please tick) 
a] Yes 
b) No 
3. Do yw think the current system ot land tenure is hir to all ? (Please tick) 
a) Yes 
b) No 
4. Does yarr farm consist of several small pIw cr me big one? (Specify) 
IF then are scvaal small mes: 
a) how many are they 
b) how lar apart are they 
C) why are they separated 
5. What is the size of eash of your farms (acres or local measure) 
6. Daes it belmg to : 
a) yw 
b) family/mrnunity 
c) go* 
a) defs(specify) 
7, B it easy to acquire mme land fa farming? (Please lick) 
a) Yes 
b) No 
IF Yes. hat wouId bt the source d this extra Iand? 
what would be the distance firam the m n t  lands 
what type of land would it be? (Please tick) 
a) fallow land 
b) native land 
8. Is it easy for nm-natives to get land for faning? (Please tick) 
a) Yes 
b) No 
Land use and Lsad degradatim 
1. How long have you been farming : 
a) your carrent compound farm Iand 
b) your current bush firm Iand 
2. In these years have you noticed any change in the mditicm of your 
a) compound farm Iand (Please tick) 
Yes 
No 
b) bush farm Iand (Please tick) 
Yes 
No 
3. What is the conditim of your: 
a) compamd farm land today compared to when you started h i n g  it. (tick) 
Is it becoming : BADWORSE BETTER NO-CEFANGE 
4. What is the amditicm of yarr: 
a) bash tarm Iand taday canpared to when ya! started farming it. (Please tick) 
Is it becaning : BAD/WORSE BEITER N(I€&WGE 
5. What can you say about the quaIity of yom neighbods farm land? 
6. What is the genera1 cawlition of Iand beionging to l e  village? (please tick) 
a) canpmd farm land: Is it becoming B A D B E I T ' E R N C K X A N G E -  
b) tmh farm land: lo it becoming BAD-Em-NO-CEIANGE- 
7. Can p a  Earm more land when n e e  tick) 
a) Yes 
b) No 
IF Ycs: 
a) how can you get mare land? 
b) would it k near ar Ear? 
c) would it be 'fallow' land CK 'native' land 
8. Is it easy fa suangets to have access to fim land? (Pleas tick) 
-4 yes 
b )  No 
IF Yes. how many mangers had acquired land during the last farming seam? 
9. What wwld you yay about the aMilabii of farm land today as amnpared to 30 years ago? (PIease 
tick). 
a} mtxe readily avaiIabIe 
b) less readily available 
C) same as before 
LO. Has the length of Iand culti~tion before fallow increased over the last 30 years? (tick) 
a) yes 
b )  No 
IF Yes. why 
11. Is it easy to find 'fatlowed land for cultivation in your community? (PIease tick) 
a )  Yes 
b )  No 
12. How can you tell : 
a) a 'goad' virgin Iand from a 'bad' virgin land? 
b) a 'goad' active farm land horn a 'bad' active farm land? 
c) a 'good' M o w  land h a 'bad' fallow land 
13. Do yw have some abandoned farm lands in your canmunity? (Please tick) 
a )  
b )  No 
I" Yes. why are these hum lands abandoned? 
14. How do you teU Ihe di&rence ktween and 'abandoned' land and a 'blIow' land? - 
15. On yarr own hm land have yw e m  
a) made cartour bounds? YES NO 
b) stone Iind = N o -  
c) planted trees Y E S N O -  
16. Have you ever, done any of these rn canmunity land? Y E S N O -  
IF Yes, Please specify the type of activity 
17. Where is yoar hausehdd W cdIected? (Please tick) 
a) own farm land 
bl community iand 
c l  bJth 
18. Is 6rewood dection becoming : EASlER-DIFFICULT-NO-CHANGE- 
19. Do you a any of your household members make chamal? YES NO 
IF Yes, how many times do they make durtcoal in a year? 
how many bags do [hey maLe in a year? 
20. Do you lhink chvcoal making had increased in your -unity over the last 30 years?. 
Y E S N O -  
IF Yes, what is the reason for this inaease? 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TDIE 
L a b  
I. How many d your household members work on the household farm? 
chiIdrcn 1 a) hrll time (men-women.-, 
children ) b) part-time (men-warnen- 
2. Does the farm household hire any cash paid Iabour far: 
a) land preparation Yes NO 
b) ~ l a t i n g  Yes NO 
c) weeding Yes-No- 
d) harvesting Yes NO 
3. Do you engage communal labour for : 
a) land preparation Yes-No- 
b) planting Yes NO 
c) weeding Yes No 
d) harvesting Yes No 
4. What is the busiest month of the year for the farm household? 
5. Is labour readily available at this time? Yes NO 
1. k there a Ministry of Agriculture office and a an Agricultrrral Development Project situated in or near 
your community? Yes NO 
IF yes. have yw ever benefited h n  their d m ?  Yes NO 
State how 
2. Do you use animal manure on: 
a) compound farm Yes NO 
If No. why? 
b) bush farm Yes No 
If No. why? 
3. Do you use chemical fertilizers on 
a) compound farm Yes No 
If NO, why? 
b) bush farm Yes No 
If No, why? 
4.Doyou useimprovedseed? Yes No- 
IfNo. what is the source of your seed 
S.Doyouusepesticideonanycmp? Yes- No 
Ifyes, which aops? 
6.Doyw use: (Pleasetick) 
a) tractor 
b) bullock 
c l  
-4 none 
If you use ma. is it: 
-a)yourown 
b )  fented 
Ifyouusebullock 
D y o m ~  
b )  rented 
7. Do yw have access to credit? Yes NO 
Eyes, in what f m ?  (cg. cask input etc.) Specify 
8. Haw readily availaMe are fanning inputs to yca? @'hue ~) 
v a ! h s a W h m  rotclrornot 
a) lettilizer PI 121 Dl 
b) chemical spray [I] 121 131 
10. han what scum do you get your h m  inbmation ( cg. radio, TV, Extension agents. Mher farmers, 
[specifyD 
1 I. Ace yw a member of any of the following? (Please tick) 
a) farmers' ccmpemtive 
b) fiumas' 
c) others (m) 
12. How us& has your membership in any one IX m m  of these groups been to you? 
a l w d  
b )  useful 
C )  sometimes useful 
d l  rarely useful 
13. If useful. in what way? 
Marketing and liaaochl rrswrees 
1.Doyw: 
a)sellallywtcrops? YW NO 
b) consume all in the house Yes NO 
C) selIparcandcu~sumepan Yes No 
2, If you do market part of jmr crop, what propaticwt do you marker? 
3. What ma* problems do you face in marketing your aops? (Please spa@) 
-. -- - 
4. What do you think is mifed to improve your present marketing practices? (specify)- 
5. How many manbets of yaut household contribute to the househdd income (money, produce etc.) 
6. What are the main sortrces of income fa the household? (Rank I= higheat, 2= saond highest etc.) 
a] agricttlture 
b )  employment 
c) chatooal making 
-4 -g 
el h a n d i d  
9 employment outside the region 
nl o c h ~ ( s p e c i f y )  
7. What are the main cash expenditure during the yeat (cg. fwd. schod fees. dacbing, social obligations, 
fmn inputs e k ) .  Please List and indicate when they occur 
THANK YOU MIR YOUR TIME 
I. Have any majar changes faken place over the last 30 years related to: 
~ ) c r o p ~ y o ~ g r o d !  Yes No 
IFyes,pleasedescni 
b) Iand tenure? Yes NO- 
IF yes, please *be 
-- 
c) prices of inputsz 
il fertilizer 
Ik yes, please describe 
ii) seed Yes-NO- 
IF yes. please descrik 
iiii agrocfiemical Yes NO 
IF yes, please M b e  
4 pest: 
i) occunence Yes NO 
IFye-s,pleasedescni 
*type yes- No 
IF yes, please descni 
e) ~ccutfence of bush fires Yes No 
IF yes, please descni 
f) Others (specify and descn'be) 
2. Rank the following problems related to your agricultural activities (Rank by numbering L2.3. etc. 
with 1 = the most impmant). 
a) declining soil fertility 
b) lack otadepuate land fix farming 
c) lack of relevant infamation to sustain agricultural praiuction 
d) lack afagricnflural inpm 
-mls (please rank) 
seed - 
f & e t  
agmchemicals 
-marketing faciiities 
o t h e r s  (slrecify) 
3. What is the most impatant causeofthe problems p have just mentioned?. How do they affect your 
production decision and how do yoa deal with them? 
1st RoMem:(specify) 
2nd ProMcm: (specify) 
3rd Problem: (spccily) 
cause 
E&cton production decisims 
Strategy/saiutions 
Calls2 
Effect on production decisions 
S tr&gy/solutions 
Other Problems: (specify) 
Cause 
Effect on production decisions 
Strategy/solutions 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME 
